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Summary
Information dissemination in today’s rapidly advancing world has been largely based on 
multimedia. With the advancement of delivery technology, information is readily available from 
homes to offices, down to the remotest parts of the world. With this availability comes the need 
for assessment of user satisfaction and quality of experience. In the last few decades multimedia 
has changed from been just for entertainment to being a necessity, which is now affordable to all 
class of individuals in the society; thanks to advancing technology which has found cheaper ways 
to do things.
Video coding has made it easier for delivery of visual information either for storage or for 
transmission. Video coding involves the use of video coding tools for exploitation of redundant or 
content information in video sequences for compression. This reduces the size of the video 
sequence, thereby utilising less storage space and less bandwidth for transmission. However, 
compression of video sequences whether 2D or 3D videos, is not without problems. Compression 
of video sequences reduces the size and the quality of the video sequences by introduction of 
video artefacts. Therefore, there is need for quality assessment of compressed videos for better 
user satisfaction and experience. This need has resulted in research into objective metrics for 
video quality assessment.
In this thesis, several methods has been implemented for quality assessment of videos whether for 
transmission or for storage. Firstly, a perceptual based quality metric is proposed for evaluation of 
2D and 3D videos. This metric lises only the luminance component for quality evaluation, which 
makes it less complex compared to other metrics. Secondly, a reduced reference metric is 
proposed for quality assessment for video transmission using a mobile wireless network. This 
metric is a reduced reference metric that exploits the availability of the reference frame at the 
encoder for more accurate quality evaluation. Error concealment is implemented for videos 
transmitted over a mobile wireless network at different speeds; not utilising motion estimation 
techniques which is computationally expensive. Finally, a method for 3D quality assessment is 
implemented using a ratio of colour and depth 2D objective score to determine the 3D quality 
which differs from the method in chapter 2 which uses the left and right average 2D objective 
score to determine quality.
Key words: 2D, Video coding, 3D, Video artefacts, objective metrics, full reference, reduced 
reference, error concealment.
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Chapter 1
1 Introduction
1.1 Preamble
Growing consumer appetite has been the driving force behind audiovisual media advancement. 
This demand has in turn changed the look and functionalities of devices from the traditional 
functions to more sophisticated functionalities, bringing about a thin line between portable 
devices and home or office computers. Applications have also crossed from home/office 
computers to portable devices, made possible by high computing capabilities of portable mobile 
devices. The demand for more functionality has resulted in applets (Apps) created for portable 
mobile devices. Virtually anything can be done from a portable mobile device, from medicine, 
transportation, television, radio receivers, email, text. Small Message System (SMS), browser, 
gaming. Global Positioning System (GPS), e-commerce, and so on. This unprecedented growth in 
technology in the last few decades has changed the world culture in this interesting time of 
constant rapid change and innovation. Advancement in audiovisual technology has been due to 
largely cheaper delivery technology such as high speed internet and high speed wireless 
technology, advance video coding techniques.
Video coding techniques involves exploitation of redundant content information for video 
compression in other words to reduce the size of the video sequence. Video coding technologies 
has advanced tremendously, shaped mostly by the standardisation of the ITU-T H26x and the 
ISO/IEC MPEG technologies. Since the early 1990s, when the technology was in its infancy, 
international video coding standards -  chronologically, H.261 [1], MPEG-1 [2], MPEG-2 / H.262 
[3], H.263 [4], and MPEG-4 (Part 2) [5] -  have been the driving force behind the commercial 
success of digital video compression. These technologies provided interoperability among 
products developed by different manufacturers, while at the same time allowing enough flexibility 
for ingenuity in optimizing and packaging the technology to fit a given application and making 
the cost-performance trade-offs best suited to specific requirements. ITU-T H.264 / MPEG-4 (Part 
10) Advanced Video Coding (commonly referred as H.264/AVC) [6] is the newest entry in the 
series of international video coding standards. It is currently the most powerful and state-of-the- 
art standard, and was developed by the Joint Video Team (JVT) consisting of experts from ITU- 
T’s Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) and ISO/IEC’s (MPEG). Its’ design provides the most
1
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current balance between the coding efficiency, implementation complexity, and cost -  based on 
state of Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) design technology. Better coding efficiency of the 
technology used for compression, leads to better perceptual video quality.
Visual technology was for many years based on the conventional 2D video, from the 
monochromatic television to the polychromatic television, which in turn has evolved rapidly from 
standard definition to ultra high definition televisions. Each stage in this development has brought 
about better user satisfaction and experience by improved spatio-temporal features. The need for 
something more immersive led to the research into stereoscopic videos to create a 3D impression 
or feeling. A third dimension was added which is missing in the 2D video which is the depth 
information. If the depth information is added to the 2D video, 3D impression of the scene of the 
2D video is created. Stereoscopic video comprises two separate channels for the visions of the left 
eye and the right eye to provide the depth sensation. This is a very fascinating feeling and gives 
users the impression of being in the actual scene of the event. This impression will be more like 
what the users see with the eyes which is even a more satisfying user experience. However, the 
experience is not without limitations such as limited angle of view. This constraint led to multi­
view based 3D representations.
Multi-view 3D representation of a scene provides different angles of views for a particular scene, 
which overcomes the constraint of the stereoscopic 3D video. The user navigates seamlessly 
through different angles of a scene without hindrance giving a notion of Free View point Video 
(FVV). The advancements in multi-view 3D representation are driven by new 3D display 
technologies and growing use of multi camera arrays. Multi-view 3D based videos provide richer 
and better satisfaction to users, but constraints on delivery based on channel capacity will hinder 
its availability until more efficient advanced methods for multi-view coding is discovered and 
implemented, and larger channel capacity is available.
1.2 Motivation
Over the years advancement in video has come a long way from 2D to Stereoscopic to Multi-view 
to Holographic videos. Demand has changed from just traditional or conventional use of 
multimedia to very complex applications. Though this concepts and ideas has been around for 
some time, they are only just being realised now, because of advancement in acquisition 
technology, advanced video coding techniques, display technology and network technology both 
wired/wireless and static/mobile wireless.
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In this time of constant change, applications for this growing market is readily available from 
gaming, cinema, IPTV, real time video delivery, video on demand (VOD), and so on. With all 
these advancements, the use of video coding tools cannot be overemphasised, as it forms the 
building block for video processing. Video processing involves video capturing, video 
compression, video storage or transmission. These processes (except video storage) involves 
degradation of the original video sequence; error due to quantisation which is as a result of video 
coding technique applied, error due to transmission which is as a result of noise in a channel.
The need for video quality evaluation is necessary to strike a balance between wasting available 
resources and user satisfaction. Quality assessment sets to determine at which point the user 
cannot notice perceptually the difference between the original and the compression image, thereby 
not allocating more bits to the bit stream of the encoded image. This in turn reduces the 
bandwidth allocation for the image during video transmission, leaving the user satisfied with the 
quality of the delivered image. Quality evaluation is also needed after video transmission because 
of noise introduced in the channel. This helps in optimisation of the network resource allocation 
for limited bandwidth size. In general, perceptual quality evaluation is needed for proper resource 
management, quality evaluation, resource allocation, better video coding techniques and 
transmission technology, assessment of user satisfaction and experience.
1.2.1 Video Application Scenarios
Video application scenarios are numerous, but a very few popular applications will be looked 
into. Video is used virtually everywhere, with all the needed technology to acquire, process and 
deliver readily available, the potential is limitless.
Virtual Reality
The application of virtual reality is numerous with great potential. One of the numerous 
applications for virtual reality is for training; training for jobs requiring high risks where the 
trainee cannot be introduced into the immediate environment. Such environments are simulated in 
a computer generated environment making use of either artificial computer graphics or original 
images taken from the actual scene. This offers great potential, as it offers no risk to the trainee. 
Virtual reality is been used in medicine, aviation, military, business and manufacturing. Virtual 
reality holds promise for discovering the most efficient manufacturing conditions by allowing 
planners to evaluate the actual physical motions and strength needed to complete a job. 
The benefits cannot be overemphasised as it reduces financial, material and human cost.
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In medicine virtual reality systems are being developed to help surgeons plan and practice delicate 
surgical procedures. In automobile manufacturing, companies use virtual reality to test various 
designs for the dashboard configuration from the perspective of the user.
“In a troubling future, these augmented reality devices would offer a new dimension - a virtual 
layer that could be used to "re-skin" the troubling outside world. A boundary between the wearer 
and the world around him, the device would become a sort o f visual drug, used to make the world 
appear a better place - even ifjust for a moment. Within the mask, smells, sounds, even air quality 
would be imitated to create a fu ll sensory experience. The facial expressions o f  those wearing the 
device would be detected and projected onto personal avatars visible to others also living behind 
the shield o f  the mask. ” [7]
Figure 1-1: Virtual Reality [151]
Video Gaming
Video gaming has moved from the original conventional puzzle-tetris games to more near real life 
gaming. With the need for better user experience, real life scenarios are implemented into gaming. 
From the original 2D games where near real life images are used to 3D video games where the 
user feels immersed in the gaming environment. Increased processing power and advancing
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delivery technology has made online gaming a reality for users. Video gaming technology has 
been used in real life scenarios for remote control of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), or fourth 
generation fighter jets. Real time gaming require good and reliable network conditions, good 
video processing for actual representation of the scenario.
Figure 1-2: Video gaming
3D Television
With the availability of rich 3D contents by content providers, display manufacturers are on the 
move replacing the conventional 2D display with 3D display called 3DTV. One of the inhibiting 
factors has been lack of content for 3DTV, but with recent advancements in 3D technology and 
improved delivery technology, 3DTV will be main stream in a few years. There are two available 
3D stereoscopic display technologies. Note that stereoscopic 3D is the most commonly used 3D 
technology. These are 3D displays that require lenses and those that require no-lenses. The 3D 
display that require lenses are the Anaglyphic 3D (require passive red-cyan glasses), polarization 
3D (require passive polarised glasses) and the Alternate-frame sequencing (require active shutter 
glasses). The autostereoscopic display do not require glasses, the 3D effect is seen with the human 
eyes without the aid of glasses. Panasonic, Philips, Samsung, Toshiba, LG have all introduced 
3DTV with and without glasses. Sky as a content provider has launched 3D contents on one of its
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channel. With the provision of 3D content by providers such as Sky, Virgin Media and BBC, 
more users will purchase 3DTV.
Figure 1-3: 3D Television [152]
Virtual Collaboration
Virtual collaboration has taken many forms, including editing a piece of project at the same time 
on a display by different people separated by space. Collaboration has blurred distance, except for 
the real physical touch. In medicine, education, offices, virtual collaboration is used. One very 
important use of virtual collaboration is video conferencing; it can be between fixed PC terminals 
and mobile terminals. There must also be reliability in audiovisual media been transferred from 
one terminal to another, requiring efficient video coding technique and reliable transmission 
technology.
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Figure 1-4: Video Conference |153|
1.3 Thesis Objective and Overall Description
The main aim of this thesis is for video quality evaluation of 2D and 3D videos, videos 
transmitted over error free and error prone mobile wireless channels to determine optimum quality 
of videos, without waste of resources by service providers and the satisfaction of the end user.
The assessment of video quality aims at efficient resource management such as optimum 
bandwidth utilisation and efficient bit allocation. Subjective tests are expensive and time 
consuming; as such there is need for efficient, cheaper and less time consuming tools for video 
quality evaluation. Objective quality evaluation tends to mimic the Human Visual System (HVS), 
where results from objective metrics align with the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) from a poll, to 
validate the proposed objective metric as a tool for quality evaluation. In general, the aim of video 
quality evaluation is to deliver the best experience to user while at the same time not wasting 
valuable and scare resources, such as bandwidth, computational power and storage space.
Research overview and brief description:
• Perceptual Quality Metric for 2D and 3D videos: This is the first part of the thesis; it 
focuses on quality metric evaluation of 2D and 3D videos. Perceptual based quality 
metric aim at closely replicating MOS results obtained from subjective evaluation of the
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same videos. Compression of video sequences is needed to reduce the size of the video 
either for storage or transmission and this can be done by applying video coding 
techniques to the raw information. Video coding tools exploit spatio-temporal 
redundancies in the video frames for compression. More advanced coding implement 
content based approach for compression for bit rate reduction [8], largely used to improve 
areas of interest in an image as opposed to the variable or uniform block coding [9]. 
Video coding introduces artefacts which distort the visual quality as observed by the 
human eye, these distortions can be blockiness, blur and are as a result of the quantisation 
noise in the video coding tools. Perceptual based metric tries to quantify these errors as a 
measure of quality, the more the errors the less the quality of the video. This is applied 
also to 3D videos, which consist of the colour and the depth images rendered into the left 
and right 3D stereoscopic representation. A measure of the correctness of the perceptual 
based objective metric will be its alignment to the MOS obtained from the subjective test 
for validation. The closer the alignment the better the quantification of the errors by the 
perceptual based objective metric. Results from this perceptual based metric are compared 
with existing objective metric for both 2D and 3D videos.
Reduced Reference Quality Metric for Wireless Channels: The second part of this 
thesis will focus on quality of videos transmitted over mobile wireless channels. Errors 
introduced by video coding are quantisation errors and objective metrics designed for 
error free channels cannot efficiently quantify distortions introduced by channel noise 
during mobile wireless transmission. Such errors include ghosting and jittering. These 
errors are caused by packet loss and frame drop, details of these will be discussed later. 
There are challenges to determining quality of transmitted videos, because the original 
information is not available at the end user. The approach applied here is an adjunct 
method because it utilises the original information at the provider side to evaluate the 
quality of the video been transmitted. This full reference objective quality evaluated at the 
encoder is transmitted to the decoder side and used for the reduced reference quality 
evaluation, after transmission error quantification. The wireless network used in this case 
specifically is the UMTS utilising the WCDMA technology. Several network conditions 
were examined such using different UMTS environment (Vehicle and Pedestrian). Finally 
results obtained were compared with the MOS obtained from subjective testing for 
validation; these results were also compared with results obtained from other objective 
metrics.
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•  Error Concealment for Videos transmitted over Mobile Wireless Channels: Videos 
transmitted over mobile wireless channels can be distorted by channel noise. Considering 
the computational capability of mobile devices, it is imperative to design a low complex 
error concealment algorithm for these devices. This technique will not include motion 
estimation as this is computationally expensive, and time consuming, also considering the 
power supply limitation of mobile devices. This algorithm is based on certain extracted 
feature from the original information which does not add overhead bits during 
transmission, statistical values such as mean and variance of each macro block of the 
transmitted video. A change in these statistical values at the user end will be as a result of 
noise in the transmission channel. This is evaluated over an assumed maximum error 
which was obtained statistically after evaluation of several video sequences. Limitations 
in mobile computing such as bandwidth, computational capability and power, has put 
constraint on the design of error concealment algorithms. Therefore, an efficient low 
complex algorithm for video quality assessment and error concealment will be best suited 
for mobile devices. The videos generated were compared against videos obtained prior to 
application of the error concealment algorithm which resulted to improved values for all 
objective metric used in the experiment.
3D Perceptual Quality Evaluation using unequal Colour and Depth 2D Objective 
Score Ratio: Evaluation of quality for 3D videos has been done using 2D quality metrics 
since there is no metric specifically designed for 3D videos. This has proved very 
effective in trying to assessment 3D quality. The most common 3D video is the 
stereoscopic left and right, and colour and depth representations which give a 3D effect. 
With this representation, only two frames are needed to get a 3D effect. The left and right 
views or the colour and depth images. Most 3D quality evaluation using 2D metrics have 
considered applying the metrics to the left and right views and averaging the 2D objective 
score. But in this work, the 2D colour and depth objective scores are used for the 3D 
quality evaluation. However, the 2D colour and depth objective scores are not averaged in 
this case as in the left and right views where equal significance is accrued to both views. 
Therefore, the level of significance of colour and depth should be determined to be able to 
accurately evaluate the 3D quality using colour and depth objective score. In this work, 
the percentage ratio of colour and depth is presented after evaluation of different possible 
percentage ratios, graphically and statistically.
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1.4 Source Materials
A number of video materials and video analysis tools were used in this thesis for experimentation. 
The video sequences used are widely available in the public domain and are used as test materials 
in research and in literature. They vary in spatial resolution depending on the application, and are 
all in YUV 4:2:0 formats. This video format consists of a plane of luminance (Y) which 
represents the black and white information and two planes of chrominance planes (U and V) 
represent the colour information. Usually, as the luminance information is perceptually more 
essential than the chrominance information, the luminance plane is of double resolution in both 
dimensions than the chrominance planes in this format.
Nine 2D sequences were used and are of 704x576, 352x288 and 176x144 spatial resolutions with 
temporal resolution of 30 frames per second (fps). Four 3D sequences with spatial resolution of 
960x540 and temporal resolutions of 20 and 30fps were used. The choice of these sequences at 
every stage of experimentation depended on the characteristics of the video; low motion, medium 
motion, high motion, content, resolution for different applications.
if S 'W \
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Figure 1-5: 2D Sequences (a) Soccer (b) City (c) News (d) Akiyo (e) Bridge (f) Coastguard (g) 
Foreman (h) Hall Monitor (i) Salesman
(a)
(b)
(c)
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(d)
Figure 1-6: 3D Sequences (a) Butterfly (b) Interior (c) Inition 2D-3D World Cup (d) Watermill
Further details of these sequences are provided in Appendix A. Other materials used include video 
analysis tools, objective metrics and subjective test materials; details will be given in subsequent 
chapters.
1.5 Thesis Structure
The thesis is divided into 6 chapters:
• The second chapter gives the literature review and related background work setting the 
stage for methods and tools to be used during the PhD research. A historical background 
of video coding and a preview of different existing standards of video codec and technical 
details. Detailed explanation of video coding tools, existing objective metrics, subjective 
test methods, stereoscopic video coding, stereoscopic display technologies and wireless 
communication technologies.
• Chapter 3: In this chapter, a novel Perceptual Quality Metric is proposed. PQM 
application as a metric for both 2D and 3D (left and right view representation) quality 
assessment is presented. Results are compared with existing objective metrics and against 
MOS obtained from subjective test.
• Chapter 4: In this work a reduced reference algorithm for videos transmitted over mobile 
wireless channel is proposed. This metric act as an adjunct to the full reference metric for 
2D videos transmitted over error prone channels where the reference frame is not 
available at the user end. Details of the RR algorithm are presented and results are 
compared with existing objective metrics. Network conditions for wireless 
communications are detailed and explained followed by experimental results.
12
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Chapter 5: In this chapter, low complex error concealment algorithm is proposed for 
videos distorted over error prone mobile wireless channels. Related error concealment 
algorithms are discussed. Results are compared against videos received before application 
of error concealment algorithm. Finally experimental results are presented.
Chapter 6; In this chapter, 3D video quality assessment was investigated using unequal 
colour and depth 2D objective score ratio to evaluate 3D quality. A ratio for 3D quality 
assessment using 2D objective score for colour and depth for was proposed.
Chapter 7: This chapter gives the overview of all experimental results obtained and 
conclusion of different methods applied in the thesis and suggestions on future work.
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Chapter 2
2 Video Coding Overview
This chapter will present detailed background on video coding, from a very fundamental level to a 
more complex level. History of video coding and video coding standards will be discussed in 
detail, most especially the H26x video coding standards. Creation of 3D video, from capture to 
display and its development through the years will be fully discussed with emphasis on 
stereoscopic video coding which is the most popular form of 3D video in research and in the 
commercial market. Video quality assessment will be thoroughly examined, from the different 
types of techniques applied to the different types of objective metrics popularly used for video 
quality evaluation.
2.1 Introduction
The invention of video can be considered as one of the greatest achievement of man. The ability 
to capture events in time and space and replay them at leisure will be mind bugling to people that 
lived a thousand years ago. The advancements of video from conventional 2D to 3D videos have 
created even more opportunities for content providers and consumers, and even with further 
advancements into cheap availability of 3D capturing devices, the gains are limitless. To properly 
examine how these videos was formed, it is necessary to go back to the basic of video formation.
2.1.1 Basics of Video Coding
It is important to grasp the concept of light to fully understand video signals. From optics it is 
known that the colour of an object is the colour of the light reflected from the object when light 
hits the object. The light that the eye-brain sees is the reflected colour from the object. The 
concept of the eye-brain is introduced as light hitting the eye is interpreted by the brain; the eye is 
only a capturing organ. In other words, colour can be considered a light signal reaching the eye. 
From optics, it is known that light is a composition of electromagnetic frequencies in which there 
is a range of visible spectrum of all colours, having a sub-range of unique wavelength in different
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intensities that is visible to the eyes. In figure 2-1, the range of the wavelength of the visible 
spectrum is seen. In this range lie all the colours in nature.
Visible spectrum (wavelength)
750 nm 700 nm 650 nm 600 nm 550 nm 500 nm 450 nm 380 nm
Radio waves Microwaves Infrared UV X-rays Gamma Cosmic
m 10^ nm
( I nO
10^ nm 10^ nm 1 nm 
Decreasing wavelength
10'^ nm10"^nm
Increasing energy
--------------------------^
Figure 2-1: Electromagnetic Spectrum [154]
2.1.1.1 Colour Components
With the knowledge of the composition of visible light, it is necessary to introduce the basic 
colour components and why they are considered as the primary colour components. The primary 
colours are red, green and blue (RGB), these are considered primary because humans are 
trichromats [10]: the human eye contains only three types of colour receptors. With these primary 
colours, all other colours can be derived; as such these are considered the purest of colours as they 
cannot be obtained by mixture of other colours. In video signals, RGB is used to generate all other 
colours needed for representation in an image.
There are different colour systems used around the world for analog television transmission such 
as the Phase Alternate Line (PAL) and National Television System Committee (NTSC). In the 
PAL analog colour system, the colour space used is the YUV (Y is the Luminance, U is the hue 
and V is the saturation). U and V are also known as the chrominance value.
In digital video the colour space used is the YCbCr colour space based on the ITU-R 
Recommendation BT. 601; Y is the luminance, Cb and Cr are the chrominance. In video signals.
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the Y component is enough for image representation as in the greyscale colour space, because it 
forms the structure of the image. The Cb and Cr only add colour and intensity levels to the 
components of the luminance.
There are other colour spaces such as the HSI or HSV (Hue, Saturation and Intensity or Value), 
CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow (Black)), CIE 1931 XYZ colour space created by the 
International Commission on Illumination in 1931 [11] [12].
2.1.1.2 Image Basics/Formats
In the study of video, it is important to know that video sequences are image in fast succession. In 
digital video, the properties of video such as resolution, format, temporal resolution which is 
measured as frames per second, suggests that digital video are image frames moving in fast 
succession typically of speed of 25 to 30 fps. Image formats are standardised means of storing and 
organising digital images. Images considered in this thesis are digital images and as such will be 
referred to as images. Images are composed of pixels arranged in rows and columns. A pixel 
location is identified by a row and column. A pixel is made up of the combination of different 
values YUV, these give the variations in colour and structure of an image.
The size of an image depends on the resolution of the image, as images with more rows and 
columns will have greater sizes compared to images with [ess. Also, each pixel of an image 
increases in size when its colour depth increases—an 8-bit pixel (I byte) stores 256 colours, a 24- 
bit pixel (3 bytes) stores 16 million colours, the latter known as true colour.
Frame formats are of different sizes determined by the application. Frame formats for mobile 
videos will be of smaller size compared to high definition video for fixed devices, determined by 
factors such as bandwidth, and size of reception device. A series of frame formats have been 
defined; each format is defined by the spatial resolution of the luminance and chrominance 
components as well as the temporal resolution. The resolution of the chrominance signal is 
usually reduced compared to the resolution of the luminance signal due to the nature of human 
visual perception. This reduction is defined by the image format according to the percentage of 
each chrominance component resolution with respect to the luminance resolution in the horizontal 
and vertical directions [13].
Common Interface Format (GIF) is the standardised format for vertical and horizontal resolutions 
in pixels of digital sequences in video signals, commonly used in video teleconferencing systems. 
GIF defines a video sequence with a resolution of 352 x 288 with a frame rate of 30000/1001 
(roughly 29.97) frames like NTSG, with colour encoded using YGbGr 4:2:0 as illustrated in figure
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2-2. Different applications have determined the use of GIF either as a multiple or a fraction of it. 
These extensions of GIF are proposed depending on the applications.
© Q 0 0
IÀ lA
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
lA lA
0 0 0 0
(D Y block I Cb block À Cr block
Figure 2-2: Sampling scheme for 4:2:0 Image format
2.2 Video Coding Concept
The concept of video coding was given birth because of a number of constraints associated with 
captured raw videos. The size of captured raw videos is large especially if it is of a high 
resolution. This means more space is required for storage of captured raw video, and use of high 
bandwidth for transmission. Capture video sequences exhibit significant correlation spatially and 
among consecutive video frames. This repeated information is considered as redundant 
information. Video coding concepts exploit these redundancies to reduce the size of the videos 
both for transmission and storage. Video coding concepts consists of three major operations; 
spatial and temporal redundancy operations and variable length coding. One way of compressing 
video is simply to compress each picture separately. This is how much of the compression 
research started in the mid-1960s [14], [15]. This method exploits the spatial redundancy in an 
image. Today, the most prevalent syntax for such use is Joint Photographic Expert Group (JPEG) 
[16]. The JPEG format is an image container for images. Generally a video codec consists of an 
encoder and a decoder. Gompression mainly occurs in the encoder while decompression occurs in 
the decoder. If the techniques applied during video coding are lossy, the recovered image at the 
decoder will not be exactly the same as the image at the encoder. Figure 2-3 shows a typical 
encoder architecture with important video coding processes.
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Figure 2-3: High level encoder architecture [155]
Combinations of different techniques that employ different redundancy exploitation are used in 
encoders for effective compression of video signals.
Techniques for digital compression for many applications can typically be classified as follows.
2.2.1 Transformation
Transformation is a process that consists of forming new sets of samples from a combination of 
input samples, often using a linear combination. Simply speaking, a transformation can prevent 
the need to repeatedly represent similar values and can capture the essence of the input signal by 
using frequency analysis. A typical benefit of transformation is a reduction in the statistical 
correlation of the input samples, so that the most relevant aspects of the set of input samples are 
typically concentrated into a small number of variables. This method exploits the spatial 
correlation of an image.
In transformation the energy of a video frame is concentrated in the low frequency band. 
Therefore, insignificant transform elements (coefficients) can be discarded by quantisation. This 
process causes losses in the original data, as some high frequency coefficients in the transform 
domain are completely discarded. Transformation techniques are lossy because values discarded 
cannot be recovered
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Effective transform coding techniques applied for spatial redundancy exploitation is the Discrete 
Cosine Transform (OCT) [17] and the Wavelet Transform (WT) [18]. The DCT technique is a 
block based transformation which transforms images from a spatial domain to a frequency 
domain. The significance of the information carried in each frequency coefficient varies in terms 
of image energy. The lower frequency components, which correspond to the top-left coefficients 
of the DCT block (Figure 2-4), are more significant when considering the HVS, as the human eye 
is more sensitive to low frequency spatial information components.
Figure 2-4: Two dimensional DCT basis functions (8x8). Neutral gray represents zero, white 
represents positive amplitudes, and black represent negative amplitude [19].
The advantage of the DCT is its excellent decorrelation properties, energy compaction and its 
ability to pack input data into fewer coefficients as possible. This allows the quantiser to discard 
coefficients with relatively small amplitudes without introducing visual distortion in the 
reconstructed image. DCT exhibits excellent energy compaction for highly correlated images. 
DCT exploits inter-pixel redundancies to render excellent decorrelation for most natural images. 
Thus, all uncorrelated transform coefficients can be encoded independently without 
compromising coding efficiency. In addition, the DCT packs energy in the low frequency regions; 
therefore some of the high frequency content can be discarded without significant quality 
degradation. Thus using a course quantisation scheme causes further reduction in the entropy (or 
average number of bits per pixel), though this might cause image degradation.
Since DCT is a block based transform, it introduces block artefacts after video coding application 
because of sharp differences at the boundaries which deteriorates the quality of a video sequence. 
The concept of using transform coding as a tool for video compression is its ability to reduce
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samples into fewer values with varying significance. The HVS is insensitive to high frequency; as 
such the high frequency coefficients of the transform result can be discarded with minimal 
perception by the HVS. However, transform coding in itself does not yield compression, it is the 
quantisation of the transform coding results that result in video compression.
2.2.2 Prediction
It is a statistical estimation procedure where future random variables are estimated from past and 
present observable random variables. It is a process by which a set of prediction values is created 
based in part on an indication sent by an encoder of how to form the prediction based on analysis 
of the input samples. Spatial redundancies are exploited by predicting the values of each pixel or 
pixel group using previously coded information, and coding the remaining error (residual). This 
technique is referred to as Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM). Neighbouring pixels 
yield the best performance as they usually have the highest correlation with the pixel under 
consideration, they can either be from the same frame or adjacent frames in time.
2.2.3 Quantisation
A process by which the precision used for the representation of a sample value (or a group of 
sample values) is reduced in order to reduce the amount of data needed to encode the 
representation. Such a process is directly compared to well-understood concepts like the rounding 
off of less significant figure when writing the value of some statistic. Often the rounding precision 
is controlled by a step size that specifies the smallest representable value increment. Among the 
techniques listed here for compression, quantisation is typically the only one that is not invertible; 
quantisation involves some losses because it is a form of many-to-few mapping less fidelity in the 
resultant samples. The aim for better fidelity will be minimisation of losses to some relevant 
method of measuring distortion. This minimisation to a great degree will depend on the 
quantisation steps; the larger the quantisation step, the less the fidelity but smaller quantisation 
will result in better data fidelity but less compression. Another method will be the introduction of 
variable step quantisation which might be based on prior knowledge of image content. A trade off 
has to be made between data fidelity and compression.
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2.2.4 Entropy Coding
This is a process by which discrete-valued source symbols are represented in a manner that takes 
advantage of the relative probabilities of the various possible values of each source symbol, A 
well-known type of entropy code is the variable-length code (VLC), which involves establishing a 
tree-structured code table that uses short binary strings to represent symbol values that are highly 
likely to occur and longer binary strings to represent less likely symbol values. The best-known 
method of designing VLCs is the well-known Huffman code method, which produces close to 
optimal VLC. Variable Length Coding (VLC) uses short code words for highly probable values 
and long code words for the less probable ones. Another method of entropy coding that can 
typically be more optimal than VLC coding and can also be more easily designed to adapt to 
varying symbol statistics is the newer technique referred to as arithmetic coding used in the 
H.264/AVC codec. Huffman and arithmetic coding are the most common VLC techniques and are 
widely employed in standard video codecs.
2.2.5 Motion Estimation and Compensation
This process forms the basic block in inter-frame coding. It is based on matching each block with 
the candidate blocks in the reference frame and selecting the best matching block in the reference 
frame, where the reference frame is usually the adjacent frame in time. Frames are divided into m 
X n block sizes and compared against all blocks within a pre-defined search window of the same 
size in the reference frame. The search window is usually larger than the block size this gives 
room for larger search area but also increases processing time and the searched block is in the 
centre of the search window at the start of the search. The best matching block can be chosen 
considering several approaches including Mean Squared Error (MSB) and Mean of Absolute 
Error (MAE). The motion vector is the spatial displacement between the searched block and the 
best matched block. The predicted frame is compensated from the reference frame, making use of 
the motion vector map. This process in commonly known as motion compensation. Pixel values 
in the best matched block are copied from the reference frame to the decoded frame.
2.3 Genealogy of Video Coding Standards
Initial attempts in video coding systems date back to 1960s for the design of an analogue video 
phone system. Organised groups of experts focused on video coding, such as the International 
Telecommunication Union (ITU-T) and the Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG), who 
attempted to standardise formats in the late 1980s. Video Coding Expert Group (VCEG) is the 
study group for multimedia coding, systems and applications of the ITU-T. VCEG is responsible
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for studies relating to multimedia service capabilities, and application capabilities which 
encompasses multimedia terminals, systems (such as network signal processing equipment, 
multipoint conference units, gateways, gatekeepers, modems, and facsimile), protocols and signal 
processing (media coding). The Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) is a working group of 
experts that was formed by ISO and lEC to set standards for audio and video compression and 
transmission [20] and was established in 1988. Looking at video coding standards over the years, 
since groups worked in unison towards designing a standard video coding technology, it means 
there was little or no external competition, which in turn led to the H.26x/MPEG-x standards. The 
genealogy of video coding standards is more like the genealogy of the H.26x/MPEG-x video 
coding standards.
In 1990 the H.261 was standardised, MPEG-1 Video (standardised in 1993), MPEG-2 Video 
(standardised in 1994), H.263 (standardised in 1997), MPEG-4 Visual (or Part 2) (standardised in 
1998) and H.264/Advanced Video Coding (AVC) (standardised in 2004). These are the existing 
coding standards used in multi-media applications, varying from low bit-rate communication to 
video telephony, from terrestrial broadcasting services to consumer video storage systems. Most 
of these coding standards rely on block based transform coding and hybrid coding techniques 
making use of motion compensated prediction.
H.120 was the first digital video coding standard. Version 1 (in 1984) featured conditional 
replenishment, differential PCM, scalar quantisation, variable-length coding and a switch for 
quincunx sampling and version 2 (in 1988) added motion compensation and background 
prediction. This standard was scarcely used and no codecs exist for it. H.261 standard uses a 
combination of inter-frame Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) and Discrete Cosine 
Transform (DCT). It originally intends to encode video sequences at 384 kbps; whereas later it 
was extended to operate at other bitrates (multiplies of 64 kbps). Coding technologies for digital 
storage media, such as CD-ROMs, were investigated by the MPEG in the early 1990s. The first 
generation of MPEG, MPEG-1 coding standard, uses H.261 as a starting point. MPEG-1 
optimally operates in the range of 1.2-1.5 Mbps for non-interlaced video. Afterwards a new 
generation of standards emerged for coding interlaced video at higher bit rates (in the range of 4 - 
9 Mbps) called MPEG-2. MPEG-2 became so popular, such that it is used in many digital video 
applications such as terrestrial video broadcasting (DVB-T), satellite TV, cable TV and Digital 
Versatile Disc (DVD). Later, MPEG-2 was adopted by ITU-T under the generic name of H.262. 
H.262/MPEG-2 is scalable, where scalability is an essential feature in video coding. After 
progressive developments on MPEG-1 and MPEG-2, MPEG started working on a video coding 
standard operating at very low bit rates (64 kbps or less) and came up with MPEG-4. ITU-T, in 
parallel, carried out some work on a new video coding standard H.263 targeting similar 
applications (coding at very low bitrates). H.263 was developed as an evolutionary improvement
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based on experience from H.261, and the MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 standards. Its first version was 
completed in 1995 and provided a suitable replacement for H.261 at all bitrates. The evolutions of 
this standard were named as H.263+ and H.263++, where the compression efficiency of this video 
coding standard was improved over the years.
In 2001 the Joint Video Team (JVT) was formed which is a group of video coding experts from 
ITU-T Study Group 16 (VCEG) and ISO/lEC JTC 1 SC 29 / WG 11 (MPEG) created to develop 
an advanced video coding specification. The main result of the JVT has been ITU-T 
Recommendation H.264 | ISO/lEC 14496-10, commonly referred to as H.264/MPEG-4-AVC, 
H.264/AVC [21], or MPEG-4 Part 10 A VC. The first version of the standard was completed in 
May 2003, and several enhancement projects have been completed by JVT since then. 
H.264/AVC is among the latest entries in the series of international coding standards [22]. 
H.264/AVC has achieved a significant improvement in rate distortion efficiency relative to 
existing standards. It is noteworthy to state that H.264/AVC has almost doubled the compression 
performance of MPEG-2, and it is currently used for compressing high definition TV (HDTV) 
signals. Furthermore, new amendments of H.264 have tripled the compression efficiency of 
MPEG-2 for some key applications.
2.4 H.264/AVC Video Codec
The H.264/AVC is the most advanced and newest entry in the series of international video coding 
standards. It is currently the most powerful and state-of-the-art standard, and was developed by 
JVT consisting of experts from ITU-T’s VCEG and ISO/lEC’s MPEG. As has been the case with 
past standards, its design provides the most current balance between the coding efficiency, 
implementation complexity, and cost -  based on state of VLSI design technology. Figure 2-5 
shows hybrid video encoder for H.264/AVC.
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Figure 2-5: Hybrid video encoder for H.264/AVC [156]
H.264/AVC is used in a wide range of video coding applications including broadcast over various 
media, multimedia data storage, surveillance, military applications, digital cinema, multimedia 
streaming and multimedia messaging services over cable, satellite, terrestrial, cable modem, 
wireless and mobile networks. Three basic feature sets called profiles were established to address 
these application domains: the Baseline, Main, and Extended profiles. The Baseline profile was 
designed to minimise complexity and provide high robustness and flexibility for use over a broad 
range of network environments and conditions especially for videoconferencing and wireless; the 
Main profile was designed with an emphasis on compression coding efficiency capability to be 
used for broadcasting with all baseline features except for error resilience features; and the 
Extended profile was designed to combine the robustness of the Baseline profile with a higher 
degree of coding efficiency and greater network robustness and to add enhanced modes for 
flexible video streaming. In H.264 coding each picture is compressed by partitioning it as one or 
more slices; each slice consists of macroblocks, which are blocks of 16x16 luma samples with 
corresponding chroma samples. However, each macroblock is also divided into sub-macroblock 
partitions for motion-compensated prediction. The prediction partitions can have seven different 
sizes -  16x16, 16x8, 8x16, 8x8, 8x4, 4x8 and 4x4. In past standards, motion compensation used 
entire macroblocks or, in the case of newer designs, 16x16 or 8x8 partitions, so the larger variety 
of partition shapes provides enhanced prediction accuracy. There are five types of slices defined
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in H.264, which are Intra (I), Predictive (P), Bi-predictive (B), Switch-I (SI) and Switch-P (SP) 
slices. I-slices are encoded by intra-prediction, whereas P and B slices are encoded by inter­
prediction. The SI and SP slices are especially utilised for efficient bit-rate switching, this can 
enable switching a decoder between representations of the video content that used different data 
rates, recovery from data losses or errors, as well as enabling trick modes such as fast-forward, 
fast-reverse [23].
As the video compression tools primarily work at or below the slice layer, bits associated with the 
slice layer and below are identified as Video Coding Layer (VCL) and bits associated with higher 
layers are identified as Network Abstraction Layer (NAL) data. VCL data and the highest levels 
of NAL data can be sent together as part of one single bitstream or can be sent separately. The 
NAL is designed to fit a variety of delivery frameworks such as broadcast, wireless and storage 
media.
Intra-spatial coding exploits spatial correlation among pixels, three basic types of intra spatial 
prediction are defined: Full-macroblock prediction for 16x16 luma or the corresponding chroma 
block size, or 8x8 luma prediction (FRExt-only), or 4x4 luma prediction. Intra prediction in 
H.264/AVC is always conducted in the spatial domain, by referring to neighbouring samples of 
previously decoded blocks that are to the left and/or above the block to be predicted as shown in 
figure 2-6.
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Figure 2-6: Spatial prediction o f a 4x4 block [156]
Transform and quantisation techniques are applied to decorrelate the data spatially. H.264/AVC 
uses spatial transform coding of the prediction residual. However, the transformation is applied to
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4x4 blocks instead of the larger 8x8 blocks used in previous standards. In the H.264/AVC a 
separable integer transform is used instead of the 4x4 DCT [24], The coefficients produced by the 
transformation are quantised using a quantisation control parameter that can take one of the 52 
possible values when video format supports 8 bits per decoded sample. Each increase of six 
doubles the quantisation step size. The quantised transform coefficients of a block generally are 
scanned in a zigzag fashion as shown in figure 2-7 and transmitted using entropy coding before 
transmission. This scan ordering is designed to order the highest-variance coefficients first and to 
maximize the number of consecutive zero-valued coefficients appearing in the scan.
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Figure 2-7: Coefficient zigzag scanning in a frame
Entropy coding is a term referring to lossless coding techniques that replace data elements with 
coded representations which, in combination with the previously-described predictions, 
transformations, and quantisation, reduce the data size significantly. Two modes of entropy 
coding are used in H.264/AVC [25]; Content Adaptive Variable Length Coding (CAVLC) and 
Content Adaptive Binary Arithmetic coding (CABAC), CABAC has higher complexity than 
CAVLC, but has better coding efficiency typically reducing bit rate 10-15% for the same quality, 
CAVLC uses the well known Huffman coding scheme and both uses content adaptability for 
performance improvement. The key characteristic of both entropy coding schemes is that they 
dynamically update the codebook used for representing the video elements during encoding 
according to the changes in the content of the video,
H.264/AVC also used inter-frame prediction to exploit temporal redundancy in video sequences 
through motion estimation. The P-slice and B-slice are two kinds of inter-frame coding in 
H,264/AVC, The H.264/AVC uses an in-loop deblocking filter to reduce the blockiness 
introduced in a picture. The filtered pictures are used to predict the motion for other pictures. 
Decreasing the quantisation step size, reduces the effect of the filter, and when the quantisation
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step size is very small, the filter is shut off. It can also be shutoff explicitly or adjusted in overall 
strength by an encoder at the slice level. H.264/AVC has more efficient error resilience tools for 
video recovery fidelity (adapted from past standard). The slice structure design adds further 
robustness, as each slice is designed to be completely independent of all other slices of a picture 
in the basic decoding process before the application of the deblocking filter, which can also be 
made independent by the encoder if desired. The features of the H.264/AVC when used well 
together provide approximately a 50% bit rate savings for equivalent perceptual quality relative to 
the performance of prior standards.
2.5 3D Video History
3D technology can be traced all the way back to the beginning of photography. It is known that a 
mirror device was used in 1838 to deliver stereoscopic 3D images by Sir Charles Wheatstone 
[26]. In 1844 David Brewster invented the Stereoscope. It was a new invention that could take 
photographic images in 3D, Later, Louis Jules Duboscq took that invention and improved on it, 
Louis took a picture of Queen Victoria using the improved technology and displayed it at the 
Great Exhibition in 1851, This picture became very well known throughout the world. 
Stereoscopic cameras started to catch on and became fairly common for personal use by World 
War 11,
In 1855 the Kinematascope, a stereo animation camera, was invented. It was able to create 3D 
motion pictures. In 1915 the first anaglyph movie was produced. Anaglyph technology used 3D 
glasses with 2 different colour lenses that would direct an image to each eye. In 1890 William 
Friese-Greene, a British film pioneer, filed a patent for the 3D movie process, but because of the 
mechanical use of this method, theatrical view was not practical [27], In 1922 the first public 3D 
movie, "The Power of Love", was displayed [28], In 1935 the first 3D Colour movie was 
produced. The use of the technology would remain dormant for over a decade.
In the 1950s, 3D technology made a comeback. During this era. Televisions (TVs) had become 
extremely popular and had started appearing in many households. In the 50s a number of 3D 
movies were being produced.
The first commercial 3dTV broadcast took place in USA in 1980, In [29], the overview of the 
technologies presented in the 3DTV exhibitions that took place between 1985 and 1996 is 
provided. There are other 3D video techniques other than the stereoscopic vision, which includes 
holographic video and integral images. In 1989 experimental holographic videos appeared for the 
first time [30], Integral imaging has been known since 1908, comprising of captured 2D images of
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a scene from different viewing angles and projecting back optically through sets of micro-lens 
arrays to the geometric location of the object [30]. Both integral imaging and holographic vision 
differ from the stereoscopic vision in the sense that their principles are not based on the human 
perception, but on the principle of duplicating the physical light distribution in the viewing space 
in the absence of the original scene objects [31]. Stereoscopy provides the true full parallax and is 
seen as the next strongest candidates for the leading 3DTV technology. The introduction of 
practical 3DTV system solutions based on stereoscopy seems to be inevitable as the high 
definition 3DTV (3D-HDTV) was reported in NHK-STRL annual report [32]. Detailed analyses 
of many practical aspects of 3D stereoscopic video based on a wide scale of subjective tests were 
included in this report. It concludes that the 3D video is more successful than 2D video in terms of 
creating the sense of reality in the user. However, the report also states that the dependency of 
ease of viewing to the scene content is more in the case of 3D. It also discusses capturing 
techniques for 3D video and describes a 3D camera, based on the infrared sensors for depth map 
measurement. This project broadened the compression and transmission aspects of 3DTV. 
MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 based compression schemes were utilised and tested. Human visual fatigue 
studies were continued during this project. The Free-viewpoint TV (FTV) concept is a special 
kind of 3DTV, aiming at enabling users to navigate through the scene space; to make the user 
select the desired viewpoint to watch at any time. The fact behind this concept theoretically has 
been known by the computer vision society, but not until recently that the advancements reached 
a certain level for the consideration of end user free-viewpoint applications. It is with the efforts 
by University of Nagoya, Japan, that the concept of FTV became popular. The form of FTV 
introduced by Tanimoto Laboratories of University of Nagoya is a ray-space based representation, 
rather than a pixel based representation [33]. More recent large scale 3D TV related projects 
around Europe have considered a complete 3D TV chain from the content acquisition to the 
display at homes, as depicted in Figure 2-8.
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Figure 2-8: 3D video process; from acquisition to display
The latest 3DTV broadcasting approach proposed by the European Information Society 
Technology (1ST) between 2002 and 2004 and funded by the European Commission is the
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Advanced Three-dimensional Television System Technologies ATTEST [34] [35]. The 3D 
representation used in this scenario is based on a monocular colour texture video and an 
associated per-pixel depth map. ATTEST was aimed at providing backward compatible 3D video 
delivery system over Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) with manageable amendments to the 
existing infrastructure. Different from most previously conducted researches, the compression of 
depth map, which represent the scene geometry is considered and it is found that depth maps can 
be compressed very efficiently with far less additional overhead using H.264/AVC. The standards 
compatible approach presented in ATTEST has lead to the development of interoperable 
structures for 3DTV, which is still under concern today. The single perspective-based 3D 
rendering with depth information is extended simply to any number of viewpoints, which in the 
context of 3D broadcasting imply the compression of multiple-viewpoint video sequences. 
Another large scale project is the 3DTV Network of Excellence (3DTV NoE) [36], funded by 
European Commission and started in 2004, as a follow-up to the ATTEST project, considers a 
broad range of aspects of the 3D television from capturing to content representation, coding, 
transmission and to display as shown in figure 2-8. In this project, breakthroughs in optical 
display technologies, which led to the production of successful electronic holographic displays, 
are considered and exploited with the idea of the true full parallax concept for 3DTV services.
The great increase in the production rate of 3D video content, in the form of 3D movies, proves 
the strong base user demand on immersive video experience leading consumer electronics 
companies such as Philips, Samsung, LG, Panasonic, Mitsubishi and Sony to launch 3DTV 
related products such as 3D displays. Samsung, Philips, Sony, LG have all launched 3DTV 
displays that can be used for 3D content viewing, with 1080p (Full HD) pictures to enable viewers 
experiences the natural vision. Some of these new display technologies come with or without 
viewing glasses. Content providers such as Sky TV, Virgin media, British broadcaster, launched 
the UK 3D channels in 2010. The fast advancements in every technological aspect of the 3DTV 
chain is as a result of the completed and ongoing research projects and commercial product efforts 
all over the world, in an effort to bring the commercial 3D video applications closer to homes and 
offices.
2.6 3D Video Classification
3D videos are distinct from 2D videos because of the perception of depth which brings about an 
increase in user satisfaction. It gives the user an immersive state in the scene of display; a feeling 
of being or near-being in the actual scene. This experience has spurred consumer demand which is 
the major driving force that changes the dynamics in consumer electronics manufacture. The
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demand for 3D content and display will lead to technological innovations in acquisition 
technologies, video coding techniques and display technologies. Recent technological 
achievements have paved way for cheaper 3D acquisition cameras, increasing popularity, cheaper 
3D display and increased 3D content provision by content providers. Research has been 
concentrated on 3D capture, compression, transmission, rendering and display.
3D video is a general term for any video or display that show the third dimension which is depth. 
There are several classifications of 3D videos in 3D video production; depending mainly on the 
acquisition and rendering in the 3D processing.
2.6.1 Stereoscopic Video
The word '''stereo’’ comes from the Greek word ""stereos’" which means “solid” [37]. The word 
stereoscopic comes from stereoscope which is an instrument which gives to pictures the 
impression of solidity. Stereo vision enables humans to visualise objects in three-dimensions. The 
eye is the organ for sight in the body, and when focussed on an object, each eye captures a unique 
viewpoint of the scene slightly different from the viewpoint of the other eye. These images are 
then rendered by the brain to give the 3D effect. Naturally humans see things in three-dimensions 
as shown in figure 2-9.
Figure 2-9: Eye-Brain stereoscopic vision |157|
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For figure 2-9, it can be seen that the human left and right eye do not have exactly the same view 
as there is a slight difference between the view points. This is stereo vision. The Eye-Brain 
concept is very important because it is a reminder that it is not enough to get two slightly different 
viewpoints of a scenario to get 3D effect. The different views have to be rendered to visualise the 
3D effect, without which both images will be seen like in figure 2-10.
Figure 2-10: Stereo image [158]
The human visual system interprets depths using depth cues. Depth cues can be categorised as 
psychological; image size, perspective and occlusion or physiological; convergence, motion 
parallax, chroma-stereopsis [38] [39]. The binocular disparity, which represents the dissimilarity 
in views due to the relative location of each eye, is exploited to help the human visual system to 
perceive depth.
Stereoscopic video is a specialised type of 3D video because its generation requires two images to 
create the 3D effect and it is the simplest form of 3D video representation. In 3D stereoscopic 
video representation, there are two commonly used methods for stereoscopic video generation 
namely the Left and Right View and the Colour plus Depth stereoscopic view representation.
2.6.1.1 Left and Right Stereoscopic Video Representation
Stereoscopic video consists of the Left (L) and Right (R) video pairs. It is the simplest and most 
cost effective way of creating stereoscopy, the L-R stereoscopic video is captured by a pair of 
calibrated cameras. Stereoscopic dual cameras make use of two separate monocular cameras to 
capture the left and right viewpoints of the 3D observer. The shooting parameters can be
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determined once and applied accordingly during capture. Such parameters include distance 
between the optical axes of the shooting cameras - Camera baseline distance, distance of the 
cameras to the point where both optical axes intersect - Convergence distance, and focal lengths. 
Accordingly, the horizontal disparity between two viewpoints and hence, the degree of perceived 
depth in the scene is controlled. Two different camera configurations are possible: parallel camera 
configuration where optical axes never intersect and converging camera configuration (toed-in 
cameras) where optical axes intersect at the convergence distance. Both configurations are shown 
in figure 2-11.
(a) (b)
Figure 2-11: Dual camera configurations (a) Parallel cameras (b) Converging cameras [159]
This representation is known to be robust because both of the viewpoint videos are captured by a 
camera, and therefore they consist of real world texture information. The major setback for this 
stereoscopic video generation is that it requires higher bandwidth for transmission and double 
storage for storing because such a representation is multiplied by two, as the amount of visual 
information related to the same scene content is doubled. The amount of viewer interaction with 
the content is rather limited because of a single viewing angle. The user is also forced to watch the 
content with the predefined amount of depth perception.
2.6.1.2 Colour plus Depth Stereoscopic Video Representation
This representation is widely used in research and standardisation [40] and the colour and depth 
are synthesised by a method called Depth-lmage based rendering (DIBR). This is also practically 
used because of its lower bandwidth utilisation for transmission compared to the left and right 
views. The depth images are generated using special range cameras or processed output of 
multiple camera views. These depth-range cameras are conventional video camera enhanced with 
sensors which capture the depth and conventional image of a scene. The Time-of-FIight camera
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(depth camera) sends out pulsed light or light wall to the object. As the light hits the objects it is 
reflected back towards the camera carrying an imprint of the objects. The depth sensor at the 
camera measures the exact distance of each pixel in the scene from the reflected light.
The depth map is a gray scale 2D image with varying pixel intensity representing different levels 
of depth for each of the pixels in the image. Figure 2-11 represents a colour texture and the 
corresponding depth map frame with the gray-level colour scale.
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Figure 2-12: Colour and depth map representation of a scene with gray-level colour scale
Depth map sequences have similar spatio-temporal characteristics as the corresponding colour 
texture image sequence. Depth map video sequences are usually in the form of 8-bit gray level 
image sequences where 0 luminance corresponds to the farthest point from the camera and 255 
corresponds to the closest point to the camera.
The depth values are derived from the gray-level depth map luminance values based on two depth 
clipping planes Znear and Zfar. In other words, the 8 bit depth plane is normalised to fit into the 
perceivable depth plane in 3D space. Znear corresponds to 255 and Zfar corresponds to 0. After 
which the intermediate depth planes in 3D space are calculated using the depth map luminance 
value and depth clipping planes. In case of linear depth quantisation. It is calculated using (2.1)
(7 - 7  ^nt’ai far
2 5 5
(2 . 1)
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Z denotes the distance between the camera and the object, d  is the gray level depth map value and 
ranges between 0-255. The Zcam [41] and Axi-vision [42] 3-D cameras are commercially 
available 3D depth range cameras, which were developed by 3DV systems and NHK respectively.
In colour and depth 3D video representation, the associated depth information contains a lot of 
low frequency components; therefore it can be compressed much more efficiently. Depth 
information may be compressed to below 10-20% of the basic colour video bit rate without 
significantly affecting the quality [43]. This in turn will lead to only 10-20% overhead for 3D 
video transmission as compared to the conventional 2D and left and right 3D video transmission. 
3D impression is related to how much the depth is rendered using the depth image based 
rendering technique, the viewer can adjust the reproduction of the 3D depth to suit his/her 
personal preferences, because of the difference in depth appreciation over age groups [44]. For 
example, older adults are less sensitive than younger adults in stereoscopic depth perception. 
Disparity estimation is a process to determine homologous image points between left and right 
stereo view producing disparity maps [45]. Disparity maps between left and right viewpoints 
produced in traditional stereoscopic video is not needed for 2D colour plus depth video. This 
saves computation time at the encoder as perform disparity estimation will not be computed. 
However, DIBR has to be implemented at the decoder hence, only the left image and the disparity 
map are compressed. At the decoder, the right image is reconstructed using the reconstructed left 
image and the reconstructed disparity map [46].
This method of 3D representation is not without its disadvantages; the 3D perception depends on 
the accuracy of the depth map and real-time depth-image-based rendering (DIBR) algorithm is 
required for real time playback application. An inherent drawback of the colour plus depth 
concept is due to the fact that areas, which are occluded in the original view, might become 
visible in any of the virtual left and right-eye views, an effect referred to as exposure or 
disocclusion in [47] [48].
2.6.1.3 2D to 3D Video Conversion
Over the years, a lot of research has gone into conventional 2D to 3D video conversion. The main 
motivation for this research is for the conversion of existing 2D video to give them the 3D effect. 
By recovering the depth image from the 2D scene, both the colour texture image and the depth 
image can be rendered through the Depth-Image-Based Rendering (DIBR) which has been used to 
render colour and depth images to left and right view after certain calibrations. Different 
techniques have been employed to achieving this goal such as scene categorisation techniques 
applied by [49] using global Fourier transform and local wavelet transforms to capture scene 
structure; Saxena et al. [50] use features of multiple depth cues; and [51] attempt to learn the wall-
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ground boundaries. Scene classification approaches such as in [52-56] attempt to capture the 
complex statistics of natural images. However, they suffer from two drawbacks that render them 
unsuitable for depth estimation. The first is that they model semantic scene categories such as 
kitchen, forest, street, and so on, which are potentially large in number. The second drawback is 
that all the approaches considered only the 2D image, without attempting to recover the 3D scene. 
For these reasons, geometric image context has recently been used instead by [57] [58]. They 
learn classes of image surfaces and derive the orientation of each class; the subsequent 
combination of surface orientations leads to the reconstruction of the 3D scene model. An 
improvement over [57] in geometric scene classification attempts to derive the 3D geometry of 
the scene, and recover depth information. However, instead of individual surfaces, geometric 
scene classes are modelled with belief that recognition of the scene as a whole into a limited 
number of typical stages is a simpler problem than image segmentation and subsequent 
reconstruction [59].
Existing 2D to 3D conversion was attempted by [60] applying segmentation and edge defocus 
using Lipschitz exponent in 1-D wavelets. Several methods exist both in literature and practically 
that have been used for 2D to 3D image conversion. Figure 2-13 is an example of 2D to 3D 
conversion of video without the left and right view or depth map obtained from depth range 
camera.
Figure 2-13: 2D to 3D conversion of video Inition World cup sequence.
This attempt to recover the depth image from a 2D scenario has many drawbacks. The methods 
applied are not global which means that each video will need different classifications because of 
changing scenes. This will lead to infinitely many scene classifications. It will also demand 
manual manipulation for good depth map. The depth map cannot be considered real depth, as the 
pixel intensities is determined by the converter as such the depth map can be regarded as false
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depth. Though it gives the required 3D effect, it is not the true representation of the actual 
captured scene of the coloured texture image. Depth maps of complex scene projection may 
require multiple methods for classifications, which might result to less desire depth image. 2D to 
3D conversion is extremely complex and requires very good prior knowledge of the scene to be 
able to convert, as such online application of this method for stereoscopic video will need more 
efficient methods to obtain the desired 3D effect.
2.6.2 3D Image Warping
3D warping is the process where original image points are reprojected into the three-dimensional 
world, utilising the respective depth values. These intermediate space points are projected into the 
image plane of a virtual camera, which is located at the required viewing position (left eye or right 
eye). This is also called the Depth-Image-Based Rendering (DIBR). Simply, 3D image warping is 
used to create two virtual views, left and right views from a known reference image with the 
availability of depth information.
Transformm
Figure 2-14: A point m is transformed via a plane ti to a point in’ in the second / '  [60]
Figure 2-14 shows an arbitrary 3D space point M with the projections m and m ’ in the first and the 
second views are shown, m is transformed to m ’ in the second view via the image plane t i , where 
the epipolar line through m ’ is obtained by joining m ' to the epipole e Under the assumption that
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the world coordinate system equals the camera coordinate system of the first camera, the two 
perspective projection equations result to:
m = A -P „ ’M  (2.2)
m! = Â ‘P - D - M  (2.3)
where the 4x4 matrix D contains the rotation R  and the translation t that transform the 3D point 
from the world coordinate system into the camera coordinate system of the second view ( / ’) and 
the 3x3 matrices A and A ’ specify the intrinsic parameters of the first and the second cameras, 
respectively. Finally, the 3x4 identity matrix P^ designates the so-called normalised perspective
projection matrix [62]. After defining the affine representation of M in  the 3D coordinates, which 
is dependent on its depth value Z, and then re-arranging equations (2.2) and (2.3), the affine 
disparity equation is formed that represents the depth value dependent relation between the 
corresponding points in two perspective views of the same 3D scene. The disparity relation can be 
regarded as the 3D image warping concept.
Z'm' = Z '  A ’' R- A   ^-m -\-A ''t  (2.4)
The colour texture videos rendering for the left and right eye view positions is realised using 
equation (2.4). The left eye and right eye positions are considered as the virtual view positions in 
this case. Some simplifications are done to ease calculation, such as assuming that the intrinsic 
parameters of the virtual camera viewpoints are equal to that of the original view, except for a 
certain amount of shift in the principal point. The movement of the virtual viewpoint is restricted 
only to horizontal translational motion without rotation; R is identity (I). The amount of horizontal 
translation tx from the original viewpoint is calculated as half of the chosen inter-axial distance to. 
to is the horizontal distance between the two virtual cameras.
—tc
tx = {left-eye view) (2.5)
Ate
tx = {right-eye view) (2.6)
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tc is usually computed as the average human eye separation approximately 64 mm. The screen 
parallax and the perceived depth can be manipulated by changing the inter-axial distance. The 
method described is used for rendering colour and depth images into left and right eye-view 
images, this process is called 3D image warping or DIBR. A major drawback of this 
representation is that holes are formed in the resultant rendered left-eye and right-eye views 
(section 2.6.1.2). The holes are caused by the disoccluded regions, which are not visible in the 
original camera viewpoint. Nearby filled pixel colour texture luminance values through 
interpolation or extrapolation are commonly used to fill the holes. Similarly, the depth maps can 
be pre-processed via smoothing out the depth transitions to provide fewer disoccluded regions in 
the resultant left-eye and right-eye views. Nevertheless, the accuracy of final rendered left-eye 
and right-eye views is never the same as the accuracy of individually captured views. Another 
point is that the accuracy of the depth map of the original viewpoint does significantly affect the 
rendered left-eye and right-eye views. Artefacts as a result of wrongly estimated luminance 
values, compression and transmission related distortions in the depth map cause structural 
distortions in the rendered views resulting in unpleasant stereoscopic viewing.
2.6.3 Multi-view Video
Multi-viewpoint video (M W ) is a video representation format suited for many promising 3D 
video applications, such as free viewpoint video (F W ) and 3D-TV. Multi view video comprises 
the use of carefully calibrated camera with each capturing different views of a scene 
simultaneously. Multi-view video applications offer a high level of interaction between the user 
and the service provider. The user is able to navigate throughout the video scene exploiting the 
free-viewpoint navigation functionality. The use of multiple cameras to capture a given scene 
yielding different viewpoints gives the user a strong tool for navigation; this is the main difference 
between the multi view video and traditional 2D video or stereoscopic video. Multi-camera 
networks are emerging as valuable tools for safety and security applications in environments as 
diverse as nursing homes, subway stations, highways, natural disaster sites, and battlefields. 
While early multi-camera networks were confined to lab environments and were fundamentally 
under the control of a single processor, modem multi-camera networks are composed of many 
spatially distributed cameras that may have their own processors or even power sources. Figure 2- 
15 is an example of a linear camera network.
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Figure 2-15: Linear multi view camera arrangement [162]
Multi view 3D representation of videos has proved to be superior to the colour and depth 
representation as it allows free navigation of a scene, which is a functionality that is not available 
in colour and depth representation due to limited viewpoints. 3D effect can be realised in multi 
view camera arrangement because the left and right images can be obtained from the camera 
arrangement and rendered to give the depth effect. It exploits the displacement between the 
camera pairs to mimic left and right arrangements. Furthermore, with this arrangement, camera 
views can be reused to even generate more view points (as camera to the left of another camera 
can be used as the right camera for a neighbouring camera). However, the inter-camera baseline 
distances are not always sufficiently small to provide the necessary L-R stereoscopic video pair 
with changing the viewer position, this leads to non smooth scene navigation.
Another further advancement into multi view video is the use of depth map images in addition to 
the colour texture viewpoints. Multi-View plus Depth (MYD) is an extension of both the multi­
view video format and the colour plus-depth format. It consists of N  total colour texture 
viewpoints and N  corresponding depth map sequences. Such an extension significantly extends 
the navigation range [63], as well as the smoothness of scene navigation [64]. Figure 2-16 depicts 
the multi viewpoints and depth representation.
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Figure 2-16: camera views of colour and depth [160]
Intermediate virtual viewpoints can be rendered in collaboration with the multi viewpoint depth 
map and multi viewpoint colour texture video for any position as depicted in figure 2-17, 
provided the spatial position vectors and camera parameters of the target virtual viewpoint are 
present. Multi view plus depth format is a very powerful scene representation technique enabling 
full feature 3DTV with simultaneous multiple viewers and depth sensation at the same time. 
MVD provides smoother scene navigation compared to M W .
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Figure 2-17: Synthesised intermediate view from two camera viewpoints [160]
Multi view videos are used in medicine, security and surveillance, entertainment and 
communication [65]. The most popular multimedia application of multi view are 3DTV and Free 
Viewpoint Video (FVV) or Free Viewpoint TV (FTV).
2.6.3.1 3DTV
The aim of the 3DTV is to provide rich, lifelike, more engaging and entertaining experience than 
the 2DTV. A lot of research has been done in 3DTV, championed by industries and academics as 
a result of the consumer demand for a more satisfying experience as opposed to the conventional 
2DTV. 3DTV aims at giving the depth scene representation in addition to the 2D colour texture 
representation. 3DTV can be considered as an end to end system of video acquisition, processing, 
encoding, transmission and display as depicted in figure 2-16 which is the system proposed by the 
Advanced Three-Dimensional Television System Technologies (ATTEST) part of the European 
Information Society Technologies (1ST) project [34].
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Figure 2-18: Advanced 3DTV scheme from acquisition to display |34]
The four stages mentioned such as 3D content form the 3D chain.3D content can be obtained 
directly from multiple cameras, colour and depth or from conversion from 2D to 3D. Coding 
involved the exploitation of redundant spatial and temporal information for bit rate reduction for 
efficient bandwidth utilisation during the transmission process over wireless network, 3D coding 
will be discussed in detail later in this chapter. And finally display of the 3D content either to 
multiple viewers or single headgear view or even directly to 2DTV. The use of multi viewpoints 
for 3DTV is impeded by the limited bandwidth resource which is as a result of high bit rate for 
transmission of arbitrarily very many camera views. The number of views captured by each 
camera will be relatively high resulting to inefficient bandwidth utilisation because of inefficient 
multi view coding scheme for coding arbitrary many viewpoint videos. As a result of this 
constraint, a newer 3D video framework is introduced by the standardisation body MPEG that 
puts a limit on the input number of cameras [66] [67]. This video framework suggests coding 
ideally two viewpoints or at most three viewpoints and sufficiently producing as many viewpoints 
as needed at the client side as shown in figure 2-19. The main purpose is to fix the rate required to 
transmit the corresponding 3D video format. For any 3D display content requirement, the 
transmission of 3D video services for a given resolution and quality should not incur substantial 
rate overhead, but at the same time should produce high enough quality 3D video output.
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Figure 2-19: Limited camera input to large camera output [67]
The main technical challenges in this framework are determining the optimal baseline distance 
between the encoded viewpoints, such that there is enough correlation between the two 
viewpoints to encode them in a joint and efficient way. If the baseline distance between the 
cameras is too far apart, the synthesis of intermediate viewpoints will result in incorrect viewpoint 
prediction resulting in mismatch in certain areas of video, loss of spatial continuity in the video 
scene and these are bound to propagate temporally due to reused viewpoints for subsequent 
viewpoint synthesis. Sufficiently many arbitrary viewpoints should be rendered in between them 
considering optimal baseline distance. In other words, 3D Video framework targets achieving an 
optimum trade-off between the bit-rate necessary to transmit the 3D video representation and the 
synthesis performance of multiple intermediate viewpoints.
2.6.3.2 Free Viewpoint TV (FTV)
Free viewpoint TV (FTV) [33] [68] [69] enables users to view a distant 3D world by freely 
changing viewpoints as if the user is there. This brings an important change in the history of 
television since this function has not yet been achieved by conventional 2DTV technology. This 
free view functionality is used in computer gaming where the user freely navigates through 
different viewpoints of graphical computer generated images. In this case as opposed to computer 
gaming, real world scenarios are captured by multiple cameras either for entertainment, security 
and surveillance, and so on. The Google street view is an example of free-view.
There are different arrangements of cameras in FTV; cameras can be arranged linearly, 2D planar 
arrangement and the arc formation which can be extended to a circular arrangement. FTV closely 
resembles 3DTV because both use multiple cameras to capture multiple viewpoints [70].
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However, FTV is more flexible compared to the 3DTV because the constraint of baseline camera 
distance is overcome. In the case of 3DTV, the baseline camera distance is comparable to the 
distance between the left and right eye of the human body. FTV like the 3DTV is an end to end 
system as shown in figure 2-20.
Encoding Display
Generation
Acqîâsition Conection Decodins
Figure 2-20: Generic configuration for FTV system
After video acquisition, these videos are encoded for storage or transmission. Before encoding the 
scenes taken from multiple cameras, pixel misalignments and lighting differences existing among 
multiple cameras are corrected. This is done to minimise spatial discontinuity in navigation and 
sudden change in scene condition; to improve seamless navigation. After correction, the scenes 
taken from multiple cameras are encoded with a multi-view video encoder which takes into 
account the constraints brought by the specific FTV application. These constraints include 
scalability, easy switching capability between different views, encoding delay, and so on. Since 
multiple cameras capture multiple viewpoints, the bit rate budget for FTV is relatively high. After 
transmitting set of multiple viewpoints, the decoder on the user side decodes the received bit­
stream to reconstruct the multiple views. Before displaying the reconstructed content, the view 
generation process takes place which is an important part of FTV. View generation is the 
synthesis of virtual viewpoints from existing camera viewpoints to produce arbitrarily many 
viewpoints utilising the 3D scene geometry for seamless spatio-temporal scene navigation. These 
viewpoints will correspond to areas where no real cameras exist, but virtual camera.
FTV should be able to deliver seamless navigation across a given scene to users with efficiency. It 
can be implemented in two ways, either all the rendered viewpoints are sent to the users and users 
choose from different views locally which will mean high bandwidth utilisation or a feedback 
channel to the provider that sends user request based on desired views. In the later case, less 
bandwidth usage will be required but may result to delay in displayed viewpoint as the request has 
to be sent and the desired viewpoint transmitted. In any case, FTV should support dynamic 
change in displayed views; multi view coding efficiency is required as more camera viewpoints 
are involved as compared to 3DTV.
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2.7 3D Video Compression
This section describes the state of the art video coding approaches for 3D video using MPEG- 
4/H.264 AVC which has been discussed in detail in section 2.4. Firstly, the reason for video 
coding should be restated. It is known that captured video sequences are extremely large and as 
such utilise more storage space and require high bandwidth. For these reasons it is necessary for 
exploit certain characteristics of these videos to reduce their size. Therefore, video coding exploits 
the spatial and temporal redundancy in video sequences for size reduction. Video coding also 
equip encoded video bit stream with error resilient tools against channel conditions so that these 
bit streams can be efficiently recovered by the decoder. The aim of video coding is the aim of 3D 
video coding; reduced size without distortion in the perceptual quality of the video sequence.
2.7.1 Stereoscopic Video Coding
In section 2.6.1, we have seen the different ways of achieving a 3D effect using stereoscopic 
videos. Stereoscopic video coding is not a special video coding scheme. The left and right view of 
a stereoscopic video have twice the size of a conventional video as such will utilise twice as much 
as the conventional video. A common way to reduce the size is to encode the L-R viewpoints 
using a conventional 2D video coding scheme such as the MPEG-4/H.264 AVC [74] and other 
views using disparity compensated prediction. This is a fundamental way of exploiting the 3D 
scene geometry in improving the rate-distortion efficiency of the stereoscopic video codec. 
Several disparity compensated prediction based stereoscopic video coding works exist in the 
literature, such as in [71] and [72]. This is possible considering the fact that stereoscopic videos 
are individual videos as such conventional 2D video coding schemes can be used to encode each 
viewpoint. Asymmetric stereoscopic video coding can be implemented [75] by encoding the left 
or the right view with different encoding parameters. Significant amount of bits can be saved by 
encoding one of the viewpoints either with reduced spatio-temporal resolution or with lower 
fidelity, which may or may not be perceptible when the viewpoints are rendered to give the 3D 
effect.
Also colour and depth images are large and have redundant data which can be removed by 
efficient compression. Conventional 2D compression technique can be used to encode colour and 
depth images [73], to achieve a high compression with or without perception in quality difference 
depending on the Quantisation Parameter (QP) used for encoding. It has been shown that the 
H.264/AVC performs better than the other MPEG video codecs for depth map coding [76]. 
Another advantage of colour and depth video for 3D representation is the significant of the colour 
or depth in the overall 3D perception. This will give an insight into which viewpoint should be
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further compressed. Usually coding depth maps with higher compression will not significantly 
affect the overall stereoscopic video quality, this can be exploited to further reduce overhead bit 
rate. It is important to note that the disparity compensated prediction scheme is not applicable to 
colour and depth type 3D video as the texture characteristics of colour and depth videos are 
different. Generally stereoscopic video uses conventional 2D video coding tools and can be used 
symmetrically or asymmetrically on stereoscopic video sequences. However, the aim is to reduce 
the size without perceptually degrading the quality of the stereoscopic video.
2.7.2 Multi View Video Coding (MVC)
In multi view video coding, N total viewpoints resulting in N times the total bit rate necessary for 
sending a single view if N become substantially large according to the demand of the application 
this might not be feasible as such it is inevitable to exploit more sophisticated compression 
schemes for multi-view sequences. ISO/ICE JTC1/SC29/WG11 Moving Picture Experts Group 
(MPEG) recognized the importance of multi-view video coding and established an ad-hoc group 
(AHG) on 3D audio and visual (3DAV) in 2001 [77]. Four main exploration experiments have 
been conducted in the 3DAV group. The experiments were conducted between 2002 and 2004 
which include: experiment on FTV and Omni directional video, exploration experiment on coding 
of stereoscopic video using the multiple auxiliary components of MPEG-4, and depth and 
disparity coding for 3DTV and intermediate view synthesis [78]. MVC was standardised in July 
2008 with several requirements set for modem multi view coding systems [79]. Like conventional 
video coding standard, multi view video coding (MVC) is a coding scheme. MVC aims at 
achieving compression efficiency, scalability in viewpoint space, spatial, temporal, and free 
viewpoint scalability. Coding and decoding with low delay is another multi-view coding 
requirement as users can randomly view different viewpoints. So parallel processing of different 
views or segments of the multi-view video is also important to facilitate efficient encoder and 
decoder implementations.
In MVC inter-view redundancy can be exploited through reference frame based techniques and 
disparity based techniques. It is reported that reference frame based algorithm yields the best 
compression performance among all multi-view coding proposals, after the subjective and 
objective tests of the MVC standard [80]. Different techniques have been applied in MVC both 
for multi view [81] [82] [83] and multi view and depth map [84] [85] [86].
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2.8 3D Display
A 3D display is a display that is capable of showing depth in addition to the colour texture of the 
scene. Over the last few years, 3D technology have become more popular and welcomed because 
of increased satisfaction in viewer experience. Basically, this is the only part of the 3D 
development stage that users are interested in, as users are not interested in the acquisition, 
processing, storage or transmission technologies. For this reason, display technology has to be up 
to the task. The human visual perception uses depth cues for image quality and visual comfort for 
direct-view 3D display [87]. The cues can be divided into two as Visual cues (motion parallax, 
kinetic depth cues and dynamic occlusion cues) and oculomotor depth cues (accommodation, 
convergence and myosis). Visual cues generally allow for viewing of different angles of an object 
when the head is moved, while oculomotor is basically how the physical eye respond to images by 
eye focus adjustment, eye rotation angle and pupil size adjustment.
There are two widely used types of 3D display; stereoscopic and autostereoscopic displays.
2.8.1 Stereoscopic Display
These are the most commonly used display in 3D media. These displays require the user to wear 
specialised 3D glasses. The reason why these glasses are to be worn is to feed different images 
into your eyes. The screen actually displays two images, and the glasses cause one of the images 
to enter one eye and the other to enter the other eye. These 3D displays and glasses are widely 
used in the cinema. There are different kind of 3D glasses which can be classified into two; 
passive and active glasses.
There are two popular types of passive glasses for 3D viewing, namely the anaglyph (the popular 
red and blue glasses) and polarised glasses as shown in figure 2-21. Anaglyphic 3D works by 
projecting two identical but slightly offset images on a screen, each image tinted with a different 
colour as seen in figure 2-22.
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Figure 2-21: Passive anaglyph (red and blue) and polarised glasses
To the naked eye, an anaglyphic image appears blurry, with reddish and bluish hues. The glasses 
use colour-filtering lenses to target one image to the right eye, and another to the left; the result is 
that each eye sees a different image, but the mind is tricked into believing it sees only one. The 
mind compensates for this by focusing in between the two offset images and blending them into 
one, which creates an illusion of depth. The downside to this viewing glass is that the user cannot 
really have a colour movie because colour is used to provide the separation.
Figure 2-22: The red and blue lenses filter the two projected images |161 j
Passive polarised glasses operate on the same basis as the anaglyph glasses, only they block 
certain wavelength of visible light. Again, two identical and slightly offset images are 
superimposed, except in this case each image is polarised to project light differently than the other 
(figure 2-23). With polarized 3D glasses, each eye only processes one image. Again the mind is 
tricked into blending the two images into one, creating a 3D experience. Unlike the anaglyphic
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3D, which can be projected from any screen, polarization 3D works best with screens able to relay 
different light frequencies without sacrificing picture quality.
Polarizing 
30 Glasses
Figure 2-23: Different polarisation - only one of the images enter into each eye 1161]
The active 3D glasses for stereoscopic 3D videos are called the shutter glasses (see figure 2-24) 
which is the use of liquid crystal film can be transparent or dark power principles to produce high­
speed switching of the glasses to shutter back and forth between different light filters. Active 
shutter glasses are able to communicate wirelessly with an LCD display, interacting with the 
action on the screen via infrared signals. When the projector displays an image intended for the 
right eye, the LCD screen in front of the left eye activates to block any light from reaching the left 
eye. Then a split second later, the projector shows an image for the left eye, and the LCD glasses 
block the right eye from seeing that image. Although this allows the left and right eyes to see 
completely different images, half the time each eye will see nothing. If this blinking is done fast 
enough then the brain will compensate and the user will not realise the glasses are blinking.
Figure 2-24: Active shutter glass
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In practice, the switching cycle is linked to the monitor's refresh rate. If a screen is set to 100 
Hertz (Hz), it means that it draws a scene 100 times every second. However, due to the shuttering 
effect, the frequency is effectively halved, since each image now consists of two sub-images, one 
for each eye. Consequently, a monitor should at least be capable of running at a refresh rate of 
120 Hz, leaving an effective refresh rate of 60 Hz. Shutter glasses are expensive and require 
battery to work.
2.8.1.1 Active versus Passive
Active glasses are relatively compact devices, often wireless with rechargeable batteries. 
However, the image viewing is not as comfortable as passive glasses for many people. The 
advantages are that they can often work with existing hardware, reducing the total cost of the 
solution (even if the glasses component costs more than the passive glasses). The disadvantage of 
the passive glasses is that the brightness of the source is reduced, as only half of the overall light 
from the screen reaches each eye. The display for the passive glasses is also very expensive. The 
advantages are that the glass itself is cheap and more comfortable compared to the active glasses.
2.8.2 Autostereoscopic Display
Autostereoscopic displays provide 3D effect without the use of 3D special glasses. Existing 
stereoscopic technology uses glasses to filter different images to the left and right eyes. 
Autostereoscopic 3D technology, on the other hand, uses lenses or barriers within the screen to 
project different images to the left and right eyes without the help of glasses. The two main 
methods for providing autostereoscopic vision are the Parallax Barrier and Lenticular Lens as 
seen in figure 2-25.
Light source
R L R L R L R L
Light source
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Figure 2-25: Autostereoscopic displays (a) Lenticular lens method (b) Parallax barrier method [881
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The lenticular lens method works on the principle of light refraction while the parallax barrier 
works by blocking the light in certain directions. The intensity of the light rays passing through 
the filter in both cases, changes as a function of the angle, as if the light is directionally projected.
This technology is most suited for viewing 3D videos and 3D gaming as it does not require the 
user to wear specialised glasses. Currently, the cost of an autostereoscopic display is high, though 
it is gaining popularity as more 3D content will be produced, it certainly will replace the 
conventional 2D TV. Autostereoscopic display also provide very limited viewing angle for the 
viewers. This can also be overcome by synthesis of more viewpoints creating a smooth viewing at 
any position from the display screen.
2.9 Video Quality Evaluation Tools
Over the years numerous video evaluation tools have been developed for quality assessment. This 
is because the successes of 2D and 3D videos have basically been hinged on good quality. If 
capturing methods were not efficient and as such yielding bad videos, the popularity of videos 
would not be as profound as it is now. Furthermore, video processing using video coding tools 
introduce artefacts to video sequence. So the need arises for quality evaluation for standardisation 
of video coding efficiency under certain general conditions and for optimum user satisfaction. 
ITU has been spearheading quality evaluation and have made different recommendations for 2D 
and 3D video evaluation. ITU quality evaluation recommendation for generic television pictures 
(ITU-R BT.500.11) [89]. To measure and quantify the perceptual attributes of 3D stereoscopic 
video, the quality evaluation methodologies for stereoscopic 3D pictures explained in ITU-R 
BT.1439 recommendation [90] are used, these are based on the recommendation in [89]. For 
instance, continuous quality scale based schemes (either with single stimulus or with double 
stimulus) and stimulus comparison based schemes are the mostly utilised evaluation 
methodologies inherited from the 2D TV picture quality assessment, to evaluate different 
attributes of perceived 3D video. The continuous quality scale (CQS) based schemes (single 
stimulus- SSCQS or double stimulus-DSCQS) aim at assessing the perceived video quality based 
on quality scales usually ranging from unacceptable perception to excellent perception levels 
(equally, a numerical scale like 1-5 or 1-100). Double stimulus assessment, unlike the single 
stimulus assessment, notifies the subject about the ground truth of the according test signal by 
displaying the reference (uncompressed) signal. Finally, the scores are formatted after a number 
of users have evaluated the presented videos. There is a minimum number of test participants for a
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video evaluation to be valid in the ITU recommendation. The Mean Opinion Score (MGS) is 
calculated from the votes of the participants [90].
The subjective method of quality is expensive and time consuming, therefore objective methods 
were implemented for quality evaluation. There objective methods try to mimic the HVS. They 
will be discussed in detail in subsequent chapter, which is the basis of the thesis.
2.10 Conclusion
In this chapter, a detailed review of basics of video coding to the history of conventional video 
coding has been given. Video coding standards and the genealogy of the state-of-the-art 
H.264/AVC video codec has been explored. 3D video coding with different representations of 
stereoscopic video their advantages and disadvantages, multi view video and applications such as 
3DTV and FTV have been reviewed in detail. Stereoscopic video coding is not a special video 
coding scheme but conventional video coding methods are used for 3D stereoscopic videos. A 
detailed review of 3D display technologies as this is a very important aspect of the 3D video 
coding chain; stereoscopic and autostereoscopic display technologies. Finally, video quality 
assessment for 2D and 3D videos will be reviewed in detail in the coming chapters. Video quality 
assessment is very important because this is the stage of the video coding chain that involves the 
user. Techniques and methods that have been applied for video compression have added 
distortions and result in low quality videos depending on the parameter settings of the codec used 
and the accuracy of the technique applied. Therefore, it is important to evaluate the quality of 
processed videos.
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Chapter 3
3 Perceptual Quality Metric for 2D and 3D 
videos
3.1 Introduction
With the advancements in video coding techniques, efficient video compression has been 
achieved for storage of videos and for lower bandwidth during transmission. These techniques use 
a lot of tools and exploit video characteristics to achieve their aim since it is known that captured 
video have redundant information spatially and temporally. These redundant information add up 
to increase video size. For decrease in video size, video coding tools exploit these redundant 
information efficiently. The quality of the video at the long run depends on the efficiency of video 
coding tools and video coding parameter settings used to encode the video. These exploitations of 
redundant information in videos result in degradation of the video quality; though the aim of 
video coding is to reduce the video size without perceptually degrading the video quality. The 
introduced artefacts can be blurring [91], ringing, blocking caused by block based coding. For 
these reasons there is a need for video quality assessment to bring about more efficient video 
coding tools, for optimum customer satisfaction and better video quality. Subjective evaluation is 
used as the baseline for video quality assessment. Subjective evaluation is time consuming 
because it requires human experts to view each video to be evaluated and expensive to implement, 
as such research has focussed on objective methods for quality evaluation, which is cheap, easy to 
implement and relatively fast when considering a large amount of video to be evaluated as it does 
not require human experts. Objective quality methods, tends to quantify observable physical 
deformations in compressed videos such as blurring, blocking and ringing artefacts as a measure 
for quality. The gain of repetitive evaluation with consistency is also an added advantage as 
against subjective testing which can be influenced by the state of mind of the individual at a 
particular time and the likeness for the content of the video. The aim of objective quality 
assessment is not for user satisfaction regarding the video content, but the quality of the video. 
Subjective testing falls short in this regard because it will be difficult for the individual to score a 
video on a scale without making a judgement on the video content. For these reasons, objective
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assessment of video is regarded as more efficient in consistency. However, not all objective video 
quality metrics accurately depicts the quality of a video in a given scale, for this reason research is 
still ongoing for more efficient and accurate objective video quality metrics which forms the basis 
for this thesis.
3.2 Related Works
Measurement of distortions or impairments in videos has gained significant interests in the video 
coding community. This has led to development of different 2D objective metrics for video 
quality evaluation. One of the most commonly used objective metrics is the Peak Signal to Noise 
Ratio (PSNR) which will be discussed in details later in this chapter is simple to implement, and 
straightforward, but it does not correlate well with the HVS and if used for 3D evaluation, it 
cannot give any information about the depth perception [92].
3.2.1 Video Quality Assessment Techniques
The design of objective video quality metrics has been implemented using different techniques 
depending on the application of the video quality metric. Different techniques in error 
quantification have been followed and can be classified according to the availability of the 
reference image with which the assessed information is compared. These techniques can be 
classified in three;
• Full Reference video quality assessment techniques (FR)
• Reduced Reference video quality assessment techniques (RR)
• No Reference video quality techniques (NR)
The aforementioned techniques are widely used for perceptual based video quality metrics in 
research and implementation for 2D and 3D videos. As mentioned earlier, the availability of the 
reference image and the application of the objective metric such as evaluation of videos for 
storage or for transmission over a wireless network have influenced the use of these techniques in 
video assessment.
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3.2.1.1 Full Reference Video Quality Assessment Techniques (FR)
The objective metric technique assumes that the reference image which is the uncompressed or 
unencoded video is available. With this technique objective video quality metrics can be designed 
with high accuracy because the compressed and reference image are available and can be 
compared directly. Figure 3-1 depicts the structure of a FR video quality assessment model.
Reference image-
Processed image
FR objective video 
quality evaluation 
model
-Quality score-
Figure 3-1: Full Reference objective model
FR technique hypothetically should give the most accurate objective video quality result, however 
this is greatly dependent on the accuracy of the error quantification methods applied in the design. 
In literature, this is the most commonly used technique applied for objective video quality metric 
design. This technique though highly accurate, has its downside as it cannot be implemented in 
real time video evaluation. This is as a result of non existence of the reference image in real time 
systems or the user side of the system.
The most commonly used 2D objective metric is the PSNR as mentioned in section 3.2. For the 
PSNR calculation, the Mean Squared Error (MSE) is first calculated in equation 3.1.
MSE{x,y) = Cj^(x-y,Ÿ
A
(3.1)
Where N is the total number of pixels, xi and yi are the values of the ith sample of the reference 
and distorted image. The MSE [93] can be considered as the measure of error between these 
images. Finally the MSE is converted to the PSNR in equation 3.2.
R^VR = 201og, 255
^M S E
(3.2)
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Note that the PSNR is in a decibel (dB) scale. The PSNR is simple to implement, and 
straightforward, but correlates poorly with the HVS, this limitation has been verified by the 
VQEG [94]. Overall video quality is usually obtained by averaging the PSNR value throughout 
the sequence either by averaging the PSNR in the MSE or in the PSNR domain. With the 
standardisation of perceptual based objective metrics, the commonly used PSNR became 
questionable for quantifying errors in quality assessments [92].
Perceptual based 2D video quality metric such as the Video Quality Metric (VQM) [95] 
developed by the Institute of Telecommunication Sciences (ITS) and American National Standard 
Institute (ANSI) considers a wider range of perceptual based features such as blurring, jerky or 
unnatural motion, noise, colour distortion and block distortion. These features are physical 
distortions which are observable with the human eye in video evaluation. This makes the VQM a 
more accurate objective video quality metric as the errors quantised are similar to those seen by 
the HVS, as compared to the PSNR which is signal based. VQM uses the FR technique which is 
based on full availability of the reference information. VQM calculation involves extracting 
perception-based features, computing video quality parameters, and combining parameters to 
construct the General Model as shown in figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2: Block diagram of VQM |95|
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The VQM extracts seven features from the reference video for quality evaluation. The choice of 
these features is based upon their physical implication in video quality distortion.
VQM = -  0.2097* si loss + 0.5969 *hv loss + 0.2483 *hv gain+ 0.0192
-  (3.3)
*chroma_ spread- 2.3416* si _ gain + 0.043 l*ct_ati_  gain + 0.0076 * chi oma _ extreme
Parameter si loss detects a decrease or loss of spatial information (e.g., blurring). The hv_loss 
parameter detects a shift of edges from horizontal & vertical orientation to diagonal orientation, 
such as might be the case if  horizontal and vertical edges suffer more blurring than diagonal 
edges. The hv_^ain parameter detects a shift of edges from diagonal to horizontal and vertical, 
such as might be the case if the processed video contains tiling or blocking artefacts (physical 
impairments). The chroma spread parameter detects changes in the spread of the distribution of 
two-dimensional colour samples. The si gain parameter measures improvements to quality that 
result from edge sharpening or enhancements. This is the only quality improvement parameter in 
the model. The ct_ati_gain parameter is computed as the product of a contrast feature, measuring 
the amount of spatial detail, and a temporal information feature, measuring the amount of motion 
present in the S-T region. The chroma_extreme uses the same colour features as the 
chroma_spread metric, but different spatial-temporal collapsing functions, chroma extreme 
detects severe localised colour impairments, such as those produced by digital transmission errors. 
After the contributions of all the parameters, they are weighted and added up; VQM is clipped at a 
lower threshold of 0.0. The VQM scale ranges from 0 to 10, where 0 means best and 10 worse 
quality; in other words, VQM gives the magnitude of distortion.
Other perceptual based FR metrics can be found in literature such as the Perceptual Video Quality 
(PVQM) [92], the Moving Picture Quality Metric (MPQM) [96] which argues that perception in 
HVS is governed by two key concepts; contrast sensitivity and masking. Contrast sensitivity being 
the perception of a single stimulus and masking being the interaction between these stimuli or 
signals. The potential in the FR techniques is that it can be used to optimise perceptual quality. In 
broadcast systems, this can be of great value as bit rate can be controlled to achieve the best 
perceptual quality with the least bits transmitted leading to efficient bandwidth utilisation.
3.2.1.2 Reduced Reference Video Quality Assessment Techniques (RR)
In the RR technique, the design assumes that a limited feature from the reference image is 
available which can be used for quality evaluation. In this case the reference image is not fully 
available. In a practical context of video quality assessment, these important features are coded
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and transmitted with the compressed video produced by the encoder to the RR quality assessment 
model. These features are coded to a much lower data rate than the compressed video and are 
transmitted through noiseless, low bit-rate ancillary error free data channel [97] [98]. The RR 
model can be seen as depicted in figure 3-3.
Reference
image
— Quality score—►
Processed im age
Feature
Extraction
Module RR objective video 
quality evaluation 
model
Figure 3-3: Reduced Reference objective model
This technique hypothetically should give a less accurate quality evaluation as compared to the 
FR technique, but this greatly depends on the accuracy of the design of the feature extraction 
module. The greater the accuracy of the feature extraction method and the comparison model, the 
greater the accuracy of the RR model. The RR model can achieve the same accuracy as the FR 
method depending on the design of the RR metric. The RR technique fits perfectly into a network 
system where the reference image is not accessible on the user side as such can be implemented in 
a real time system.
The Structural Similarity Index Metric (SSIM) proposed by Wang et al [99] employs the RR 
approach to determine the quality of an image based on the structural deformity arguing that the 
HVS is highly adaptive to structural extraction from a scene [100][101]. SSIM can be calculated 
using equation 3.4.
SSIM(x,y) = (3.4)
Where ju^,jUy,al,<jy and cr^is the mean of x, mean of y, variance of x, variance of y and the 
covariance of x and y respectively. Q  and are constants. An 11% 11 circular-symmetric
gaussian weighting function is used where the mean and variances are obtained locally within this 
sliding window. The overall index of the image is the average of all the quality indexes of the 
image. The SSIM is used to derive a relationship for structural deformity between a reference and 
distortion image. This metric considers image degradations as perceived changes in the structural
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information, considering images with various degrees of distortion to have nearly identical Mean 
Squared Error (MSE) relative to the reference frame. The SSIM metric takes values between 0 
and 1. The higher the SSIM index score the better the quality, therefore 1 corresponds to the 
highest quality. The SSIM do not accurately model perceptual quality due to poor correlation with 
the HVS.
Other RR metrics has been implemented in literature such as in [102], Li and Wang proposed a 
RR algorithm using statistical features extracted from a divisive normalisation-based image 
representation. They demonstrated that such an image representation has simultaneous perceptual 
and statistical relevance and its statistical properties are significantly changed under different 
types of image distortions. Also Engelkea et al [103] developed a RR objective perceptual image 
quality metrics for use in wireless imaging. Instead of focusing only on artefacts due to source 
encoding, they followed an end-to-end quality approach that accounts for the complex nature of 
artefacts that may be induced by a wireless communication system.
3.2.1.3 No Reference Video Quality Assessment Techniques (NR)
This class of metric is implemented without access to the reference image or bit stream 
information or extracted features as depicted in figure 3-4. The quality assessment is purely 
dependent on the reconstructed image. This can be considered a blind quality assessment and the 
motivation for the implementation of this technique has been aroused by certain errors in image 
reconstruction such as block artefacts, ringing and blurs [104]. This method extracts features 
regarding spatial distortion caused by Discrete Cosine Transform (DOT) blocks, temporal 
distortions and also distortions caused by transmission error in a wireless channel, from the 
reconstructed image and quantify them. Efficient bandwidth utilisation and real time 
implementation of this video quality method is possible as there is no access to the reference 
image and it can be completely computed at the end user but the method is not very accurate. The 
accurate application of this technique requires prior knowledge of the distortions in the video and 
as such is designed for specific distortions which may not quantify errors when used as a general 
model, except a wide range of errors are considered in the design.
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Figure 3-4: No Reference objective model
3.3 Proposed Video Quality Metric
The proposed metric is the Perceptual Quality Metric (PQM). This metric mimic the HVS as the 
results obtained aligns very closely to the MOS obtained from subjective tests. The proposed 
method works on the principle of the difference in the luminance values of the reference frame 
and the distorted frame. Distortions based on video coding tools and techniques used for the 
compression of the video in question. From this it can be said that the PQM is a full reference 
metric because the reference frame is required for quality evaluation. The luminance value forms 
the basic structure of an image; the chrominance value only adds colour and varying intensity to 
the image. Basically, a gray scale image is assumed to be a luminance only image. Based on the 
fact that the structure of an image is more important than the colour of the respective objects in 
the image, the luminance gives enough information for video quality assessment. Contrast used in 
this case, refers to different gray scale levels after pixel value subtraction of the mean of a 
particular block. In this case, an approximation to contrast (variance) value is used to model 
contrast. From these facts it can be assumed that distortion to an image invariably affects the 
structure of the image, and the structure is made up of the luminance component of the image. 
Therefore, taking pixels of the same coordinate in the reference and distorted image, gives 
information to how much deviation has occurred in the distorted image, as more structurally 
distorted image will have greater luminance pixel value deviation from the reference image 
considering pixels of the same coordinate. Firstly, the Perceptual Distortion Metric (PDM) is 
calculated. The PDM is the error quantification metric as depicted in equation 3.5 After the PDM 
is calculated, it is subtracted from 1 to give the quality score of the assessed video.
PQM  = \ - P D M (3.5)
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The PQM works based on the principle of luminance deviation, and it is made up of different 
subroutines applied on the pixel, block and frame levels. Error quantification starts from the pixel 
level up to the frame level each considering different distortion parameters spatially and 
temporally. The luminance pixel level error quantification is calculated in equation 3.6.
0, 
1,
V y
o th erw ise
(3.6)
a.(t) is assumed to be the distortion between the luminance at the pixel level in block t. X.{t) and 
Y^ {t) are the luminance of the pixel location / on the reference and distorted frame respectively. 
Mx{t) and //^(/)are the mean of the luminance of the block t for the reference and distorted 
frame respectively. Minimum distortion is assumed if the mean of % and Y  are less than 1, because 
the distortion in the block will be too small, so it is negligible. Ifa ,(0  is greater than 1, a^{t) is
normalised to 1; maximum distortion is assumed. The a^{t) forms the basis for error 
quantification in the PDM. In the a^{t) small errors are given lesser weight compared to larger
errors. The function forgives small errors as they are considered imperceptible to the HVS, while 
large errors are weighted more heavily.
Another function C{t) which considers the distortion in contrast is considered. Contrast in this 
case has been modelled to be an approximation to the variance of a particular block. This is 
because when changing the contrast of an image, the structure is not affected; only the intensity of 
the different hue represented is changed. Contrast can be modelled as an approximation to the 
variance because the mean in a block is not affected in varying intensity; only the remainder of 
the luminance after mean subtraction in a block is affected which causes change in the intensity 
and not the structure. C{t) is the contrast distortion in a block after mean subtraction (variance) 
and it is modelled as shown in equation 3.7.
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C(0 = 1 .
{C7tcY+(a^)"-2{(7xy?+K
Where and K  is the variance of x, variance of y, covariance of x and y  and Tfis a
constant taken to be 255. 1 is added because the C{t) function is part of the PDM, since it will be
multiplied with the a^(/) function, if the value is less than 0, it will reduce the perceptual error
which will not be correct. If the variances of the same block in the reference and distorted frame is 
the same, the C{t) will be I, which does not increase the perceptual error when multiplied with
the a^(0 function. The C{t) function accounts for errors in contrast level brightness and darkness
of the image after video coding tool applications. In the contrast distortion, identical blocks that 
have less covariance, will have greater denominator which means the C{t) will have a smaller 
value compared to blocks with larger covariance. Identical blocks with small covariance means 
the difference between the blocks is small which means little variance in contrast.
The PDM on the block level is the summation of the a  values for block t, multiplied by the block 
level C(t) function as depicted in equation 3.8.
P D M ( t)  = C ( t ) ^ -------  (3 3)
N is the number of pixels in a block. The PDM {t) is the distortion on the block level and finally 
weighted by the weighting factor W{f) to obtain the frame level perceptual distortion P Z )Jh f(/) . 
The weighting factor is calculated in equation 3.9.
W{t )  =
1, (/) — 0 
255
otherwise (3 9)
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The weight factor is a normalisation factor for each block to avoid false PDM and areas imposing 
very high or very low distortion values and W it) is applied to thePZ)M (/) as depicted in 
equation 3.10 to obtain the frame level perceptual distortion P D M i f ) .  The HVS is less 
sensitive to distortions in highly illuminated areas (white areas) compared to less illuminated 
areas (black areas), so the W{t) gives heavier weight to darker macro blocks and weight lighter 
macro blocks less which is a perceptual masking effect.
T
P D M { f )  = S ^ --------------
t=\
(3.10)
T is the total number of blocks in a frame. To obtain the PQM on the frame level which is the 
objective quality score of the frame, the P D M  i f )  is subtracted from 1 and values less than 0 are 
equated to zero as the range of the metric is between 0 and 1, representing the worst and best 
qualities respectively. The frame level PQM is calculated as shown in equation 3.11.
P Q M  =
0, P Q M < tS
otherwise
(3.11)
The PQM objective score obtained in eqn. 3.11 is for a frame. To obtain the overall objective 
score for a sequence, the scores of the frame level PQM are summed and divided by the number 
of frames in the sequence. This gives an encoded sequence an objective score value which 
represents the overall quality score on a scale of 0 to 1, where 0 is the worst quality and 1 is the 
best quality.
The motivation for PQM is based on the assumption that the HVS determines quality by first 
quantifying the errors in the luminance which actually make up the structure in an image and also 
less sensitive to the chrominance components of an image. The PQM correlates with the HVS
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obtained from the MOS scores of the subjective tests which will be discussed in detail in the 
coming sections.
3.4 2D Video Quality Assessment
In these experiments, a number of 2D video sequences have been considered using the proposed 
method and comparing the results with other methods. Two SIF (704 x 576 pixels) sequences at 
30 frames per second (fps) and 240 frames (Soccer and City) and one GIF (352 x 288 pixels) at 30 
fps and 240 frames (News) has been presented. The VQM scores of these sequences were 
obtained using the perceptual video quality assessment software developed by MSU [105] and 
subjective tests have been computed and the result has been compared to the PQM  being 
discussed in this thesis. The MOS was obtained from subjective test using the Double Stimulus 
Impairment Scale (DSIS) method in accordance with the ITU-R BT 500-11 standard [89]. Videos 
are shown consequently in pairs, the first video is the reference video which the expert is aware of 
and the second video is the impaired video and then the expert is allowed to score the video.
The sequences considered in this experiment were encoded using H.264/AVC JM reference 
software with parameters as stated in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1: Encoding Parameters
Encoding Param eter Value
Encoder H.264/AVC JM Reference Software version 13
Temporal Prediction Structure IPPPP
Reference frames 1
Frame Rate 30fps
Encoding QPs 20,30,35,40,45,50
Entropy Coding CAB AC (Content Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding)
Number of Sequence 3
Figure 3-5 shows snapshots of the sequences used and corresponding encoded sequence at QP of 
50. The bit rates, the VQM score obtained from quality assessment objective software and the 
MOS score obtained from expert grading of the video is presented. Distortions to these video 
sequences are clearly visible. Objective score from the proposed PQM for the respective
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sequences is also shown comparative to the VQM score. Note that the VQM scores obtained from 
the MSU software have been normalised to a comparable score to the PQM.
■ v - t
(C ) (d)
(c) (t)
Figure 3-5: The first frames of the original and distorted sequences. The distorted sequences was 
encoded at QP 50 corresponding to the lowest encoding bit rate and quality used throughout the 
experiments, (a) Original soccer sequence (b) Distorted soccer sequence with avg. Bit rate of 
218.06kbps, MOS = 0.325, VQM = 0.71, PQM = 0.374 (c) Original city sequence (d) Distorted city 
sequence with avg. Bit rate of 214.46kbps, MOS = 0.20, VQM = 0.605, PQM = 0.087 (e) Original news 
sequence (f) Distorted news sequence with avg. Bit rate of 63.47kbps, MOS = 0.292, VQM = 0.658, 
PQM = 0.273.
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3.4.1 Experimental Results and Discussion
The coding results showing the perceptual quality rating of the proposed method (PQM) to the 
state-of-the-art VQM and the MOS score obtained from expert grading are presented in figures 3- 
6, 3-7 and 3-8. Different QPs have been considered to give an increasing average bit rate for 
proper graphical presentation.
1
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0.6
0.4 VQM
MOS
PQM
0.2
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400
Bitrate (kbps)
Figure 3-6: Perceptual quality and encoded bit rate comparison for Soccer sequence
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Figure 3-7: Perceptual quality and encoded bit rate comparison for City sequence
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Figure 3-8: Perceptual quality and encoded bit rate comparison for News sequence
From figure 3-6, 3-7 and 3-8 it can be seen that the correlation between the PQM  and the MOS is 
very high compared to that of the VQM, as such it resembles the human perceptual judgment. The 
quality score ranges from 0 to 1, where 1 represents the best quality while 0 is the worse quality. 
At low bit rates, which represent images that are highly degraded, a clear gap, can be observed 
between the VQM and PQM  scores. The PQM  aligns very closely with the MOS, this shows a 
better correlation to perception compared to the VQM. As the bit rate increases, the difference in 
the quality score between the methods reduces. At ultra high bit rate which can be assumed to 
represent images of very high quality, the differences between them is negligible as the bit rate 
increases. This is because the distortion between reference and distorted images is not perceptible. 
For 2D videos encoded with very high QP values (representing highly distorted images) the PQM  
quality assessment is more accurate compared to the VQM. The accuracy of the PQM  is due to 
the pixel level quantification. The difference between pixels in the same location of the reference 
and the distorted images gives a good measurement for the deviation of distorted pixel value away 
from the reference pixel value. This measure which forms the basis of the a.(Q which is thé basis
of error quantification in the PDM. Perceptual quality measurement in VQM is carried out based 
on certain defined features with assigned proportions or weight as all features may not have the 
same significance. These features cover a wide range of distortions (either in colour or to image 
structure) that can possibly affect a video. The quality measurement performs optimally if  these 
distortion features are all quantified to give the overall score. In some of the cases not all of these 
features may be quantifiable in a distorted image leading to less error quantification. The 
weighting of these features could be made dynamic based on the spatio-temporal and colour 
information in an image either due to dominating colour space or little of high change in spatial
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information. Considering the randomness of features in images, assigning predefined weights may 
lead to less or over quantification as can be seen from the results in figures 3-6, 3-7 and 3-8. At 
very high QP values where loss of spatial information is high, adjusting the weighting value in the 
VQM might result to more accurate prediction as the distortion features are present but may be 
underweighted leading to less error quantification. But the difference model in the PQM  gives a 
more accurate result because the deviation of the distorted pixel value from the reference pixel 
value as the QP increases, increases to give a better measurement. No predefined weight is 
assigned on both the block level and pixel level; weighting is done dynamically in the PQM.
In Table 3-2, the correlation between the PQM, VQM and PSNR and the MOS has been 
calculated. An exponential correlation method for curve fitting was used and the best curve fit 
was chosen to obtain the correlation. The correlation between the PQM  and MOS is higher than 
the other methods for all the video sequences; this is made clearly by the graphical representations 
in figures 3-6, 3-7 and 3-8.
T ab le 3-2: Correlation coefficients between the PSNR, VQM and PQM against the MOS after best
line curve fitting using logistic function.
Test
Sequences
Correlation Coefficient
PSNR VQM PQM
Soccer 0.7895 0.9478 0.9658
News 0.8795 0.9755 0.9884
City 0.9018 0.9266 0.9804
3.4.2 2D Conclusion
The proposed method PQM quantifies the quality of an image or video by considering the 
distortion in the luminance component of the image and taking into account the contrast of the 
luminance. From the results obtained, it can be seen that the PQM has a very good correlation 
with the human perception of image or video obtained from the MOS; as such it mimics the HVS. 
The metric is less complex and achieve better accuracy in assessment of highly distorted images 
or videos compared to the VQM. The PQM from the graphical and statistical analysis can be said 
to be a good metric for quality evaluation of 2D videos.
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3.5 3D Video Quality Assessment
The issue of 3D video quality assessment, unlike 2D video, has been a challenging research area, 
due to the existence of multiple factors affecting the perceived quality, the most basic ones being 
source related factors, such as colour video and depth perception. In the 3D video delivery chain, 
there are challenges from capture to display of 3D videos; it is imperative that the final 
representation gives the optimum satisfaction to the user because the effects (distortions) of these 
technologies on the perceptual quality of these videos are diverse. In addition, such distortions do 
also influence multidimensional perceptual attributes such as image quality, presence and scene 
naturalness. In general, extensive quality measurement is necessary to study the effect of data 
representation, video coding, and transmission and display techniques on the perceived quality of 
3D video. In the context of stereoscopic video that is based on L-R stereoscopic representation or 
colour and depth representation, there are a number of reported impairment like depth plane 
curvature, cross-talk, and so on. Most of the common impairment types, caused by the source 
(colour texture and depth map) during various steps of the 3DTV service, i.e. content capturing, 
processing, coding, transmission and display, are reported in [107].
3D video quality assessment in this thesis will be the 3D stereoscopic video quality assessment 
which is the most common type of 3D representation; colour and depth representation. Quality 
assessment of stereoscopic video do not require special video quality analysis methods; 2D 
conventional video quality assessment methods are used for 3D stereoscopic video quality 
assessment just as the way conventional video codecs are used for encoding stereoscopic videos 
(see section 2.7.1). Methods applied for conventional 2D video quality evaluation are also applied 
to 3D video quality evaluation. The VQM correlates with the HVS and can be used to determine 
objectively the quality of 3D stereoscopic videos by averaging the 2D left and right objective 
scores, as studied by Hewage et al [106]. Generally, conventional quality evaluation methods can 
be used for stereo video quality evaluation because only two views are considered and also each 
view has been encoded with a conventional video codec.
3.5.1 Symmetric and Asymmetric Stereoscopic Video Coding
Stereoscopic video coding is not a different type of coding, but the combination of colour and 
depth or left and right view images to generate 3D images. The Joint Scalable Video Model 
(JSVM) reference software developed by the Joint Video Team (JVT) was used to encode the 
colour and depth images at different QPs corresponding to different degrees of compression error. 
The IPPPP... format was used, inserting an Intra-frame (I-frame) every 3 seconds. The sequences 
in figure l-6(a), (b) and (c) are 25 frames per second (fps) and they have their I-frames after every
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75 P-frames while the sequence in figure 1-6 (d) is 30 fps and have I-frames inserted after every 
90 P-frames. The Content Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) scheme in the JSVM is 
used to encode the colour and depth.
The QPs of the encoder are varied to obtain symmetrically/asymmetrically coded colour and 
depth image sequences. Highly compressed video is obtained using higher QP values, whereas 
lower QP values are used to obtain good quality video at higher bit rates. In symmetric coding, the 
same QP value is used by the encoder for the colour and the depth to obtain symmetrically 
compressed colour and depth video sequences. On the other hand in asymmetric coding, two 
different QP values are used to encode colour and depth video sequences; incrementing the QP 
value of either colour or depth video while coding the other sequence using a constant QP value. 
In order to highlight the visibility of coding artefacts, the QP sizes of 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50 are 
used for both colour and depth image sequences.
In this experiment, the colour and depth video has been rendered to left and right views using 
Depth-Image-Based-Rendering (DIBR) [62] for evaluation using 2D video quality metrics. The 
quality of the 3D effect in stereoscopic videos depends on the quality of the depth map. The 
colour and depth images at different QPs has been rendered into left and right views and passed 
through the 2D video quality metric. The coding combinations used are 50-50, 50-30, 45-30, 40- 
50, 40-40, 40-30, 35-30, 30-40, and 30-30, where the numbers represents the colour and depth 
encoded QP values respectively.
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T ab le 3-3: Colour and depth video coded using QP values 3 0 ,3 5 ,4 0 ,4 5  and 50.
QP Video Sequence Butterfly Interior W orld Cup W atermill
Colour PSNR (dB) 35.6349 28.7907 28.6697 32.7208
30 Depth PSNR (dB) 38.895 40.5833 44.2753 42.2571
Avg. Bit rate (kbps) 1047 1330 1161 631
Colour PSNR (dB) 34.6022 28.2202 28.2434 31.735
35 Depth PSNR (dB) 37.6009 38.4609 42.5251 40.8236
Avg. Bit rate (kbps) 1018 1240 1096 552
Colour PSNR (dB) 32.9708 27.1544 27.2612 30.2639
40 Depth PSNR (dB) 35.6627 35.7831 40.0843 38.7329
Avg: Bit rate (kbps) 950 1110 1000 468
Colour PSNR (dB) 30.3785 25.5663 25.687 28.1877
45 Depth PSNR (dB) 32.6215 33.1142 37.0853 35.9335
Avg. Bit rate (kbps) 875 968 913 398
Colour PSNR (dB) 27.5376 23.401 23.5892 26.0051
50 Depth PSNR (dB) 29.3361 29.8808 32.9517 33.0859
Avg. Bit rate (kbps) 749 861 757 291
Table 3-3, shows the colour and depth PSNR and average bit rate (summation of colour and depth 
average bit rates) at different QPs for each of the sequences used in the experiment. To accurately 
evaluate a 2D image, an accurate perceptual based objective metric that correlates with the HVS 
will most likely give the best result. The same applies for a 3D video; though there is no existing 
metric solely designed for 3D evaluation, research using different 2D objective metrics have been 
widely accepted.
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3.5.2 Subjective Testing
In the subjective testing, the observers were presented with the video and rated the quality of the 
video in accordance with the ITU standard using Subjective Assessment Methodology for Video 
Quality SAMVIQ [108] developed by the European Broadcasting Union (EBU) specifically for 
multimedia content and has been proposed for standardisation within the ITU-R WP6Q [110]. 
This method uses the multi-stimulus form, where the observer has the freedom to compare among 
the impaired videos and also against the reference and grade them accordingly. This gives the user 
the opportunity to grade the videos correctly as impaired videos can be compared against each 
other to determine which is more impaired and also comparison to the reference frame. In this 
method, videos are viewed randomly from the test sequences and are graded on a scale of 1 to 5, 
where 1 represents the worse quality and 5 the best quality. Furthermore the scale is labelled 
adjectively with respect to the level of quality as bad, poor, fair, good and excellent according to 
the ITU-R BT 500-11 [109] recommendations. In the subjective test, overall 3D quality 
perception was graded in the scale.
There were 30 observers (6 females and 24 males students) aged 20-30 years in multi sessions, 
running for four weeks. The 3D videos were viewed using a 42-inch Philips WOWvx multi-view 
autostereoscopic display with resolutions and aspect ratio of 1920 x 1080 pixels and 16:9 
respectively. The display allows nine users to view the 3D content simultaneously from different 
viewpoints. The input format requires colour and depth image sequences to be arranged side by 
side and the display converts it to left and right image sequence using the DIBR technique before 
displaying, it also accepts left and right image sequences to be arranged side by side before 
displaying. The display supports screen parallax enabling users to look around scene objects.
3.5.3 Experimental Results and Discussion
The coding results showing the perceptual quality rating of the proposed method (PQM) to the 
state-of-the-art VQM, SSIM and the MOS score obtained from subjective tests are presented in 
figures 3-9a, b, c and d. Different combination of QPs both for colour and depth have been 
considered to give an increasing average bit rate for proper graphical presentation. The VQM 
scores have been normalised from 0-100. The original VQM score obtained from the VQM is the 
measure of distortion, where 0 is the best and 10 is the worst. The VQM value obtained is 
subtracted from 10 to obtain the quality score (VQM gives distortion score) and multiplied by 10 
to scale it to 100.
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Figure 3-9: 3D MOS and average objective scores of left and right views for VQM , SSIM and PQM  
2D objective metrics, (a) Butterfly (b) Interior (c) Inition 2D-3D World cup (d) Watermill
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From the results in figure 3-9, it can be seen that the PQM aligns better with the MOS obtained 
from the subjective test and shows strong graphical correlation between the PQM and MOS. On 
SVC combinations of 50-50, 50-30, 45-30, 40-50 and 40-40 (highly distorted colour images), the 
difference between the MOS and the VQM is clearly evident, and this is due to low sensitivity of 
error in the VQM especially at highly distorted images. These errors are noticeable at very high 
QP values where distortion levels are high and perceptual quality is degraded and high spatial 
decorrelation is evident. At this level distortion features in the VQM are all present, but the weight 
of the distortion features as it was in the 2D case reduces these errors. On the other hand in the 
PQM  each pixel value is matched resulting in error quantification even in slight changes to pixel 
levels. At lower QP values where distortions are minimal and mostly imperceptible, the 
predefined weighted distortion features in the VQM fall into the range of the acceptable value; 
within this range error quantification or quality evaluation is more accurate. The shape of the 
MOS is clearly mimicked by the PQM; this portrays the perceptual accuracy of the PQM to 
changes in image quality. This alignment is due to the sensitivity of the PQM to slight changes 
in image degradation as error quantification starts at pixel level right to the sequence level and 
weighting is dynamic. On the other hand the SSIM correlates poorly with the MOS. The SSIM 
evaluates error blockwise by looking at the structural distortion of the image. Structural 
information is only a part of the types of distortions that are caused by compression. If other 
distortion features are considered, perhaps it will increase the accuracy of SSIM in relation to 
other metrics.
For a clearer representation, further analysis is done. Keeping the quality of the colour constant 
(constant QP), the depth quality is varied in increasing bit rate such as 50-50, 50-45, 50-40, 50-35, 
and 50-30, and 30-50, 30-45, 30-40, 30-35 and 30-30. Figures 3-lOa, b, c and d give a clearer 
graphical representation.
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Figure 3-10: Butterfly Sequence'. High constant colour distortion and Low constant colour distortion 
with increasing depth quality
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Figure 3-11: Interior Sequence: High constant colour distortion and Low constant colour distortion 
with increasing depth quality
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Figure 3-12: Inition 2D-3D World cup: High constant colour distortion and Low constant colour 
distortion with increasing depth quality
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Figure 3-13: Watermill: High constant colour distortion and Low constant colour distortion with 
increasing depth quality
Figures 3-10 to 3-13 depicts clearly the alignment of the PQM with the MOS at very poor colour 
quality and sharp increase in the colour quality by changing the QP value used for encoding but 
with varying depth quality with increasing bit rate shows a sharp rise in MOS score. The VQM is 
no doubt a very good video quality metric at good quality image conditions, but the PQM  is a 
better quality metric because of its accuracy both at low and high image quality. Figures 3-10 to 
3-13 also gives strong backing of the significance of colour over depth in overall 3D analysis. As 
the colour is kept constant (e.g. low colour quality; 50-50, 50-45, 50-40, 50-35, and 50-30,) only a 
slight increase can be observed in the MOS as the depth quality is increased. This is as a result of 
the higher significance to colour perception in the HVS as compared to depth perception. It can be 
said that depth perception is more of an added satisfaction which is in fact correct. The depth 
perception is an added feature which might not necessarily greatly reduce 3D image quality but 
can affect quality of experience if not properly rendered, leading to reduced quality of service.
The correlation of the PQM with the MOS over the VQM is not only graphically proven. 
Statistical analysis in Table 3-4, shows the PQM has a higher correlation with the MOS as 
compared to the VQM. A higher correlation with the MOS shows a higher affinity with the HVS 
which indicates an increasing or decreasing relationship between the two sets of data.
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T ab le 3-4: Pearson Correlation between MOS and objective metrics
Test
Sequences
Pearson Correlation
VQM PQM
Butterfly 0.774 0.994
Interior 0.695 0.966
World Cup 0.932 0.976
Water Mill 0.779 0.987
The PQM quantifies errors from the pixel level through to the block level. Taking the difference 
between pixel values is a strong tool for measure of disparity between pixel values and this 
directly related to the measure of error between the pixels. Looking at the VQM approach to error 
quantification, it is carried out block wise and VQM parameters discussed in section 3.2.1.1 
cannot be obtained for each pixel, but over a block or over the whole image. This form of feature 
extraction and ratio multiplication can lead to errors, due to the random nature of images. In the 
PQM, there is a pixel to pixel approach which gives the direct difference between pixel values in 
the images compared. This approach will mostly yield better result as the degree of difference 
between the pixel values is a direct measure of the degree of error. The more deviated the pixel 
values, the greater the error, and the greater the PDM value which in turn reduces the PQM value. 
This characteristic of the PQM accounts for the better results obtained. Also in the PQM there is a 
dynamic weighting function which dynamically assigns the weight of a block based on the mean 
of that block to avoid some blocks imposing their value leading to wrong error quantification. 
This dynamic weight allocation enables each image type to be accessed based on their content 
information as against a static weight allocation which is used in the VQM. Considering the vast 
characteristics of video and the unpredictability and randomness of captured videos, it will be 
better to dynamically allocation weights to certain features extracted from the image. Static 
weight allocation can be good for some specified videos where the typical value of the weight for 
each features should have been estimated. Using these video specific or typical values as a general 
weighting value for those features in every image is most probably bound to result to wrong error 
quantification. The PQM also takes into consideration the contrast of the image which is 
approximated to the variance after mean subtraction. Contrast is very important as video coding 
tools can affect this feature especially during motion compensation where values from the 
previous or preceding frames are used for the current frame, these frames might have varying 
contrast characteristics which might result in greater visibility of the blockiness in an image.
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3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, a 2D perceptual based full reference metric has been proposed called the 
Perceptual Quality Metric (PQM). Results obtained from this metric have been compared to other 
known objective metrics. The proposed metric has proven to be more accurate both for low 
quality and high quality images encoded using state-of-the-art H.264/AVC. The proposed 2D 
metric has also been used for 3D stereoscopic video quality assessment and has shown to be more 
accurate for stereoscopic video quality evaluation compared to the well known VQM.
From the statistical analysis shown in Table 3-2 and 3-4, PQM correlates better with MOS than 
the VQM. The colour and depth images used for the 3D representation of stereoscopic video have 
been rendered to left and right views using the DIBR before evaluation using the 2D objective 
metrics, as the depth image does not present a reasonable objective score to be averaged with the 
colour objective score for overall 3D quality evaluation. The proposed metric can be used for both 
2D and 3D quality assessment because it mimics the MOS, thereby shows greater alignment to 
the MOS graphically as shown in figures 3-6, 7, 8, 3-9a, b, c and d and 3-10 to 3-13 compared to 
the state-of-the-art VQM. This has also helped to solidify proves of the HVS sensitivity to colour 
distortions than depth distortions as analysed by keeping colour constant and varying depth 
quality as depicted in figures 3-10 to 3-13.
Finally, the proposed metric has shown to be a good objective metric both for 2D and 3D 
stereoscopic video quality evaluation and can be used in place of subjective test which is time 
consuming and expensive because it mimics the MOS, thereby shows greater alignment to the 
MOS compared to the VQM. The PQM is consistent, cheap and does not consume time as results 
are obtained almost instantly. The PQM is relatively veiy fast metric as it only considers the 
luminance component for quality evaluation as against the VQM which considers the luminance 
and the chrominance components. In terms of complexity with the VQM, the PQM is faster and 
uses less time in error quantification compared to the VQM. Further work suggested can be 
modelling of a 3D metric solely for 3D quality perception, taking into account occlusion which is 
a problem in colour and depth stereoscopic video but not in right and left view stereoscopic video 
representation.
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Chapter 4
4 Reduced Reference Video Quality 
Assessment Algorithm for Mobile Wireless 
Channels
4.1 Introduction
Great achievements have been made in the design of mobile devices, where traditional mobile 
phones have been transformed into more computing device with high computing capability such 
as Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), high end mobile phones such as Apple’s iPhone, 
Samsung’s Galaxy, HTC range of phones, Google’s Nexus, and the blackberry manufactured by 
Research In Motion (RIM). These devices do not only have voice capability, they have been 
designed with multimedia and data capability in mind. They can be referred to as mini computers. 
These devices have the capability to stream audio and video and equipped with browsers for 
surfing the web. These advancements have been made possible as a result of better network 
communication systems that support high data rates. Just as capability of devices are increasing, 
network capabilities are also matching up to accommodate these devices. The advancement of 
wireless technologies over the years have been tremendous, this has resulted in so many wireless 
technologies for almost anything from opening of doors, to Global Positioning System (GPS), 
wireless mouse and keyboard, television sets, remote control, and cordless telephone. The term 
wireless systems is used in telecommunications industry to refer to telecommunication systems 
such as radio transmitters and receivers, remote controls, computer networks, network terminals 
which use some form of energy (radio frequency (RF)), infrared light, laser light, visible light, 
acoustic energy) to transmit information without the use of wires over both short and long 
distances. It is a great challenge for a system to receive and transmit data wirelessly and also a 
challenge if that system is mobile. This means that mobile systems will encounter a lot more 
interference as movement of the device cannot be predicted. Issues such as the coverage of the 
wireless signal, obstructions, speed of the wireless device, all these have been addressed in
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today’s robust wireless system. It will be wise to see how the mobile wireless systems have 
advanced from analog to digital and from voice only to multimedia and data systems.
The aim of this work is to assess the quality of videos sent over wireless channels that have been 
affected by noise in the channel. This is because conventional perceptual quality metrics were 
designed for errors due to video coding techniques which make them unsuitable for quantification 
of errors due to noise in the channel. The characteristics of these errors are different from those 
imputed by video coding tools; as such there is need for more accurate perceptual video quality 
evaluation technique for videos transmitted through mobile wireless channels.
4.1,1 Analog to Digital Wireless System
Mobile wireless analog communication systems have been around since the 1950s. The early 
systems were single channel systems. Instead of a cellular configuration, a single radio tower 
serviced a metropolitan area, which severely limited the scalability of the systems. Service quality 
varied depending on the location of the caller. Later systems added multiple two-way channels but 
still had limited capacity. Analog cellular services were introduced by AT&T in the 1970s and 
became widespread in the 1980s. The primary analog service in the United States is called 
Advanced Mobile Phone Service (AMPS). There are similar systems around the world that go by 
different names. The equivalent system in England is called Total Access Communications 
System (TACS). The AMPS system is a circuit-oriented communication system that operates in 
the 824-MHz to 894-MHz frequency range. This range is divided into a pool of 832 full-duplex 
channel pairs (1 send, 1 receive). Any one of these channels may be assigned to a user. A channel 
is like physical circuit, except that it occupies a specific radiofrequency range and has a 
bandwidth of 30 kHz. The circuit remains dedicated to a subscriber call until it is disconnected, 
even if voice or data is not being transmitted. These were one of the challenges of reusability for 
optimum utilisation of the wireless channels. Cellular systems are described in multiple 
generations, with third- and fourth-generation (3G and 4G) systems just emerging:
IG  Systems: These are the analog systems such as AMPS that grew rapidly in the 1980s 
and are still available today. Many metropolitan areas have a mix of IG and 2G systems, 
as well as emerging 3G systems. The systems use frequency division multiplex Access 
(FDMA) to divide the bandwidth into specific frequencies that are assigned to individual 
calls. Frequency assignment is controlled by the system, and transmission is usually 
continuous in both uplink and downlink directions. The spectrum in such systems is
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allocated to the user for the duration of the call, whether it is being used to send voice, 
data, or nothing at all.
• 2G Systems: These second-generation systems are digital, and use either Time Division 
Multiple Access (TDMA) or Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) access methods. 
The European Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) is a 2G digital system 
with its own TDMA access methods. The 2G digital services began appearing in the late 
1980s, providing expanded capacity and unique services such as caller ID, call forwarding 
and short messaging. A critical feature was seamless roaming, which lets subscribers 
move across provider boundaries.
• 3G systems 3G has become an umbrella term to describe cellular data communications 
with a target data rate of 2Mbps. The ITU originally attempted to define 3G in its 
International Mobile Communications-2000 (IMT-2000) specification, which specified 
global wireless frequency ranges, data rates, and availability dates [111]. However, a 
global standard was difficult to implement due to different frequency allocations around 
the world and conflicting input. So, three operating modes were specified. According to 
Nokia, a 3G device will be a personal, mobile, multimedia communications device that 
supports speech, colour, pictures and video, and various kinds of information content 
[112]. There are numerous types of 3G networks designed by different organisations in 
different countries but based on the same 3G principle of high data transmission such as 
CDMA2000 an evolution of the North American CDMA system to 3G, and Universal 
Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) as the evolution of the GSM system to 3G. 
GSM is popular in Europe and Asia, where it provides superior roaming ability among 
countries. It uses TDMA, but Europe has moved from this system into 3G systems based 
on a wideband form of CDMA (WCDMA) which will be discussed later in this thesis.
• 4G Systems: On the horizon are 4G systems, while 3G is important in boosting the 
number of wireless calls, 4G offer true high-speed data services. 4G data rates will be in 
the 2Mbps to 156Mbps range, and possibly higher. 4G will also fully support IP. High 
data rates are due to advances in signal processors, new modulation techniques, and smart 
antennas that can focus signals directly at users. Orthogonal frequency division 
multiplexing (OFDM) is one scheme that can provide very high wireless data rates. 
Existing 4G systems include IEEE 802.16m [113] in the WiMAX family and Long Term 
Evolution (LTE) [114] in the 3"^  ^Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) family. WiMAX 
promises to deliver data rates up to 100Mbps for mobile and IGbps for fixed systems.
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The move to digital technologies opened up the wireless world. It improved capacity, reduced 
equipment costs, and allowed for the addition of new features. Reduced handset costs meant more 
people were vying for services and taxing systems. 3G systems add more capacity. In addition, 
packet technologies were developed that use bandwidth more efficiently.
4.1.2 Packet Switching Technology and Mobile IP
The most widely used network in the world as of today is the 3 G network which is a packet based 
network. A packet is a unit of data that is transmitted across a packet-switched network. A packet- 
switched network is an interconnected set of networks that are joined by routers or switching 
routers. The most common packet-switching technology is Transmission Control 
Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), and the Internet is the largest packet-switched network. 
Other packet-switched network technologies include X.25 and IPX/SPX (the original Novell 
NetWare protocols). The concept of a packet-switched network is that any host connecting to the 
network can, in theory, send packets to any other hosts. The network is said to provide any-to- 
any service. The network typically consists of multiple paths to a destination that provide 
redundancy. Packets contain header information that includes a destination address. Routers in the 
network read this address and forward packets along the most appropriate path to that destination. 
Packets have a header and a data area. The header holds address and routing information. Think 
of a packet as an envelope in which the destination address is written on the outside of the 
envelope and data goes inside. A single transmission may require hundreds or thousands of 
packets; for example, a large file is broken up into many small pieces that are inserted in the 
payload area of packets. This scheme helps overcome transmission problems. If a packet is 
affected then it is only necessary to retransmit that one packet rather than the entire file.
Traditionally, IP has assumed that a host on the Internet always connects to the same point of 
attachment. Any person or system that wants to send datagrams to that host, addresses the 
datagrams to an IP address that identifies the sub network where the host is normally located. If 
the host moves, it will not receive those datagrams.
Mobile IP, as defined in IETF RFC 2002 [115] provides a mechanism that accommodates 
mobility on the Internet. It defines how nodes can change their point of attachment to the Internet 
without changing their IP address. Mobile IP assumes that a node's IP address remains the same as 
it is moved from one network location to another. It also allows a user to change from one media 
type to another (for example, from Ethernet to a wireless LAN). This is not to be confused with 
"roaming," which allows users to roam among groups of Internet service providers while
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maintaining a user account with just one of those providers. Roaming is concerned with the 
movement of users, not hosts or subnets.
In mobile wireless networks packet switching technology and Mobile IP has made it possible for 
mobile wireless devices to connect seamlessly through a wide range of network while in motion; 
with high data rate delivery using advanced modulation techniques, the mobile device has moved 
from a voice only to voice, data and multimedia device.
4.2 UMTS System
In this thesis, UMTS [116] network is used for transmission of the encoded video because the 
network is currently widely used in the world by telecoms providers. The wireless channel used in 
this thesis is the UMTS channel. The UMTS is of the 3G mobile telecommunications 
technologies, which is also being developed into a 4G technology, it inherits most if not all of the 
features of the GSM network with new radio interfaces for better data transfer.
The UMTS network as shown in figure 4-1 is split in two domains: the User Equipment (UE) 
domain and the Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN) domain. The UE domain consists of the 
equipment employed by the user to access the UMTS services such as mobile phones and mobile 
devices. The PLMN domain consists of two land based infrastructures: the Core Network (CN) 
and the UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN). The switching/routing voice and 
data connection is handled by the CN, while all radio-related functionalities is handled by the 
UTRAN. The CN is logically divided into two service domains: the Circuit-Switched (CS) service 
domain and the Packet Switched (PS) service domain. The CS domain handles the voice-related 
traffic, while the PS domain handles the packet transfer.
The PS portion of the CN in UMTS consists of two kinds of General Packet Radio Service 
(GPRS) Support Nodes (GSNs), namely Gateway GSN (GGSN) and Serving GSN (SGSN). 
SGSN is the centre piece of the PS domain. It provides routing functionality interacts with 
databases (like Home Location Register (HLR)) and manages many Radio Network Controllers 
(RNCs). SGSN is connected to GGSN via the Gn interface and to RNCs via the open interface (lu 
interface). GGSN provides the interconnection of UMTS network (through the Broadcast 
Multicast-Service Centre) with other Packet Data Networks (PDNs) like the Internet.
UTRAN consists of the RNC and Node B. Node B consists of the base station and provides radio 
coverage to one or more cells. Node B is connected to the UE through the Uu interface (based on 
the WCDMA technology which will be discussed later) and to the RNC through the lub interface.
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Figure 4-1: UMTS Architecture [117]
UMTS offers teleservices such as speech or SMS and bearer services, which provide the 
capability for information transfer between access points. UMTS supports high speed data transfer 
across the air interface than its parent, the GSM system. It defines three mobility categories with 
corresponding bit rates;
H igh m obility , such as communication from an automobile or a train with up to a 144-Kbps data 
rate, this can also be referred to as vehicular for devices with speed up to 120kmph.
L ow  m obility , such as communication while walking, with up to a 384-Kbps data rate also 
referred to as pedestrian with speed of about 3kmph.
In door m obility , which is not really a true mobility with data rate up to 2Mbps. This can also be 
considered as stationary.
Realistically, the data rates will depend on the capacity of the air interface and the environmental 
conditions at any given moment. A larger number of high data rate users at the air interface will 
substantially reduce the overall throughput they will experience from the peak rates stated.
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4.2.1 WCDMA
UMTS is based on Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) [118] technologies that 
are capable of delivering high data rate services using a direct spread CDMA transmission 
technique. WCDMA is one of the five radio interfaces for lMT-2000 approved in 1999 by the 
ITU as part of the ITU-R M 1457 recommendation [119]. WCDMA air interfaces have two 
versions defined for operation; Frequency Division Duplexing (FDD) and Time Division 
Duplexing (TDD) modes for operating with paired and unpaired bands respectively [120]. 
Only the FDD operation is applied in this thesis.
WCDMA system transmits on a pair of 5 MHz wide radio channels which is fully utilised by all 
the users. The chip rate of the system is 3.84Mcps. The frame length is 10ms and each frame is 
divided into 15 slots (2560 chip/slot at the chip rate 3.84Mcps). Spreading factors range from 256 
to 4 in the uplink and from 512 to 4 in the downlink. Thus, the respective modulation symbol 
rates vary from 960k symbols/s to 15k symbols/s (7.5 k symbols/s) for FDD uplink. For 
separating channels from the same source, orthogonal variable spreading factor (OVSF) 
channelisation codes are used. In the downlink. Gold codes with a 10ms period (at 3.84Mcps) are 
used to separate different cells, with the actual code itself length 2*^  —1 chips. In the uplink, Gold 
codes with a 10ms period, or alternatively short codes with a 256-chip period, are used to separate 
the different users. Convolutional coding and turbo coding are employed for channel protection. 
The available channel coding methods and code rates for dedicated channels are 1/2 rate 
convolutional code, 1/3 rate convolutional code, 1/3 rate turbo code, and no coding. 1/2 rate and 
1/3 rate convolution coding is intended to be used with low data rates such as speech and text, 
equivalent to the data rates provided by second-generation cellular networks [118]. For high data 
rates 1/3 rate turbo coding is recommended and typically brings performance benefits when large 
enough input block sizes are achieved which is preferable for video transmission. The modulation 
scheme for downlink is the Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK). The carrier spacing has a 
raster of 200 kHz and can vary from 4.2 to 5.4MHz. The different carrier spacing can be used to 
obtain suitable adjacent channel protections depending on the interference scenario. 
Interfrequency measurements and handovers are supported by WCDMA to utilise several cell 
layers and carriers.
Since all users in the WCDMA system utilises the entire 5MHz channel, when the number of 
users increases, the capacity will decrease because the capacity of WCDMA systems is 
interference limited. It is important to minimise the interference in the systems, hence the capacity 
of the system is maximised. One of the critical sources of interference is transmission power from 
other users in the uplink (mobiles to base stations). If the transmission power in the uplink is not 
properly controlled, a mobile device close to the base station may transmit excessive power
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causing large interference to other users connecting to the same base station. This situation 
significantly reduces the system capacity. Hence there is need for efficient power control in 
WCDMA system to ensure that the power transmission from and to all entities in the system are 
adequate for maintaining the minimum Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR) requirements of all 
connections. This is the only allocatable resource to users in the WCDMA system. Table 4-1 is a 
summary of air interface description based on the 3GPP WCDMA specifications. WCDMA 
system is used as the choice wireless system in this thesis because it is widely used in Europe and 
other parts of the world as a radio interface for many 3 G networks.
Table 4-1: WCDMA Parameter Specifications
Channel bandwidth 5 MHz
Duplex mode FDD and TDD
Downlink RF channel structure Direct spread
Frame length 10 ms
Chip rate 3.84 Mbps
Spreading modulation Balanced QPSK (downlink) 
Dual-channel QPSK(uplink) 
Complex spreading circuit
Data modulation QPSK (downlink) 
BPSK (uplink)
Channel coding Convolutional and turbo codes
Coherent detection User dedicated time multiplexed pilot 
(downlink
and uplink), common pilot in the downlink
Channel multiplexing in downlink Data and control channels time multiplexed
Channel multiplexing in uplink Control and pilot channel time multiplexed 
l&Q multiplexing for data and control channel
Multirate Variable spreading and multicode
Spreading factors 4-256 (uplink), 4-512 (downlink)
Power control Open and fast closed loop (1.6 kHz)
Spreading (downlink) OVSF sequences for channel separation
Gold sequences 2^ * — 1 for cell and user
separation
(truncated cycle 10 ms)
Spreading (uplink) OVSF sequences. Gold sequence 241 for user 
separation (different time shifts in 1 and Q 
channel,
truncated cycle 10 ms)
Handover Soft handover 
Interfrequency handover
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4.3 Related Work in Video Quality Assessment over Wireless Networks
Video transmitted over wireless network can be distorted by noise in the channel causing video 
artefacts thereby reducing the perceptual quality of the video. The greater the noise in the channel 
the more distorted the transmitted video. As technology is rapidly advancing, and drastic changes 
from conventional use of mobile devices from just being for phone calls and texting to more 
computing devices for multimedia application in a wireless network, there is need for quality 
evaluation of multimedia especially video for good perceptual quality and also a tool to help 
content providers manage bandwidth resources. In evaluation of video quality for mobile devices 
over wireless channels, it must be known that for real time evaluation where the reference frame 
is not available at the user side, that either a RR metric or a NR metric will be well suited. Most 
conventional metrics are FR metrics which require the reference frame which is not available on 
the user side.
Over the years researchers have made it known that conventional objective metrics basically 
designed for video coding errors fall short in quantisation of errors due to channel conditions. As 
such a lot of work has been going on in designing more accurate perceptual quality metrics well 
suited for distortions caused by wireless channels to videos. Different wireless networks and 
different distortions have been considered by different researchers as error quantisation criteria. In 
[121], the authours compared the use of two metrics that could be used as indicators of the quality 
of streamed video in a wireless home network based on 802.11g (Wi-Fi). One of the metrics is 
throughput which is a traditional performance metric and the other metric is based on the 
perceived quality of a video clip. Based on the perceived video quality and throughput results, a 
comparison study is carried out between the conventional strategy (throughput) and a new 
strategy based on perceptual video quality measurements for data rate adaptation. This work was 
done based on the perceived video quality measure considering the blockiness impairment and 
video content of videos in [122] to create a perceived quality metric which is a mean of the 
perceived video quality and obtaining a relative perceived quality which is the normalisation of 
the received perceived quality over the transmitted perceived quality. The work in [122] is a NR 
metric because it makes use of only the decoded video stream which invariably makes the work 
done in [121] a NR metric.
In [123], the authours proposed a RR Hybrid Image Quality Measurement (HIQM) using motion 
JPEG2000 (MJ2) images based on the fact that MJ2 is solely based on intra frame coding 
techniques. Due to the non existence of inter frame dependencies and the related suppression of 
error propagation. MJ2 video streams is said to provide good performance over error prone 
wireless channels [124]. This makes it very error resilient compared to other state-of-the-art video 
codecs such as MPEG-4, according to the authours. In the RR HIQM evaluates image quality as a
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weighted sum of five perceptual based image features (blocking, blur, edge-based activity, 
gradient-based activity and intensity masking). The final quality measure of an MJ2 encoded 
video frame at the receiver may then be represented by the magnitude of the difference between 
the HIQM measure of the transmitted and the received frame.
Research works done such as those in [125]-[130] using MPEG-2 encoded videos, have 
addressed the effect of packet losses on the perceptual quality of videos. Research in packet loss 
was carried out in two directions, because the packet loss affects the perceptual video quality 
temporally and spatially; temporal effect of packet loss and spatial effects of packet loss in videos. 
Authours in [126] [128] [129], objectively evaluated video quality by investigating the temporal 
effect of packet loss caused by noise conditions in a wireless channel. In [129], the statistics of 
packet losses and delay jitters in videos were investigated and used to predict video quality 
degradation levels. Whereas the authours of [128] believed that “fluidity” of video content 
directly affects the video quality and proposed a metric for quality evaluation based on frame 
dropping. In [126], a more comprehensive metric for video quality assessment, where several 
features were taken into account such as the amount of frame loss, object motion, and local 
temporal quality contrast. Investigating the spatial effects of packet loss, [125] [127] [130] 
evaluated the spatial effects of packet loss causing spatial decorrelation of video. Two NR metrics 
were proposed for measuring block edge impairment artefacts caused by packet losses in decoded 
video in [127] [130] where strong spatial discontinuities were used as hints of packet losses, and 
perceptual distortions based on these strong discontinuities were evaluated.
In MPEG-2 a slice contains a row of macroblocks and each slice is wrapped into separate 
transport stream packet, which means that the loss of transport stream packet will result to 
corruption of only one macroblock. Whereas in H.264 coded videos a packet typically contains an 
entire frame in low bit rate application which means that packet loss will result to complete loss of 
a frame as against loss of a macroblock in an MPEG-2 encoded video. In [131], H.264 coded 
videos were considered and several factors, pertaining to video codec and transmission 
characteristics, which were considered to have significant impact on perceptual quality of 
transmitted videos such as coding artefacts, durations of corrupted frames by packet losses, loss of 
position within the sequence, error concealment of decoder, severity of a loss, loss pattern, 
number of losses in a sequence were properly analysed after extensive subjective tests. Based on 
these factors, their metric was designed, Several other extensive works have been done by many 
researchers but a few have been mentioned in this thesis.
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4.4 Proposed Method
A Reduced Reference (RR) method in which the quality of the received images is evaluated using 
only the FR objective quality score and feature extraction from the provider side sent over an 
ancillary channel is proposed. The proposed method is a RR method which is well suited for 
quality evaluation of videos in mobile devices over wireless channel. Conventional objective 
video quality assessment tools are not well suited to accurately evaluate the quality of videos 
distorted over a wireless channel as it was designed for clean channel videos. The proposed metric 
evaluates quality of videos by taking advantage of the availability of the reference and encoded 
video on the provider side, thereby evaluating the quality of the video to be transmitted. The 
motivation for this is based on the fact that the quality of the received video cannot be better than 
the quality of the sent video. Taking advantage of error quantification of quantisation noise due to 
video coding before transmission and knowledge of the quality of the transmitted video, the 
proposed method more accurately evaluates the quality of the video received.
Raw Sequence
Video Bit Stream
Wireless Transmission
FR Objective Score
-Ancillary Gtiannel
RR Objective Score
H.264 Encoder
Feature Extraction 
Module
Comparison and 
Quality Evaluation
Feature Extraction 
Module
FR Quality 
Evaluation
H.264 Decoder
Figure 4-2: Proposed Reduced Reference Model
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The choice of the extracted feature depends on the complexity and its usefulness to depict even 
the slightest change in identical blocks in the sent and received images. In this work, the statistical 
feature extracted is the Standard Deviation (STD) of a block in a frame. The choice of this 
statistical feature is because STD is a powerful tool that shows the disparity of elements in a set of 
given data. The total number of bits transmitted in the ancillary channel is 16 bits (8 bits each for 
quality and STD). For a frame rate of 25, the channel rate will be 0.4kbps.
This algorithm is developed based on the assumptions that blocks in a frame affected by channel 
noise such as, ghosting, will have a wider pixel value variation compared to the same blocks sent 
through error-free channels; and that the measured quality of the received frame is always less 
than or equal to that of the sent frame. In order to determine the measure of the errors between the 
sent and received frames, STD is used because it is a measure of the disparity in a set of data. The 
proposed algorithm is an adjunct to the FR method. The algorithm is not a metric in itself, but a 
modification to FR metrics to increase accuracy in error quantification and transform them to a 
form of RR metric to be used in real-time quality assessment. The parameters transmitted to the 
user side for quality evaluation are the total STD and the FR objective score of each frame, 
evaluated on the server side.
Error quantification begins on the frame level with the difference between the STDs of the 
received and sent frame divided by the assumed maximum frame error ( ) as depicted in eqn.
4.1.
(4.1)
Where is the maximum acceptable difference between block level STDs and % is the
number of blocks in the frame. The STD of the sent and received frames will be different if the 
received frames have been affected by channel noise; as such, the greater the difference between 
the STD of the sent and received frames, the greater the effect of the channel noise on the 
received frame, the more distorted the frame. Therefore received frames with STD far greater or 
far less than the STD of the sent frames will have more errors. This gives the basis of the error 
evaluation in the RR metric.
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The RR formula is evaluated as follows in eqn. 4.2 and 4.3.
z
«=0
V
V
^ S { n )  ^ R (n )
V
N
y
(4.2)
y N N
n=0 t=0
N.s /
V y
(4.3)
Where and<T^(„)are the STD of the sent and received frames, respectively, co is the
square of the normalised FR objective score of the frame evaluated on the provider side which
ranges between 0 and 1, N is the total number of frames in a sequence and is taken to be 495, 
where a maximum error of 5 per 16x16 block size is assumed because it covers 98% of the
maximum errors in a sequence for a frame size of 176x144. For any size frames, Sycan be 
calculated from eqn. 4.1.
From eqn. 4.2, it can be observed that the frame level distortion is calculated and subtracted from 
1 and multiplied by the square of the FR objective score of the sent frame from the server side 
(o ù ) , to obtain the quality of the frame. This part of the equation handles the spatial decorrelation 
of the image due to channel noise. The larger the difference between the STDs of the sent and 
received frames, the greater the distortion and the less the quality of the frame. It is assumed that
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the frames affected by channel conditions will have less or greater STD compared to that of the 
sent frame. Based on this fact, a maximum acceptable distortion level for each frame is needed for 
consistency in error evaluation (eqn. 4.1); complete detail is provided in Appendix B. From eqn.
4.2, if  the difference between ^S {n )  is greater than Sy , 8 y is  assumed to be the
maximum error.
To obtain the sequence level distortion, it can be observed from eqn. 4.3 that the difference 
between the sum of the STDs of the sent and received frames in the sequence is divided by T  to
obtain the total STD difference between the sent and received frame and by to determine the
distortion level, and subtracted from 1 to obtain quality of the overall sequence. The temporal 
distortion caused by jittering is handled in eqn. 4.3 by the subtraction of the summation of the 
STDs of the sent and received frames in the sequence. Sequences with greater jittering will have 
greater difference between the sums of the STDs in the sequence. Finally eqn. 4.2 and 4.3 are 
multiplied to obtain the final objective quality score.
4.5 Experimental Conditions
In this work, the target video application is for mobile devices used in mobile wireless channel; as 
such the choice of video size should be typical of mobile video applications in use. This is greatly 
influenced by the size of the screen of mobile devices. The sequences used in this experiment are 
of frame size 176x144 which is typical of mobile video applications, considering the limitations 
of mobile devices, where portability, size and high performance is required.
Seven video sequences were used in this experiment; the conventional JM reference software was 
used to encode 300 frames of each sequence using the IPPPP... format, at quantisation parameter 
(QP) values of 25 and 35 employing the Content Adaptive Binary Coding (CABAC) scheme. The 
summary of the H.264/AVC encoder parameter settings are listed in Table 4.2. The Network 
Abstraction Layer in H.264/AVC provides a network friendly video representation addressing for 
encoded videos and will be discussed later in this work.
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T ab le 4-2: Encoding parameters
Encoding Param eter Value
Encoder H.264/AVC JM Reference Software version 13
Temporal Prediction Structure IPPPP
Reference frames 1
Frame Rate 25fps
Encoding QPs 25,35
Entropy Coding CABAC (Content Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding)
Number of Sequences 7
Duration of Sequence 12 seconds
4.5.1 Experiment Conditions and Simulation
The videos were transmitted through the UMTS channel using the WCDMA air interface 
technology, WCDMA is also known as the 3G network which is widely used in Europe and other 
parts of this world. The choice of this channel for the wireless transmission of videos is its 
popularity and widespread use as compared to other 3G networks. WCDMA offers operators a 
number of significant advantages over alternative technologies, including increased network 
capacity, longer battery life for terminals (mobile devices) and enhanced privacy for users 
(security). UMTS network transmit simultaneously within the same wideband radio channel. This 
removes the restriction that each cell employs only a limited number of channels, although it 
creates the potential for significant co-channel interference. Universal frequency reuse is also a 
big advantage in WCDMA.
A WCDMA physical link layer simulator has been implemented using the Signal Processing 
Work System (SPW) software simulation tools developed by Cadence Design System Inc [132]. 
The model has been developed in a generic manner that includes all the forward link radio 
configurations, channel structures, channel coding/decoding, spreading/de-spreading, modulation 
parameters, transmission modelling and their corresponding data rates according to the UMTS
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specifications. Using the developed simulator, a set of UMTS error pattern files is generated for 
different radio bearer configurations in different operating environments, and the results are 
presented. Furthermore, UMTS link level performance is enhanced by implementing a closed 
loop power control algorithm. Details of the UMTS error patterns used in this experiment are 
listed in appendix C.
Error patterns are generated with fast power control, with turbo channel coding schemes and a 
number of spreading factor allocations. The error pattern files are named “environment_channel 
coding, scheme spreading, factor mobile, speed_power, control space, time transmission 
diversity signal to noise ratio”. Two environmental conditions were implemented for high 
mobility such as for users in a train or car and for low mobility for pedestrians. The UMTS 
simulator parameters are listed in table 4-3.
T ab le 4-3; UMTS channel simulator
Environment
pedb -  UMTS pedestrian B environment, 
veha -  UMTS vehicular A environment.
Channel Coding Scheme
ccl_2 -convolutional code 1/2 rate 
ccl_3 -  convolutional code 1/3 rate 
tcl_3 -  turbo code 1/3 rate
Spreading Factor
sf8 - spreading factor 8 
sfl6 - spreading factor 16 
sf32 - spreading factor 32 
sfl28 - spreading factor 128
Mobile Speed
120 - 120kmph 
50 -  SOkmph 
3 -  3kmph
Power Control
npc -  no power control 
pc -  fast power control on
Space Time Transmission Diversity
nsttd -  no diversity 
sttd -  diversity on
SNR 0 -1 2 d B
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An example of the error pattern file generated will be of this form
Example file name: “veha_ccl_2sf8_50_npc_nsttd_10db”
UMTS Vehicular environment, convolutional code 1/2 rate, spreading factor of 8, mobile speed of 
SOkmph, no power control, no space time transmission diversity and Signal to Noise ratio of 
lOdB.
A series of channel conditions were imposed with UMTS Pedestrian-B (3kmph) and UMTS 
Vehicular-A environments (SOkmph) considered. Turbo code 1/3 rate channel coding scheme 
was used because it offers better protection for video streams and also performance benefits for 
large input block size than the convolutional coding scheme. Turbo codes have demonstrated to 
come close to the Shannon limit for both Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) and Raleigh 
fading channels. Spreading factor of 128 was used for all the videos at mobile speeds of SOkmph 
and 3kmph for vehicular and pedestrian environments, respectively.
Power control scheme was used because it provides mobile terminals adequate quality of service 
without interference to other terminals. Space-Time-Transmission-Diversity and Automatic 
Request (ARQ) was not used because we are assuming no retransmission of lost frames due to 
loss of Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) header and the delay it will cause in the transmission. 
Retransmission of lost videos will mean a narrower bandwidth, but instead the decoder is left with 
the work of frame recovery. Signal to Noise ratios (SNRs) of 8 and lOdB were used for all the 
transmitted videos to allow for acceptable bit error rate (BER) for frame recovery. The channel 
rate for the UMTS channel used was 64 kbps. The summary of the error patterns used in this work 
is listed in Table 4-4.
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T ab le 4-4: UMTS channel simulator
Param eters Value
Environment
UMTS pedestrian B environment. 
UMTS vehicular A environment.
Channel Coding Scheme turbo code 1/3 rate
Spreading Factor spreading factor 128
Mobile Speed
50kmph
3kmph
Power Control fast power control on
Space Time Transmission Diversity no diversity
SNR 8dB and lOdB
Automatic Request No
4.5.2 Packetisation and Transmission
To this point, the materials needed for the experiments are ready. The encoded videos and the 
error patterns for the WCDMA network simulation. A packet loss simulator provided by the 
VCEG study group 16 [133] was used to simulate the transmission of the encoded video using the 
generated error patterns.
The WCDMA is a packet-switched network; as such each video frame is encapsulated into a 
single Network Abstraction Layer (NAL) and fragmented into packets to be transported through 
the packet-based network. The transport protocol in the H.264/AVC codec is the Real-time 
Transport Protocol (RTP). The H.264/AVC encoder is composed of two layers, the Video Coding 
Layer (VCL) which translates the video information into bit stream and the NAL which packetize 
the VCL into units prior to transmission. The NAL unit contain the Raw Byte Sequence Payload 
(RBSP - video data) and the NAL header information. The coded video sequence is represented 
by a sequence of NAL units that can be transmitted over a packet-based network as shown in 
figure 4-3.
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NAL
Header RBSP
NAL
Header RBSP
Figure 4-3: Sequence of NAL Unit
Each NAL unit is encapsulated to an RTP header for transportation. RTP Packetisation of NAL 
allows both aggregation of many NAL units into one RTP Packet and fragmentation of one NAL 
units into many RTP packets. Each NAL unit is approximately 1400 bytes.
After packetisation, the NAL unit is ready for transport. The transmission is done using a 
simulation software provided in [133] called MobilelP.exe. Before transmission the User 
Datagram Protocol (UDP) and Internet Protocol (IP) is added to the NAL unit as shown in figure 
4-4. UDP uses a simple transmission model without implicit hand-shaking dialogues for 
providing reliability, ordering, or data integrity. However, UDP provides an unreliable service and 
packets may arrive out of order, appear duplicated, or go missing without notice. UDP assumes 
that error checking and correction is either not necessary or performed in the application, avoiding 
the overhead of such processing at the network interface level. Time-sensitive applications often 
use UDP because dropping packets is preferable to waiting for delayed packets, which may not be 
an option in a real-time system [134]. The IP is responsible for addressing hosts and routing 
packets from a source host to the destination host across one or more IP networks.
IP UDP RTP Video Payload
Figure 4-4: RTP/UDF/IP Stack plus Video Payload
Using the packet loss simulator the bit stream is transported across the WCDMA channel, where 
packets and RTP headers are dropped according to the error pattern in the channel. The received 
bit stream is obtained and decoded using the H.264/AVC decoder. Examples of videos distorted 
by channel noise are shown in figure 4-5.
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: V
Figure 4-5: Snapshots of frames affected by noise in the WCDMA channel
4.5.3 Subjective Tests
Subjective tests were carried out to obtain a Mean Opinion Score (MGS) for all the videos passed 
through the wireless channel involving 30 participants. The videos were presented according to 
the Double Stimulus Impairment Scale (DSIS), scheme in line with ITU-R standard [109]. In this 
method videos are shown consequently in pairs: first one is the reference, and the individual is 
informed about it, second one is the impaired video. After playback, the individuals are asked to 
give their opinion using impairment scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is the worse and 5 is the best quality. 
56 videos (QP - 25, 35 and SNR - 8,10dB) in total were presented to the participants for 
evaluation. The obtained MGS was compared with SSIM, VQM and PQM, reduced reference 
VQM and PQM are represented as RR-VQM and RR-PQM respectively. Reduced reference 
VQM and PQM are FR metrics corrected with the adjunct algorithm to quantify the errors 
imputed by the channel noise.
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4.6 Experimental Results and Discussion
The RR-VQM and RR-PQM are modified FR metrics using the proposed algorithm. The results 
for seven sequences for both Vehicular and Pedestrian environments are presented. The MOS and 
other metrics compared have been normalised on a scale of 0 to 100, where 0 and 100 are the 
worse and best qualities, respectively. Firstly, the results from the vehicular environment are 
presented in figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-6: UMTS Vehicular environment results: MOS error bars plotted with 95% Confidence 
level (a) Akiyo (b) Bridge (c) Coastguard (d) Foreman (e) Hall (f) News (g) Salesman
From figure 4-6 (a) -  (g), it can be seen that the FR methods do not align with the MOS because 
of the channel errors that are not quantifiable by the techniques applied in these metrics. In figures 
4-6 (c) and (d), at points C8-25 and F8-25 respectively, the inaccuracy of FR metrics are 
prominent, in that channel noise are not accurately quantified; in this case channel noise is not 
accurately quantified. The sequences at these points are characterised by panning. During panning 
the camera moves relative to the objects, frames dropped at these points are not reconstructed by 
the decoder with great accuracy. This is due to motion estimation failure, as adjacent frames may 
not have the best match macro blocks. Errors in these areas propagates through the sequence since
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no I-frame was used, the sequence does not recover from error. As the camera pans through the 
scene, the scene changes very rapidly, this is made worse if  the objects in the camera are also 
moving with speed either in the same or opposite directions. Frames dropped in these areas are 
not accurately reconstructed by the decoder leading to error propagation through the sequence. 
These errors though may not be perceptible to the HVS, but can be quantified by the objective 
metric. The HVS also tend to ignore some errors if the quality of the previous frames is good. 
This is the reason for the drop in quality score given by the FR metrics for C8-25 and F8-25. 
Assuming a high quality video with camera panning is sent through a channel and frames dropped 
are reconstructed, the reconstructed frame may not match identically with the sent frame when 
evaluated used an objective metric, but perceptually no difference might be observed by the HVS, 
because adjacent frames are of high quality. The inaccuracy of the FR methods is due largely to 
the design for quantification of errors due to video coding techniques. In all the observed videos, 
video coding errors exist but in addition to these errors, channel errors have also been added. For 
this reason, there can be less error quantification or over quantification of errors. At points 8-35 
and 10-35, there is less error quantification which is the reason why the FR metrics deviate further 
away from the MOS. At these points, only errors due to video coding techniques are quantified by 
the FR metrics, leaving out errors due to channel. But in the RR metrics or the corrected FR 
metrics with the RR algorithm, the quantification of errors due to channel noise reduces the 
deviation from the MOS, thereby leading to a more accurate quality evaluation. At points 8-25 
and 10-25, these represents areas of high video quality which means more redundancies exist in 
these videos making them more error resilient. The decoder at these points can reconstruct images 
with high competence even if packets were lost. At these points channel noise has a reduced effect 
on the video.
Graphically we can see the alignment between the reduced reference VQM and PQM and the 
MOS compared to the VQM, PQM and SSIM. This algorithm brings accuracy to perceptual based 
FR metrics by quantifying only the errors caused by network conditions and to transform the FR 
to an RR metric that can be implemented in a real-time environment. The accuracy of the 
proposed RR metric can be attributed to a number of reasons. Since the quality of the sent video is 
known, the final quality cannot be better than the sent quality and errors are not over quantified 
(see figure 4-6c and d at point 8-25) in this metric because it has been designed solely for 
distortions caused by channel noise which is handled by the algorithms. Errors due to video 
coding techniques are not quantifiable in this algorithm. Even the PQM as a FR metric fails 
because errors caused by channel noise are of different characteristics which were quantified in 
this RR metric using statistical features.
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From figure 4-7, the alignment between the MOS and the corrected FR metrics can be clearly 
seen. Figure 4-7a, c and e, have a Pearson correlation of 80.6%, 70.9%, and 78.2% for PQM, 
VQM and SSIM respectively with the MOS. However with the correction of the RR algorithm on 
the FR metrics a better alignment can be seen from the scatter plot and increased symmetricity is 
observed. This leads to a great increase in Pearson correlation to 94.9%, 92.9%, and 81% for RR- 
PQM, RR-VQM and RR-SSIM respectively. This buttresses the effect of the RR algorithm on the 
FR metric for quantification of errors due to channel noise which are not quantifiable by the FR 
metric because it was designed bearing in the mind errors due to video coding tools such as 
quantisation error. j
These results are also consistent in Pedestrian environment where the mobile device is moving at 
a slow speed compared to the high mobility environment. These results are presented in figure 4-8
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Figure 4-8; UMTS Pedestrian environment results: MOS error bars plotted with 95% Confidence 
level (a) Akiyo (b) Bridge (c) Coastguard (d) Foreman (e) Hall (f) News (g) Salesman
The results for both the vehicular and pedestrian environments for the proposed RR algorithm are 
consistent. Error patterns are random and cyclic, which means that any point can be the starting 
point. In this experiment different starting points were use to ensure different patterns for different 
videos. The aim of this work is to design a RR metric which can accurately mimic the results 
obtained from the MOS by subjective test. Packets lost during transmission cannot be recovered, 
however, the H.264/AVC decoder tries to recover this block from already decoded blocks and 
mismatch in these lead to spatial decorrelation and this error propagates through the sequence.
This is a major cause of ghosting artefacts in the received videos. These visible errors are 
prominent and they affect video quality. But with the proposed algorithm, channel errors are 
quantified and act as a modification to the FR metrics because the FR metrics are basically 
designed for errors due to video coding techniques which are characterised by different artefacts.
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If the RR algorithm is removed, the metric can no longer be used in the mobile wireless scenario 
because FR metrics require the availability of the reference frame for error quantification. Also 
errors caused by channel noise can no longer be quantified because FR metrics are not designed 
for this purpose. The proposed RR metric is more accurate than the FR metrics in this mobile 
wireless application because it takes advantage of the error quantification accuracy of the FR 
metrics at the encoder where the reference frame is available and adds the RR algorithm to further 
quantify errors caused by channel noise. The implementation of this algorithm cause FR metrics 
to resemble RR metrics in implementation and FR is accuracy.
The FR PQM fails because matching pixels from reference and distorted images affected by 
channel noise such as ghosting result to over quantification or under quantification of errors 
because the pixels in question are displaced pixel from different location scattered by burst in the 
channel. So matching pixel by pixel especially in images affected by ghosting results to mismatch 
of pixel values leading to wrong error quantification. Furthermore, FR metrics quantifies channel 
errors in addition to quantisation errors and errors caused by spatial decorrelation in image 
compensation after motion estimation. The block based statistical RR algorithm checks for the 
slightest changes in a block. If the STDs of the blocks are different it is assumed that they have 
been affected by channel noise and the magnitude of this error is measured as the difference 
between the reference STD and the received STD of identical blocks.
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Figure 4-9: Pedestrian environment; MOS versus (a) PQM (b) RR-PQM (c) VQM (d) RR-VQM (e) 
SSIM (f) RR-SSIM
Figure 4-9 shows a scatter plot for the pedestrian environment for the metrics used in this 
experiment. A symmetric pattern is expected between the MOS which is the subjective results and 
the objective result when a straight line is drawn from the origin of the graph. Figure 4-9a, c and 
e, are the original FR metrics without correction with the RR algorithm and they show a 
correlation of 63.5%, 55.4%, and 64.8% for PQM, VQM and SSIM respectively. The points in 
these plots are scattered and show lesser correlation between the MOS and the FR metrics. 
However, in the corrected FR metrics in figure 4.9b, d and f, a greater cohesion between the 
points can be clearly seen and an even distribution if a straight line is drawn from the origin of the 
graph. There is an increase in correlation in the corrected FR methods in fig. 4-9b, d and f  
representing a 93.3%, 88.1%, and 73% correlation between the MOS and RR-PQM, RR-VQM
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and RR-SSIM respectively. This clearly underpins the effect of the RR algorithm on the FR 
metrics and also the implementation of a FR metric in a wireless mobile environment.
Statistically, Tables 4-5 and 4-6 show the Correlation Coefficient (CC) and the Root Mean Square 
Error (RMSE) between the investigated metrics {SSIM, VQM, PQM, RR-VQM, and RR-PQM) and 
the MOS. This was obtained after curve fitting, to obtain the best curves that fit into the two sets 
of samples. Statistically CC and RMSE are used to show departure from two or more random 
variables from independence and the differences between values predicted by a model 
respectively. It should be noted that CC = 1 and RMSE = 0 indicates a perfect relationship 
between the observed metric and the model considered (in this case MOS).
Therefore, in validation of the proposed algorithm, we should expect an increase in CC and 
decrease in RMSE from the original metrics to the proposed RR metrics been investigated. A 
significant increase in the CC can be observed for the RR-VQM and RR-PQM metric, this means 
better alignment with the MOS which is also reflected graphically, when modified with the 
proposed algorithm. This observation is consistent in both the vehicular and pedestrian 
environment of the UMTS-WCDMA.
T ab le  4-5: Correlation Coefficient and Root Mean Square Error between SSIM, VQM, PQM, RR- 
VQM, RR-PQM and the MOS for Vehicular Environment
Test
Sequence
VQM PQM SSIM RR-VQM RR- PQM
CC RMSE CC RMSE CC RMSE CC RMSE CC RMSE
Akiyo 0.9449 4.43 0.9371 4.733 0.8955 6.1 0.9697 3.286 0.9689 3.327
Bridge 0.9225 9.859 0.9588 7.191 0.8971 11.36 0.9843 4.431 0.9909 3.385
Coastguard 0.5137 18.12 0.8586 9.771 0.9166 7.503 0.9198 7.358 0.9868 2.988
Foreman 0.5974 12.44 0.5688 12.87 0.8165 8.397 0.9554 4.142 0.9935 1.582
Hall 0.7434 12.11 0.6381 14.38 0.5189 16.58 0.9414 5.79 0.9845 2.977
News 0.7839 9.414 0.733 10.46 0.4053 15.65 0.981 2.794 0.9739 3.273
Salesman 0.9205 8.325 0.933 7.646 0.9355 7.498 0.9912 2.764 0.9813 4.037
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T ab le 4-6: Correlation Coefficient and Root Mean Square Error between SSIM, VQM, PQM, RR- 
VQM, RR-PQM and the MOS for Pedestrian Environment
Test
Sequence
PQM SS^ RR-VQM RR-PQM
CC RMSE CC RMSE CC RMSE CC RMSE CC RMSE
Akiyo 0.9579 3.956 0.9504 4.297 0.6517 11.38 0.989 2.024 0.9828 2.532
Bridge 0.9401 4.197 0.9163 4.96 0.9231 4.756 0.9719 2.875 0.9832 2.223
Coastguard 0.2555 18.19 0.3909 16.45 0.676 12 0.9004 6.655 0.989 2.209
Foreman 0.6242 16.67 0.6734 15.55 0.8461 10.67 0.9738 4.399 0.999 0.3019
Hall 0.6474 13.86 0.8826 7.996 0.895 7.562 0.8962 7.52 0.95 5.219
News 0.7702 11.17 0.9595 4.688 0.7956 10.54 0.9848 2.874 0.9833 3.01
Salesman 0.9394 6.924 0.9668 5.125 0.9357 7.136 0.9935 2.269 0.9799 3.993
The RR algorithm used for the correction of the FR metrics, increases the accuracy of the FR 
metrics. Consider eqn. 4.2, this part of the algorithm takes into account the spatial decorrelation 
which is caused by an error burst in the channel resulting to ghosting artefacts. Taking into 
account the total standard deviation of the received frame which will be greatly deviated from that 
of the sent frame, ghosting artefacts is quantified. In FR metrics where pixel to pixel comparison 
are made, such as in PQM, there is already a mismatch in pixel values as a result of the error burst 
in the channel, this leads to either over or under quantification of errors. Also eqn. 4.3 takes into 
account jittering (temporal decorrelation) which is a result of mismatch (content) between 
consecutive frames due to wrong motion estimation and compensation when a frame is lost during 
transmission. This distortion is hardly considered in FR metrics which are solely designed for 
clean channels. After distortion features from spatial and temporal decorrelation are considered, 
the algorithm acts as a quantifier of distortions which are not prominent in images not transmitted 
through a wireless mobile channel. This algorithm increases the accuracy of FR metrics, by 
additional quantification of errors not considered in the design of FR metrics resulting in 
increased correlation between MOS and the RR-FR metrics.
4.7 Conclusion
In this work, a reduced reference algorithm has been proposed as a modification to the FR metrics 
where channel errors in videos are not considered. Using the proposed algorithm, only the 
standard deviation and FR quality of frames (extracted features) are sent from the server side and 
quality evaluation is calculated solely based on this information on the user side. The motivation 
of this work been that FR metrics were designed bearing in mind only errors due to video coding
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techniques, which makes them unsuitable to handle quantification of errors due to channel noise, 
because these errors have different characteristics. Also, FR metrics cannot be implemented in a 
real-time environment because of the lack of the reference frame, which is why RR metrics are 
best suited for real-time applications. Considering that RR metrics are less accurate compared to 
FR metrics, the proposed adjunct RR tries to exploit the availability of both the reference frame 
and the encoded frame at the server side to get a prior knowledge of the quality of the image sent 
through the channel. Therefore, errors due to video coding tools have been quantified by the FR 
metrics at the provider side where the reference frame is available, so any errors imputed into the 
video frame must be due to noise in the wireless channel. The RR algorithm quantifies these 
errors caused in the channel by packet loss (such as jittering, ghosting, frame freeze) and with the 
knowledge of the transmitted frame, evaluates the quality of the output frame at the user side. The 
accuracy of the proposed adjunct RR algorithm can be seen graphically and statistically.
Furthermore, this can be used for better resource allocation in the WCDMA channel such as 
power control, if there is a feedback system from the mobile device requesting for more power for 
better quality for the mobile user. It can also be used to determine the optimum level of power 
allocated to a user. Since the quality of the image received is known, content providers can 
dynamically allocate fewer bits for different mobile devices based on the quality of received 
image for efficient bandwidth utilisation.
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Chapter 5
5 Error Concealment Algorithm for 
improved Video Quality in Error Prone 
Wireless Channels for Mobile Devices
5.1 Introduction
The rapid development and growth of wireless multimedia communication services have brought 
about increasing demands on video streaming over wireless systems. This has been made possible 
due to ground breaking advances in high speed packet based mobile wireless networks. However, 
video transmission over lossy wireless communication networks is prone to errors introduced 
during transmission. There are several stages at which the errors introduced during transmission 
can be corrected or reduced [135]. Video conferencing and live interactive video feeds over 
wireless networks are more error prone and less flexible towards retransmission based algorithms 
like automatic repeat request (ARQ) over TCP/IP network [136] because they will cause delay in 
the system and therefore not implementable in a real time system.
Since packet based mobile wireless networks are prone to error leading to losses in packets which 
occur in bursts, error resilience and error concealment tools have been implemented in encoders 
and decoders respectively to increase the quality of the video frames received over error prone 
channels. Error resilience tools are mostly implemented at the encoder where redundant bits are 
added to video bit stream for better protection. These in any way increases the number of bits 
needed for decoding a video considering bandwidth utilisation. One such method is the Forward 
Error Correction (FEC) for recovering data segments [137]. FEC algorithms are designed with the 
requirement that the encoding servers send extra information along with the original video data. 
With proper amount of redundant data included in the transmitted packets, the FEC can mitigate 
the impact of packet loss in the quality of the video, thus improving the performance of streaming 
video over error prone networks. However, they result in increased overhead in terms of bit rate, 
and usually require a change in the encoding standard.
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The resolution of videos transmitted over mobile wireless communication system, are restricted to 
GIF and QCIF due to bandwidth limitations, so that a frame can only be divided into several 
packets. Therefore, several frames or rows of macro blocks in the frame are likely to be lost in 
error prone channel conditions. The loss of a transmitted video packet influences the quality of the 
received video which is caused by the band limited channel used by the wireless mobile 
communication networks. Since the real time transmission of video stream, limits the channel 
delay, it is not possible to retransmit all erroneous or lost packets, therefore ARQs or feedback 
channels are not implemented. Therefore the need for post processing of decoded video stream is 
important to give a better quality of service to users. These post processing methods try to reduce 
the visual artefacts caused by error in the bit stream; error location and correction of the video 
block or frame with degradation.
Error concealment methods implemented in the decoder restores the missing or corrupt video 
content by using the previously decoded video data. The error concealment techniques benefits 
from the spatial and temporal correlations between the video blocks within a frame or more than 
one frame within the video sequence. Therefore the error concealment methods are implemented 
in space and time. The spatial domain based error concealment uses the video information from 
the neighbouring blocks to replace the missing pixels within a specified area. The time domain 
based error concealment uses the video information from the blocks lying in the previous and 
following frames to restore the missing pixels within a specified area.
5.1.1 Causes and Types of Video Artefacts
Before going further, it is important to remember that the video standard implemented in this 
work is the H.264/AVC which is the latest video coding standard. It contains two main layers, the 
video coding layer (VCL) and the network abstraction layer (NAL), these has been started earlier. 
The former includes the necessary syntax elements to represent transmitted video stream, and the 
latter packets the generated video stream by the encoder into different NAL units (NALUs). It is 
common that a coded frame is carried by a NALU, and the NALU is encapsulated into the 
payload of an RTF packet. As a result, the loss of a RTF header packet usually results in a whole 
frame loss or a partial frame loss depending if a whole frame was encapsulated into the RTF 
packet, which is the main cause of jittering (packet delay variance) and frame freeze.
Facket losses that are not RTF headers result in a slice or MB loss depending on the encoding 
parameter settings. These losses result in ghosting artefacts in specific areas of the video frame 
affected due to mismatch of predicted macro block by the decoder.
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5.1.2 Conventional Error Concealment Techniques
Error concealment (EC) is essential in improving the quality of received video signals over 
various networks. When videos are transmitted over error-prone networks, errors can severely 
degrade the perceptual quality of these video signals. These degradations are further propagated 
by the video decoding technique. Error concealment techniques can be a combination of spatial 
and temporal methods to achieve better video quality.
Fig. 5-1 shows the effects of spatial and temporal error propagation caused by packet losses in 
packet based mobile wireless networks. The propagated errors cannot be avoided, when reference 
frames are corrupted. In the absence of any error propagation control mechanism, the packet loss 
causes the loss of information up to the next resynchronization point; which can be at the 
instantaneous decoder refresh (IDR) frame. This implies that the greater the time between the IDR 
frames, the more visible the error persistence over the sequence. Note that the size of the IDR 
frame is much greater than the P or B-frame, therefore considering band limited networks, the 
interval between IDR frames is wide.
Reference
frame
Burst 
packet loss
Temporal
eiTor propagation
error propagation
Figure 5-1: Effects o f  spatio-tem poral error propagation caused by packet losses in packet based  
m obile w ireless channel |I4 0 |
Spatial EC algorithms (SEC) use spatial redundancy to reconstruct lost MBs. They interpolate lost 
MBs by averaging available pixels in neighbouring MBs. It should be noted that reconstructed 
MBs using these algorithms have blurring artefacts. Also, this interpolation technique has the
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constraint that the neighbouring MBs must be successfully received. Thus, this technique is useful 
for the case of randomly distributed packet loss.
The error concealment algorithm implemented in H.264 assumes that, in an error prone 
environment, slices in error are discarded before decoding. All correctly received slices of a 
picture are decoded first, and then the lost slices are concealed. A record is kept in a macro block 
based status map of the frame which can be “Correctly received”, “Concealed” and “Lost”. In 
SEC processing begins from the frame boundaries, and then inwards into the frame where 
correctly received neighbouring macro blocks are used for error concealment if at least two of 
those macro blocks are available, if not neighbouring macro blocks marked as concealed are used 
in the averaging operation.
TEC techniques use temporal redundancy found in video sequences to conceal lost macro blocks. 
The lost motion vector is estimated and correlation between the pixels of the lost block and that of 
the block in the reference frame is exploited to fill the corrupted areas with motion compensated 
macro blocks. Motion compensated temporal prediction has been shown to be effective at 
concealing lost macro blocks. One of the suggested means of finding the lost MV is motion 
estimation, which searches for the best MV with the minimum distortion criterion. TEC 
algorithms do not produce good results in the presence of cut scenes, camera parming or object 
occlusion in videos due to the lack of a suitable reference frame. In sequences with high mobility 
characteristics, MV fails which result in mismatch of macro blocks from reference frames. It 
should be noted that motion estimation techniques are complex and as such are computationally 
very expensive, considering application on mobile device which have limited power supply.
Based on these two classifications of error concealment techniques, several methods have been 
proposed and implemented by researchers. In [138], the frame copy method and the motion copy 
method are presented. In the frame copy method, each pixel in the lost frame is copied from the 
corresponding pixel in the previous frame. In the motion copy method, the previous motion vector 
field is simply copied to the current frame. Both methods are simple and speedy, but do not 
provide good recovery performances for high motion sequences. Baccichet et al. proposed a block 
based frame EC method, called concealment algorithm on blocks (CAB) [139]. They used the 
optical flow equation to estimate the motion field for the lost frame at the block level, rather than 
at the pixel level, to reduce the computational complexity. A suitable reference frame is selected 
from the multiple reference picture buffers and the motion vectors of the reference frame are 
projected onto the lost frame.
In [141], the authours proposed a multi-frame motion vector averaging method (MMA) that is 
capable of estimating the entire missing frame. The method exploits motion vectors of a few past
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frames to estimate the forward motion vector of each pixel in the last received frame, and then 
projects the last frame onto an estimate of the missing frame. Motion vector extrapolation (MVE) 
is another method that can combat the loss of a whole frame. Motion vectors are extrapolated 
from the macro blocks of the last received frame, and the overlapped area between the damaged 
block and the motion extrapolation macro blocks is estimated. The best estimated motion vector is 
selected to conceal the corrupted block using general motion compensation. The advantage of this 
method is that it overcomes the problem incorrect macroblock displacement but the 8x8 blocks 
used causes block artefacts in high motion sequences. Chen et al. further proposed the pixel-based 
motion vector extrapolation (PMVE) algorithm for frame EC [142]. In this pixel based method, 
the pixels in the lost frame are categorised into two types as depicted in Fig. 5-2. The dotted 
regions are overlapped by at least one extrapolated block; each pixel is replaced by the pixel, 
whose location is specified by the average of the MVs of the overlapped blocks. The gray regions 
are not overlapped by any extrapolated MB; each pixel is motion compensated using the MV of 
the block in the previous frame, which is located at the same position as the block in the current 
frame.
Extr^xDlated
MBl Extrapolated
MB2
Extrapolated Extx^xDlated
MB3 MB4
Figure 5-2: Pixel based motion vector extrapolation |I42|
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5.1.3 Error Concealment Schemes in H.264/AVC
In the state of the art H.264/AVC codec, error concealment algorithms have been built in for 
recovering of frames or packets lost during transmission through error prone channels. These 
schemes are robust and can efficiently recover missing blocks either by spatial, temporal or 
spatio-temporal error concealment techniques. Some of the explicit error concealment schemes 
used in H.264/AVC is as follows;
Frame copy: In this algorithm, each pixel value of the concealed frame is copied from the 
corresponding pixel of the previously decoded reference frame. While concealing a 
reference frame, the concealed frame is used for display, and is also placed into the 
reference picture buffer to be used for decoding subsequent pictures. This simply copying 
the last decoded frame as a replacement for the lost frame. Total frames are lost if RTF 
headers are lost (if a full frame is encoded as a slice and encapsulated in an RTF payload).
• In the motion copy scheme of H.264/AVC, motion vectors and reference indices of the 
collocated blocks in the previously decoded reference frame are copied to the lost frame 
first. The motion vectors are scaled based on the distance of the reference frame from the 
currently concealed frame. Then motion compensation is used to reconstruct the lost 
frame based on the copied motion information (spatial information is copied from the 
reference frame). In motion vector copy, the reference frame can be any frame available 
in the decoder buffer which carries motion information. Even the loss of an IDR frame 
does not affect this algorithm as long as it is not the first frame in the decoded bit stream 
it can still be concealed with motion copy algorithm by specifying the reference frame 
available in the decoded buffer.
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5.2 Related Work
Error concealment algorithms for mobile application have raised a lot of interest in the 
multimedia research industry as it is vital for delivering better video service over error prone 
channels. The characteristics of the artefacts caused by video coding technique and those caused 
by channel noise are clearly different. As those caused by video coding technique are mainly due 
to quantisation noise in trying to exploit the spatial redundancy in videos. Errors caused by 
channel noise are more random and in most cases difficult to predict and are more difficult to 
correct or conceal.
Over the years, a lot of researchers have taken different steps and approaches towards categorising 
errors caused by channel noise and have developed techniques or algorithms to reduce their 
impact on the quality of video. Some of these algorithms are general, in the sense that they are not 
designed specifically for an error, and some are error specific. When considering mobile 
application it is important to bear in mind the capabilities and limitations of mobile devices; 
limited power supply, low computing capabilities, video resolution, and also network capabilities 
of these mobile devices. In [143], the authours took a temporal EC approach for recovering a 
whole missing frame in a mobile video broadcast service, by combining several pixels or several 
motion vectors using an overlapping window. A pixel-based overlapping blocks error 
concealment (P-OBEC) and a motion vector block error concealment (MV-OBEC) was proposed. 
In the conventional motion copy technique in [138], motion vectors from the previous frame are 
directly used to reconstruct the lost frame which causes blocking artefacts, but in [143], to avoid 
this problem, an overlapping window of neighbouring windows in the previous frame is used to 
avoid blocking artefacts. The results from the authours show low computational complexities and 
better PSNR over conventional EC methods. In contrast to the work in [138], the authours in 
[144] proposed an error concealment aware error resilient method which uses an intelligent error 
concealment selector by using pre-estimation technique of the possibly damaged motion vectors 
at the encoder. Error concealment selection codes are transmitted from the encoder to the decoder 
to help chose the best concealment for the damaged MB at the decoder even when losses of 
frames are bursty. The results from this method showed considerable increase in PSNR.
In the aforementioned methods and in [145-147] errors due to packet losses were corrected using 
spatial and/or temporal correlations between the damaged MB and its adjacent MBs in the same 
frame and/or from the previous frames. It should be noted that MB approach causes additional 
degradation if not properly corrected. Some authours also considered packet losses in transmitted 
stereoscopic video [148] [149]. Bilen et al. in [148] proposed two error concealment algorithms 
stereoscopic concealment algorithm in the block domain (SCA-B) and stereoscopic concealment 
algorithm in the pixel domain (SCA-P), by making use of the redundancy between the views and
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the extracted disparity from the two views as well as the information regarding the motion vectors 
of the previously decoded frames. This is based on the fact that the prediction modes between the 
lost frame and the previous frame are similar. In [149], the authours used TEC and SEC 
techniques to recover the whole lost right frame of a stereo video. In the TEC technique 
application, the extrapolated motion vector is used to conceal a lost right frame, whereas in SEC 
application make the temporal relativity of disparity vectors between the adjacent frames is used. 
All the above-mentioned methods are based on one common assumption that the moving objects 
are in steady translational motion; however, this assumption is not always true as movement 
cannot be predicted it can be rotational. In [150], a novel frame-loss error concealment method, 
called the disparity based frame difference projection (DFDP), is proposed that effectively 
exploits both the intra-view frame difference and inter-view correlation to reconstruct the lost 
frame. The key steps in this EC method are change detection, disparity estimation and frame 
difference projection so that the missing frame in one view can be accurately recovered from the 
corresponding frame in another view which has been correctly received and decoded. Considering 
the random noise in wireless networks, there are no assurances that one view of the stereo video 
can be recovered without errors, if this happens the DFDP will fail.
To this extent, a lot of work has been done to improve the quality of videos transmitted over 
wireless/wireless-mobile packet based channel. Most of the work has bore in mind the limitation 
of resources to mobile devices, such as power, low bit rate video (low bandwidth), computational 
capabilities. It should be noted that motion estimation methods are very computationally 
expensive.
5.3 Proposed Method
Considering the application in question, and the limited resources, the design of an error 
concealment algorithm that is simple, not computationally expensive is very important, even 
though computational capabilities of mobile devices are increasing tremendously. A spatial error 
concealment algorithm is proposed with very low computational demand on the mobile device. 
The proposed system uses statistical features sent from the encoder to the decoder. The features in 
this case are the mean and the standard deviation of the blocks in a frame. The mean of a block is 
the average value of the macro block and the standard deviation of a block is the average 
deviation of each pixel value from the mean in that particular block. The motivation for this 
method is that any block that has been degraded in the channel during transmission due to channel 
noise, will not have the same mean as its identical block in the original image. Based on this 
disparity, a measure of correction can be used to correct the pixels of the block in question. In the
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proposed method, motion estimation was not implemented as this is considered computationally 
very expensive.
In any error correction algorithm, identifying the blocks in error is the most important task to be 
accomplished. In this case, since the statistical information of the original frame is sent with the 
bit stream of the transmitted video, identifying the blocks in error is made simpler. X  and 
Y  represents the received and original frames respectively.
Firstly, the blocks in error is identified accordingly in eqn. 5.1
= (5.1)
Where //^(m ,«)and jj,y{m,n)\s the mean of a block in the received and original frames 
respectively, m and n are the coordinates of the location of the block in the frame and y/ is the 
difference in the mean values of the received and original frame.
I f ^ > 0 ,  it means there is an error in the block of the received frame. Based on these 
assumptions, the blocks in error can be identified with good precision.
Two conditions apply in this case and they are;
Condition 1 :
W h e n ^ > 0 ,  there is error in the block. The pixels of the block are further processed for 
correction.
Condition 2:
W hen^ = 0 , there is no error and no post processing is carried out on the pixels of the block.
This operation is simply a difference operation which is not computationally expensive, bearing in 
mind the application of this algorithm. Identifying the blocks in error is one of the most important 
tasks in error concealment. Taking an 8x8 block, which is the size of the block, considered in this 
work, it is assumed that the variance of the pixels in the block will be small, except for blocks 
which fall into sharp edges or object boundaries; higher variation of pixel values is expected. In 
any case, a change in the mean of the blocks will be identified because the sizes of the blocks
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used in the statistical analysis in the received and original frames are the same. Among the 
conditions stated, condition 2 will not be considered as no further processing is involved.
For condition 1 where further processing is needed, certain assumptions have been made. It is 
assumed that the value of a given pixel in a block is related to the mean and standard deviation. 
Averagely, the values of a given pixel in a block can be considered as the value of the mean plus 
or minus the standard deviation as depicted in eqn. 5.2.
X  (/, j )  = juQn, n) ±  crQn, n) (5.2)
Where X ( i , j )  is the pixel value at the location i and j ,  and cr(w,w) are the mean and
standard deviation respectively of the block at location m and n, where X ( i , j )  is a pixel 
member. This is to say that pixel values can be simply reconstructed if the mean and standard 
deviation of the block is known. The precision of this assumption in any case is assumed also to 
be affected by the size of the block. Considering a very small block, the pixel prediction will be 
more precise, but as this size increases, spatial decorrelation increases because of the randomness 
of an image. This can be considered as a differential unit integrated over a uniform surface, but in 
this case not a uniform surface but over random values.
Since this assumption is established, it is important to determine the degree of i// to understand 
how much the mean in the received frame differ from the mean in the original frame. This 
disparity measure is calculated as depicted in eqn. 5.3.
S  = (5.3)
The disparity measure 5  is used to determine the degree of variance between the means of the 
identical blocks in the received and original frame.
Referring to equation 5.2, a comparison is made between the pixel values of the received frame 
and the assumed expected pixel value in the original frame. The expected pixel value in the 
original frame is assumed to take the form in eqn. 5.2, considering that a pixel value can be
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approximately predicted if the mean and the standard deviation of the block where it is located is 
known assuming a small block.
To predict the approximate correct pixel value in the received frame, two conditions are stated as 
follows;
Condition 3:
I f X Q J )  > n) +(Jy(m, n)
Then the approximate corrected pixel value is X^ (i, j )  = X (/, j )  -  (w, n) + {m, w) J ^  j
Where X ^ ( i , j )  and are the corrected and received pixel value in location i and j  in the
block of coordinate m and n respectively.
Condition 4:
If X (z, j )  < fly {m, n) -  Gy (m, n)
Then the approximate corrected pixel value is X^  (z, j )  -  X ( i ,  7) + ( [ fty(/», n) +  cr^  (m, zz)] ^ j
The prediction of the corrected pixel values is based on an approximation of the mean and 
standard deviation and the correction of the mean of the original block and the standard deviation 
of the received block by the disparity measure S  .
It is assumed that the pixel of an image can be fully reconstructed by the mean and standard 
deviation as long as spatial correlation between the pixel values is high, that is assuming a small 
block.
Firstly, the blocks in error are identified; these are marked for further processing while the blocks 
not affected are not processed. Disparity measure is calculated, and a comparison between the 
received and expected pixel value (approximated mean and standard deviation) is made. The 
corrected pixel is then calculated. This can be shown clearly in figure 5-3.
This method is not computationally expensive as most of the mathematical operations carried out 
are simply additions and subtractions.
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-Yes = Condition 1
Condition 3—►
Condition 4
No = Condition 2
Identification of 
blocks in error (4 )^
Obtained image
Corrected Pixel 
value
Disparity measure 
5 is obtained
Comparison of 
received pixel 
value to assumed 
expected value
Corrected pixel 
value
Figure 5-3: Flow chart o f the proposed EC algorithm
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5.4 Simulation Results and Discussion
The corrected frames in this experiment greatly depends on the ip which determines which 
blocks in a frame are to be corrected, the more the errors, the more the blocks to be corrected. For 
comparison, the quality of the evaluated video sequences has been compared with the non 
concealed adjunct reduced reference method used in chapter 4. The objective metrics used in this 
experiment are RR-PQM, RR-VQM, PSNR and EC-RR-PQM, EC-RR-VQM (error concealed) 
and PSNR.
The PSNR results for the video sequences used in this experiment are presented in Table 5-1.
T able 5-1: PSNR and Error Concealed PSNR results.
PSNR (SNR QP] Error Concealed PSNR (SNR QP)
Sequence 8 35 10 35 8 25 10 25 10 35 g 10 25
Coastguard 21.79 27.73 22.13 28.7 21.94 27.86 22.95 28.71
News 27.11 30.89 31.41 34.26 27.8 30.95 31.87 34.69
Hall 28.65 30.47 32.41 36.65 28.87 30.8 32.41 36.69
Foreman 21.19 27.29 21.08 31.08 21.46 27.39 22.4 31.1
From the results in Table 5-1 it can be seen that there is an improvement over the original PSNR 
of the video sequences. Especially at some points of interest such as 8-25 compared to 10-35. At 
point 8-25, the video was quantised at QP of 25 and sent over the channel with 8dB of power. 
Videos quantised at QP of 25 are expected to have better quality compared to video quantised at 
QP 35, because as the quantisation number increases, the quantisation steps become larger which 
means more spatial information will be lost leading to more quantisation noise. But it can be 
noticed that for most of the video sequences evaluated, the PSNR of point 8-25 is either lower or 
closer to 10-35. This is because the point 10-35 was sent with a higher power thereby more 
protection for the video stream, whereas the 8-25 was sent with a lower power leading to higher 
degradation of the video due to channel noise. In any case an increase in PSNR is noticed in over 
the sequence. The perceptual quality measured by objective matrices are tabulated in Tables 5-2 
to 5-4.
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T able 5-2: Coastguard'. Perceptual Quality scores for VQM, PQM, SSIM, RR-VQM, RR-PQM, RR-
SSIM
S N R  QP R R -V Q M E C -R R -V Q M R R -S S IM E C -R R -S S IM R R -P Q M E C -R R -P Q M
8 35 3 4 .4 4 2 4 7 51.6922711 42.9347 6 4 .4 3 7 6 2 0 1 2 0 .4 5 7 4 30 .7
10 35 53.99659 52.5291936 6 7 .3101 65.4808958 3 2 .0 7 1 7 3 1 .2
8 25 53.99451 59.657257 62.7906 6 9 .3 7 5 8 4 6 7 60.6989 6 7 .0 6
10 25 7 3 .2 4 7 7 7 6 .3 7 9 9 1 4 2 85.1803 88.8227433 8 2 .3 4 2 7 85.86
T able 5-3: News: Perceptual Quality scores for VQM, PQM, SSIM, RR-VQM, RR-PQM, RR-SSIM
S N R  QP R R -V Q M E C -R R -V Q M R R -S S IM E C -R R -S S IM R R -PQ M EC-RR-PQM
8 35 50.94389 56.59641 6 9 .1 1 1 6 7 6 .7 7 9 9 7 6 5 4 6 .7 9 2 2 52
10 35 6 1 .7 9 1 7 9 6 2 .3 4 4 0 8 9 9 83.8281 8 4 .5 7 7 4 0 9 6 5 6 .7 5 6 57 .3
8 25 7 7 .2 1 4 7 3 7 5 .7 1 2 1 2 8 89.8267 8 8 .0 7 8 6 9 4 7 84.3373 82.7
10 25 79.26523 76.2657363 9 2 .2121 8 8 .7 2 2 7 2 7 5 86.5769 86
T able 5-3: Hall: Perceptual Quality scores for VQM, PQM, SSIM, RR-VQM, RR-PQM, RR-SSIM
S N R  QP R R -V Q M E C -R R -V Q M R R -SS IM E C -R R -S S IM R R -P Q M E C -R R -P Q M
8 35 6 5 .69971 68.5929955 8 4 .2 6 9 4 8 7 .9 8 0 4 2 2 3 63.3605 66.15
10 35 69.7225 69.7225 89.4292 8 9 .4 2 9 1 7 4 9 6 7 .2 4 6 7 .2 4
8 25 7 3 .2 0 3 7 2 7 6 .4 7 0 0 3 1 4 82.0923 8 5 .7 5 5 2 2 82.2567 85.92
10 25 84.55838 84.7264358 9 4 .8 2 5 7 9 5 .0 1 4 1 3 8 3 95.0156 95 .21
T ab le 5-4: Foreman: Perceptual Quality scores for VQM, PQM, SSIM, RR-VQM, RR-PQM, RR-
SSIM
S N R  QP R R -V Q M EC-RR-VQM R R -S S IM EC-RR-SSIM RR-PQM E C -R R -P Q M
8 35 29 .4 7 9 1 1 4 9 .9 9 7 1 3 0 5 36.3522 6 1 .6 5 3 9 7 7 3 27.3562 4 6 .4
10 35 6 0 .1 0 6 0 6 5 9 .3 1 3 4 0 6 7 7 4 .1 1 9 8 73.1423463 5 5 .7 7 7 5 5 5 .0 4
8 25 65.28408 6 4 .4 3 7 4 9 0 6 73 .6741 7 2 .7 1 8 7 1 4 4 74.4164 7 3 .4 4
10 25 79.8603 8 0 .1 5 9 2 9 4 6 9 0 .1 2 3 6 9 0 .4 6 1 0 1 5 8 9 1 .0 3 1 6 9 1 .3 7
At critical points such as 8-35 representing videos sent with low power and less quality, the EC 
algorithm performs very well, as there is a great increase in perceptual quality over the non EC 
videos. Note that Tables 5-1 to 5-4 are tabulated with the same corresponding points, it can be
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pointed out that from 8-35 through to 10-25 which depicts the best quality, there is a continual 
increase in the perceptual quality (Tables 5-2 to 5-4) as compared to the decrease in the PSNR 
results at point 8-25. This is because PSNR does not correlate with the human perception of 
videos as stated in section 3.2.1.1 of this thesis. Even with lower PSNR values at 8-25, there is no 
perceptual decrease; instead the HVS sees a better video quality at 8-25 than at point 10-35 with 
lower quality but sent over the error prone channel with higher power. At points 8-25, 10-25 for 
the News and Foreman sequences even with a greater PSNR value at these points for the EC 
method applied, we notice a slight drop in perception quality, which is really not noticeable to the 
human eye. The proposed EC method is solely based on a blind prediction and assumption 
method. Based on the assumption that the value of a pixel is approximately equal to the mean and 
standard deviation of the block; considering a small block consistent with continuous close spatial 
relationship. This method works best with images of high spatial correlation and low gradient in 
pixel values within a block. Generally, an increase in perceptual quality is observed for all the 
error concealed evaluated videos. This method can indeed be improved by using a better 
prediction model to obtain a more accurate result. More conditions can also be imposed to handle 
other situations that may be applicable in terms of pixel value range in the observed micro block. 
For example, pixel values in the received images are used in the conditions, these pixel values can 
be in error as such affect the accuracy of the prediction, but this is taken in the assumption since 
the original pixel is not known and as such the pixel value in the received image will be close to 
the assumed pixel value.
5.5 Conclusion
When considering mobile application, it is very important to bear in mind the limitation of 
resources which can impede implementation of applications on a mobile device. These can be 
power limitations in form of battery life which can be greatly reduced due to high computational 
requirements of applications, limited bandwidth for data due to challenging network availability 
and delivery of high data rate to mobile wireless devices, but thanks to rapidly advancing network 
technologies promising higher data rates, even though the nominal values of these rates may not 
be achieved due to hardware limitations and noise, but they still provide higher data rates. As a 
result of these limitations, less complex methods requiring low computational capability yet 
efficient algorithms is best suited for mobile application, in the case of error concealment, in this 
thesis the high computationally expensive motion estimation was not used, but instead a statistical 
method for prediction of pixel values in blocks affected by channel noise. The increased accuracy 
can be attributed to the selection of blocks in error to be corrected.
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This in any case can be improved by choosing another statistical variable or adding another 
statistical variable as a criterion for selection of blocks in error. The proposed method has shown 
increase in PSNR values and increase in perceptual quality evaluation at critical points; it can be 
implemented without computational overhead in mobile application for slight increase in quality 
without waste of any of the aforementioned resources.
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Chapter 6
6 3D Perceptual Quality Evaluation using 
unequal Colour and Depth 2D Objective 
Score Ratio
6.1 Introduction
The need for evaluation of perceptual quality for 3D videos cannot be overemphasised because of 
its increasing popularity from homes to offices, schools, cinemas and so on; it can be said it is 
already mainstream. As the demand increases, content providers will compete to deliver the best 
video contents with user satisfaction in mind. Quality assessment of digital videos has gained a lot 
of attention in the video processing community. This is due largely to increasing demand for 
better objective quality metrics for video assessment. This has led to the emergence of different 2- 
D objective metrics for pictures and video. Some of these metrics correlate very well with the 
HVS, while some do not. The most commonly used objective metric is the PSNR which is easy to 
implement but correlates poorly with the HVS as seen in chapter 5. This limitation has been 
verified by the VQEG.
Stereoscopic videos are in increasing demand and the availability is been made easier with the 
advancements in technology. Acquisition technologies such as 3D acquisition cameras, 
transmission technologies such as efficient bandwidth utilisation and increase in broadband 
provision for end users, with significant efficiency for video compression both for storage and 
transmission, cheaper and more efficient 3D display technologies and so many other factors. 
Therefore, the need for quality assessment in 3D video is very important. The subjective test 
method, gives approximately the best correlation to the HVS but the implementation is time 
consuming and expensive as such 2D objective quality methods are used for 3D videos as seen in 
chapter 3.
To accurately assess the quality of stereoscopic video, a 2D objective metric which correlates well 
with the HVS should be used, in other words, objective metric that mimic the MOS obtained from
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the subjective test methods. This paper investigates the use of 2D metrics for 3D video quality 
assessment, giving the range and ratio of percentage of colour to depth that correlates well with 
the HVS; bearing in mind that the HVS do not accord the same significance to distortion in colour 
and depth in a 3D video.
A lot of details about 3D videos have been given in chapter 3, but there is need to state clearly that 
the 3D evaluation in this chapter takes a different form. The main difference from chapter 3, been 
that the quality evaluation in this case uses colour and depth as against the left and right evaluated 
videos in chapter 3.
6.2 Proposed Method and Experimental Results
In this chapter, investigation into 3D evaluation using unequal colour and depth objective scores 
to obtain the quality of the 3D video is proposed. First, it is important to make a distinction from 
chapter 3. In chapter 3, the colour and depth videos were converted using depth image based 
rendering (DIBR) to left and right views before quality evaluation. The overall 3D quality is 
obtained by the average of the left and right 2D objective score.
In this chapter, the overall 3D video quality will be obtained from the 2D objective score of the 
colour and depth. This opens a new problem as to the significance of the colour and depth images 
in 3D evaluation. The motivation for this work is that the perceptual quality evaluation of 3D 
videos in the HVS does not give the same significance to colour and depth. Is more significance 
given to the colour compared to the depth? How much significance is given to colour and depth? 
Or is the colour objective score enough for 3D video evaluation without the depth objective 
score? To investigate this, the colour and depth sequences of the 3D videos have been encoded 
with different QPs in other to investigate the ratio of the significance of colour and depth. Varying 
distortion levels and also varying combination of these distortion levels will be investigated. 
Symmetric/asymmetric stereoscopic video coding as discussed in section 3.5.1 was used in this 
experiment. The JSVM reference software was used to encode the colour and depth images at 
different QPs corresponding to different degrees of compression error. The IPPPP... format was 
used, inserting an Intra-frame (1-frame) every 3 seconds. The Content Adaptive Binary Arithmetic 
Coding (CABAC) scheme in the JSVM reference software is used to encode the colour and depth. 
The coding combinations used are 50-50, 40-40, 40-30, 35-35, 35-30, 30-50, 30-45, 30-40, 30-35 
and 30-30, where the numbers represents the encoded QP values of colour and depth respectively. 
Subjective testing of these video were carried out under the same condition as in section 3.5.2 
using the ITU SAMVIQ method.
In this experiment, overall 3D evaluation will be used to investigate the degree of significance of 
colour and depth in 3D evaluation. This will give an idea as to the percentage of colour objective
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score to depth objective score to be used for 3D quality objective score. This experiment will 
show that the HVS is more sensitive to colour distortion than depth distortion in 3D evaluation, in 
other words averaging the objective scores of colour and depth to obtain 3D objective score does 
not correlate with the HVS which does not apportion equal significance to colour and depth 
distortion. The big questions remains; what percentage of 2D colour and depth objective scores 
will be used to obtain 3D objective score which correlates with the HVS? Or is the 2D objective 
score enough for evaluation ignoring the depth?
To prove that colour and depth do not have equal significance in overall 3D perception, certain 
combinations of SVC coded colour and depth will be used. This can be shown in two scenarios; 
the first will be SVC combination of high but constant distortion in colour with decreasing 
distortion in depth map sequence while the second will be SVC combination of small but constant 
distortion in colour with decreasing distortion in depth map sequence. Decreasing distortion 
means encoding of the video sequence with decreasing QP value from 50 to 45 to 40 to 35 and to 
30. In the first scenario SVC combinations of 50-50, 50-45, 50-40, 50-35, 50-30, will show that 
with high distortion in the colour sequence and decreasing distortion in depth map which 
represents increasing quality of the depth, the overall 3D perception does not change significantly 
as evaluated by observers from the MOS. There will be a drastic increase in bit rate as the values 
changes from 50-30 to 30-50, this is because the colour is now encoded with higher quality and 
compared to the depth quality, the colour image have higher bit rate. Even though a quality 
increase is anticipated, it should be noted that bit rate also increases tremendously between these 
SVC points
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Figure 6-1: Butterfly Sequence'. 3D MOS and average objective scores of colour and depth images for 
PQM and SSIM 2D objective metric.
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Figure 6-2: Interior Sequence'. 3D MOS and average objective scores of colour and depth images for 
PQM and SSIM 2D objective metric.
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Figure 6-3: Inition 2D-3D World cup Sequence'. 3D MOS and average objective scores o f colour and 
depth images for PQM and SSIM 2D objective metric.
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Figure 6-4: Watermill Sequence'. 3D MOS and average objective scores of colour and depth images 
for PQM and SSIM 2D objective metric.
For convenience only the colour ratio will be written as represented in figure 6-1 to 6-4, 0.5 
corresponds to 50% colour/50% depth. PQM 0.5 means 50% colour and 50% depth, so PQM 0.9 
will mean 90% colour and 10% depth. Only the colour ratio is written for convenience. For the 
SVC combinations of 50-50, 50-45, 50-40, 50-35, 50-30, there is no significant increase in the 
MOS score which corresponds to no significant increase in overall 3D perceptual quality as the 
depth quality increases. The second scenario with SVC combinations of 30-50, 30-45, 30-40, 30- 
35, 30-30, this shows that colour perception dominates 3D overall assessment. As the quality of 
the depth map sequence increases with constant and high quality for colour, there is no significant 
increase in the overall 3D MOS. The averaging which corresponds to ratios of 0.5:0.5 for colour 
and depth does not correlate well with the human perception of 3D video quality. From figures 6- 
1 to 6-4 for the different sequences evaluated, it can be observed that the lines are more deviated 
from the MOS. This is because equal significance is given to colour and depth and the depth 
objective score increases the averaged value, this account for the varying values in PQM 0.5 and 
SSIM 0.5. It has now been established that the significance of colour and depth perception in 3D 
perception is not equal. This shows that the HVS is more sensitive to distortion in colour than 
depth, even with increase depth quality there is only a slight change in the MOS. The question 
still remains, how much significance is attributed to colour and depth in 3D perception?
To investigate what ratio of 2D colour and depth objective score that should be used in 3D 
evaluation using a perceptual based 2D objective metric, different ratios have to be worked out to 
determine which aligns better with the MOS obtained from subjective tests. These ratios for 2D 
objective scores for colour and depth images are used to obtain the overall 3D objective scores. 
What ratio should be attributed to colour and depth? In this chapter, a colour ratio of 0.7-0.8 and 
0.2-0.3 depth ratio is proposed. This was obtained after several colour and depth ratios were 
observed such as 1:0, 0.9:0.1, 0.8:0.2, 0.75:0.25, 0.7:30 and 0.5:0.5 as shown in figure 6-5.
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Figure 6-5: 3D MOS and 0.5, 0.7, 0.75 and 0.8, 0.9 and 1 ratios of 2D objective score for colour and 
0.5, 0.3, 0.25 and 0.2, 0.1 and 0 ratios of 2D objective score for depth respectively, (a) Butterfly (b) 
Interior (c) Inition 2D-3D World cup (d) Watermill
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In figure 6-5, the different ratios can be seen and critical points can be observed such as points 
with high colour quality and poor depth map image (30-50, 30-45). At these points the effect of 
averaging 2D colour and depth objective scores can be clearly observed in the deviation of the 
ratios from the MOS. This also proves that the depth ratio is much lower as we can observe from 
different ratios at those critical points; as the 2D depth map objective ratio reduces, the 3D 
objective score aligns closer to the MOS obtained from subjective test.
The proposed ratio of colour and depth for 3D objective quality assessment using a perceptual 
based 2D objective metrics is based on the fact that the HVS does not give equal significance to 
distortions in colour and depth or the HVS is less sensitive to distortion in depth. Hence, a colour 
ratio of 0.7-0.8 and a depth ratio of 0.2-0.3 is proposed. Statistical correlation of the proposed 
ratio can be seen in Tables 6-1 and 6-2. Figures 6-6 to 6-9 shows the result obtained using the 
0.8:0.2 objective score ratio of colour and depth to obtain the 3D quality objective score. From the 
figures it can be clearly observed that this ratio aligns better with the MOS. This means that using 
more accurate perceptual based 2D objective metric such as the PQM; 3D stereoscopic videos can 
be accurately evaluated. Though the depth ratio is small in relation to the colour, it is still very 
important, as can be observed from figure 6.5. The PQM 1 is more deviated from the MOS 
compared to the PQM 0.9 and PQM 0.8. PQM 0.8 ideally lie just beneath the MOS as seen in 
figure 6.5a. At PQM 0.9 points are more deviated from the MOS compared to the PQM 0.8. This 
is because the depth perception in 3D video evaluation is still very important even though the 
contribution from the depth might be very small compared to the colour, it cannot be totally 
ignored. This is made clearer in Tables 6.1 and 6-2.
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Figure 6-6: Butterfly Sequence: 3D MOS scores and objective scores for 80% colour, 20% depth for 
PQM and SSIM 2D objective metrics.
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Figure 6-7: Interior Sequence: 3D MOS scores and objective scores for 80% colour, 20% depth for 
PQM and SSIM 2D objective metrics.
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Figure 6-8: Inition 2D-3D world cup Sequence’. 3D MOS scores and objective scores for 80% colour, 
20% depth for PQM and SSIM 2D objective metrics.
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Figure 6-9: Watermill Sequence'. 3D MOS scores and objective scores for 80% colour, 20% depth for 
PQM and SSIM 2D objective metrics.
This method of 3D quality assessment using the colour and the depth instead of the left and right 
views is important to get an idea of the quality of the 3D video transmitted. Colour and depth 
representation of 3D video saves bandwidth as there is only 10% overhead compared to the left 
and right 3D video representation. Since the left and right video is not transmitted but can be 
generated using the DIBR on the user end after transmission, the content provider do not really 
know the estimate of the quality been transmitted, even though the respective quality of the colour 
and depth is known. Averaging of this respective colour and depth objective quality score does 
not correctly represent the 3D video quality. To give the content provider an idea of the quality of 
the 3D video transmitted, hence the proposed ratio which can be calculated on the content 
provider side where the reference and encoded frames are present using the respective known 
colour and depth objective score quality. From the results presented, the proposed ratio was 
obtained trying different colour and depth ratios and estimating the ratio with greater correlation 
to the 3D MOS, graphically and statistically.
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T ab le 6-1: Pearson correlation coefficient between the MOS and PQM for different colour to depth
2D objective score ratio.
Sequence
Name
Colour/Depth 2D Objective Score Percentage Ratio (%)
50/50 70/30 75/25 80/20 90/10 100/0
Butterfly 0.8349 0.9579 0.9775 0.9909 0.9973 0.9781
Interior 0.8336 0.9385 0.9585 0.9723 0.9730 0.9285
World Cup 0.9281 0.9870 0.9928 0.9952 0.9899 0.9738
Watermill 0.8761 0.9679 0.9793 0.9857 0.9850 0.9692
T ab le 6-2: Pearson correlation coefficient between the MOS and SSIM for different colour to depth
2D objective score ratio.
Sequence
Name
Colour/Depth 2D Objective Score Percentage Ratio (%)
50/50 70/30 75/25 80/20 90/10 100/0
Butterfly 0.7285 0.8457 0.8818 0.9189 0.9817 0.9808
Interior 0.9304 0.9642 0.9664 0.9669 0.9641 0.9581
World Cup 0.9968 0.9912 0.9896 0.9879 0.9848 0.9819
Watermill 0.9737 0.9808 0.9798 0.9783 0.9742 0.9695
Statistically from Tables 6-1 and 6-2, the increase in Pearson correlation from the average colour 
and depth proportion to the proposed proportion can be seen. As the colour ratio increases the 
correlation between the MOS and the PQM increases as already proven graphically in Figures 6-5 
to 6-9. It can also be noticed that there is a great increase in the correlation from 50/50 to 70/30, 
hence the proposed ratio. For SSIM, even as deviated from the MOS compared to the PQM, has 
some irregular Pearson correlation with the MOS and also as the proposed ratio increases for 
some sequences. From 70/30 down to 80/20 any ratio of colour and depth in this range is 
acceptable because a high correlation will be obtained. Also to 90/10 there is an increase in 
correlation, at the point we assume we are reaching a saturation point as there might only be a 
slight increase or a drop in correlation. At 100/0, where only the 2D colour objective score was 
used for the 3D evaluation a clear drop in the correlation coefficient is noticed. This indicates that
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though the contribution of the depth might be very small for the overall 3D video evaluation, 
colour alone cannot be used for the 3D evaluation. This answers the question whether only the 2D 
colour objective score should be used for 3D evaluation. This increase buttresses the fact that 3D 
video quality can be evaluated using known colour and depth 2D objective score but differently 
weighted giving more significance to colour as it is in the HVS.
6.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, the use of 2D objective metrics for 3D objective quality assessment has been 
addressed. There is no metric that has been modeled solely for 3D stereoscopic videos; this has 
made the video community look into using 2D objective metrics for 3D video analysis. The 
averaging of colour and depth 2D objective scores does not correlate well with the MOS; it has 
been shown that the HVS is more sensitive to distortions in colour than in depth; as such it gives 
greater significance to colour in overall 3D assessment of stereoscopic video.
The range of colour and depth objective score ratio using a perceptual based 2D objective metric 
has also been proposed as 0.7-0.8 for colour and 0.2-0.3 for depth. The combination of colour and 
depth using these proportions or ratios for a perceptual based 2D objective metric will give better 
3D quality assessment which correlates with the HVS. Also, only the 2D colour objective score is 
not enough for 3D video evaluation. Considering the advantage of colour and depth 3D 
representation over left and right view 3D representation giving only 10-20% overhead, this work 
has shown that the depth can be further compressed leading to lower bit rate with no decrease in 
the 3D perceptual quality. This has been shown by keeping the colour quality constant and step by 
step increasing the quality of the depth, no significant increase in perceptual quality was observed. 
For efficient management of resources especially bandwidth, the depth quality can be further 
reduced with no change in perceptual quality of the 3D representation. Also, using color and 
depth for 3D video evaluation can give content providers an idea of the quality of the 3D video 
received at the user end where there is no reference frame for the more accurate FR evaluation, 
assuming a very good channel condition where no distortion is added during transmission.
In conclusion, the PQM has shown to align very closely with the MOS and the range of the ratio 
of colour and depth 2D objective scores have also shown that the HVS does not give the same 
significance to colour and depth as investigated using a constant colour distortion and decreasing 
depth distortion.
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Chapter 7
7 Conclusions
7.1 Overview
Over the years the advancements in multimedia has been rapid and tremendous, not only for 
entertainment, but as a means for information dispensation. More people watch the news than 
read the newspapers. This trend in the increasing use of multimedia as a means for information is 
driven by the quest for more information within a limited time. Video coding advancements has 
not only made it possible for content provision, but for increased compression leading to less 
storage space for the same video. Storage in the other hand has greatly increased now as 
compared to the 90s where 512MB desktop hard drive space was seen as massive and expensive, 
but today even the RAM in modem laptop computers is 8-10 times more than that. With the state- 
of-the-art H.264/AVC, with increased compressionality, advanced error concealment algorithms, 
robust error resilience and RTF packetisation for transmission, we can boast of good quality video 
streamed over error prone channels. 3D representation has become increasingly popular with 
advancements in video coding. Stereoscopic videos have hit homes, cinemas, offices and so on. 
Being as old as the invention of 2D motion pictures, the invention of 3D video representation is 
followed by a continuous development and maturity cycle of core technologies involved within 
such is 3D content acquisition, processing, coding, transmission and visualisation technologies are 
among these, forming the practical three-dimensional video delivery scheme. This brings an 
immersive communication environment and creates the sense of reality; 3D video applications 
such as video and console games, video conferencing, digital cinema and digital TV have become 
wide spread.
The increasing popularity of mobile wireless devices has also created demand for quality video 
content over error prone wireless channel. This is a new challenge to video coding experts and 
network experts. Videos for this purpose are either fitted with redundant information for error 
resilience or error concealment is carried out at the decoder. In any case, there is need for quality 
evaluation of video contents for better quality of service provision which is a subset of customer
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satisfaction. Video quality evaluation also helps for efficient resource allocation such as making 
decision on bit rate allocation leading to efficient bandwidth utilisation.
7.2 Research Achievements
The following sections will give an overview of my contributions and achievements in chapters 3- 
6 which are the technical chapters.
7.2.1 Perceptual Quality Metric for 2D and 3D Videos
The need for measurement of video quality after video coding in order to deliver good quality of 
service has given rise to quality evaluations in the video coding community. Video coding 
exploits the redundant information in an image (spatial) or sequence (temporal) for compression. 
Compression leads to reduced video size which is good, but creates distortions in the video due to 
video coding tools used and techniques applied. Many codecs such as H.264/AVC use the block 
based DOT for compression. Video artefacts are introduced into encoded video because of 
quantisation errors in video coding. These errors lead to visual degradation of the perceived 
videos. Tools such as PSNR has been introduced as a measure for quality, the greater the decibel 
value the better the video. The PSNR do not correlate with the human perception of video as 
videos with lower PSNR value can have better perceptual quality, hence the need for perceptual 
based metrics for quality evaluation of videos. This shift in video evaluation method has yielded 
different perceptual based metrics such as the SSIM and the VQM. In this work, a new perceptual 
based metric (PQM) was proposed which uses only the luminance value of an image and the 
contrast for quality evaluation. The proposed metric has proved to have better correlation with the 
human perception of video quality when compared to the SSIM and the VQM, especially for 
evaluation of low quality videos. Furthermore, this metric was also used to 3D stereoscopic 
quality evaluation. The 3D stereoscopic videos were left and right view representation where the 
objective scores of the left and right views were averaged to give an overall 3D quality score. In 
the 3D case the PQM showed better alignment with the MOS graphically and statistically as 
compared to the VQM. The proposed PQM showed better results with the human perception of 
video quality both for 2D and 3D videos.
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7.2.2 RR Algorithm for Video Quality Assessment for Mobile Wireless 
Channels
In this work, the quality of videos over mobile wireless channels was investigated. In video 
quality evaluation, different scenarios of application as influenced the design of quality 
assessment metrics as different authours have applied different techniques to achieve this aim due 
to the given scenario for application. They can be categorised into three; Full Reference (FR), 
Reduced Reference (RR) and No Reference (NR) techniques. FR techniques involve the 
availability of the reference frame. This technique is more accurate but not applicable in scenarios 
where the reference frames is unavailable. The RR method is less accurate and do not require the 
full availability of the reference but requires extracted features from the reference frame sent 
through an ancillary channel to be used for quality evaluation. This is well suited for mobile 
applications as the information sent is negligible. The NR technique is a blind assessment method 
with no need for the availability of the reference frame. The proposed method is an adjunct 
method because it takes advantage of the availability of the reference frame at the encoder and has 
prior knowledge of the quality of the transmitted frame, with this information and the standard 
deviation of the frame, combined with and error quantification algorithm to quantify errors due to 
channel noise, the overall quality of the image can be evaluated. This is well suited for mobile 
application. The proposed algorithm is applied with the quality of the transmitted video to predict 
the video quality received. The mobile channel considered in this case is the 3 G WCDMA 
channel which is widely used around the world. The proposed algorithm was applied to the VQM 
and PQM as RR-VQM and RR-PQM which showed better alignment with the MOS. In mobile 
application it is very important to take note of the limitations of resources such as bandwidth, 
power, computing capability and video size. All these have been considered as low resolution size 
videos were used and encoded using the H.264/AVC codec at different QP values, different SNR 
values. The proposed algorithm when combined with the FR metrics, showed better alignment 
with the MOS graphically and statistically.
7.2.3 Error Concealment Algorithm for improved Video Quality in Error 
Prone Wireless Channels for Mobile Devices
Videos transmitted over error prone wireless channels are distorted by channel noise, this 
distortions cause degradation in the quality of the received video. The quality of videos sent over 
wireless channels can be better protected with error resilient tools which introduce redundant 
information in the case of loss of packet or frames. This increases the bit rate and less efficient 
utilisation of limited bandwidth. Error concealment (EC) methods occur at the decoder where the
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distortions in decoded videos can be concealed or removed. These techniques do not cause 
increased bit rate as the videos in question has been decoded. Considering the application, the 
design for EC algorithms should be computationally cheap as mobile devices have less computing 
capability and power supply. Operations such as motion estimation are computationally 
expensive. In this work as method is proposed using statistically variables such as the mean and 
standard deviation, pixels in a block affected by channel noise can be predicted. The mean is used 
as a disparity measure to select blocks that are in error to be corrected. The motivation been that 
the mean of a set of data is the power and a change in any of that number results to a change in the 
mean. As such identical blocks with different means will be marked for correction. This method 
has shown improvements in PSNR and perceptual quality over non EC videos. It can be 
implemented in mobile applications for slight increase in perceptual quality without any 
computational overhead.
7.2.4 3D Perceptual Quality Evaluation using Unequal Colour and Depth 2D 
Objective Score Ratio
The assessment of 3D videos has been of interest in the video coding community, especially now 
when more 3D contents are becoming increasing available. In this work, the evaluation of 3D 
stereoscopic videos using the colour and depth 2D objective scores was proposed. As opposed to 
the work done in chapter 3 which was averaging of left and right views, this work uses colour and 
depth. Colour and depth representation of stereoscopic videos has shown to be more suitable for 
transmission as only 10-20% bit rate overhead is added compared to the left and right view 
representation. The colour and depth were encoded using the H.264/AVC using different QPs to 
obtain different combinations of colour and depth sequences. To determine which was more 
significant between colour and depth, the quality of the colour was kept constant while varying 
the depth quality from bad to good, there was no significant increase in the MOS. This is because 
the HVS in 3D evaluation gives greater significance to colour perception than depth perception. 
Having established this fact, the ratio of significance of colour and depth used for quality 
assessment is to be determined. In this work a ratio of 0.7-0.8 for colour and 0.2-0.3 of depth to be 
used for 3D stereoscopic video evaluation was proposed. The proposed ratios showed better 
alignment with the MOS and also increasing correlation coefficient as the ratio of the colour 
objective score was increased. Nevertheless, depth perception is important in 3D stereoscopic 
video but not as important as the colour. Also pointed out, was the fact that since colour is more 
significant, the depth can be further compressed without any change in 3D perception, leading to 
efficient bandwidth utilisation for streaming 3D videos using colour and depth 3D representation. 
In this case apart from the 10-20% bit rate overhead in the colour and depth representation, less
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bits can be used when the depth is further compressed. This will help the content providers make 
decisions leading to efficient management of resources. In this work, not only can left and right 
2D objective scores be used for 3D evaluation, the colour and depth can be used with the 
proposed ratio.
7.3 Future of 2D Video
2D videos have been the most basic and fundamental representation of a scene captured by an 
electronic device (2D camera) in time and space. This ability to capture and replay past events has 
been one of man’s greatest achievements in the last century. The use of 2D video is widespread 
from home to offices. No doubt 2D video will continually be available because of its fundamental 
nature and availability of 2D capturing and display devices and equipment. However, because of 
the demand for immersive video for increased user satisfaction, 3D representation of a scene will 
gradually upstage 2D video. Although, this will be a gradual process due to a lot of factors, 3D 
video representation will eventually be widespread. However, not all 2D video applications will 
be phased out such as areas where the use of 3D representation will be totally irrelevant. I will 
predict that surveillance videos will continually be 2D videos because the relevance of a 3D 
representation will be very minimal if at all, but in the case of a network of video sensors where 
the representations might be rendered to give a 360 degree panoramic view or 3D reconstruction, 
in that case 3D representation might be relevant. This can be done without actual deployment of 
3D capturing devices for surveillance, but can be obtained by video processing techniques of all 
the views captured by the 2D video cameras.
Traditional 2D videos will be transformed into 3D videos with increasing efficiency in video 
coding algorithms for left and right representation of 2D videos and also for depth extraction from 
2D video scenes. As research continues in more efficient ways of capturing and displaying 3D 
videos, research will continue in trying to find ways to convert the past 2D videos to 3D videos to 
get the optimum satisfaction. Although work is ongoing in methods used for 2D to 3D video 
conversion, it still lack a generic approach or design, as different researchers use different specific 
methods for a defined set of videos. Considering the randomness of captured videos, these 
methods may not be useful in other videos captured in unspecified scenes. In the future, I believe 
a generic method will be designed for effective conversion of 2D to 3D videos. Also, 2D videos 
captured from different sources of a scene might be used to generate 3D videos of that scene. This 
has already been done by Microsoft Photosynth Technology for 2D photos captured from 
different sources and after effective rendering and calibration recreates the 3D environment of that 
scene. This I believe will be applied to 2D videos for conversion to 3D. Although 2D videos will
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be gradually phased out, the question might still remain if ultra high definition 2D videos will be 
able to stand head to head with 3D videos. Currently, high definition videos streamed by service 
providers are becoming common in homes even as 3D video is trying to find its feet. For certain I 
believe 3D videos will soon be main stream, but can it completely phase out the high definition 
and ultra high definition 2D videos? We will have to wait and see as the answer unfolds. A simple 
solution might be to design video displays with dual functionality that can switch between 2D 
ultra high definition and 3D display, in that case everyone can enjoy their choice of display. The 
fact still remains that 2D videos forms the fundament representation of a captured scene.
7.4 Future of 3D Video
The future of 3D is very bright; this is evident especially in cinemas where recent movies are 
released in 3D. This will definitely not end in the cinemas as companies are already working hard 
to manufacture 3D display units for home and offices. The widespread of 3D videos will depend 
on a lot of factors.
7.4.1 Factors affecting deployment of 3D video representation and 
predictions
The factors affecting 3D video deployment are numerous; depending on research, content 
providers, manufacturers, government legislation, standardisation, cost, and individual 
willingness. The availability of capturing and display equipment will have a big effect on the 
quick deployment and widespread use of 3D videos. As traditional capturing devices shift from 
2D to 3D, more contents will be produced. Already Samsung, Philips, Toshiba, Sony, Panasonic 
have 3D displays that require the use of glasses (passive) for viewing 3D. Though this is a 
welcome development, the use of glasses for 3D viewing is very inconveniencing as a result there 
has been a slow shift to 3D videos. This reluctance will eventually result to manufacture of 
autostereoscopic display which like traditional 2D displays do not require viewing glasses but 
display 3D presentations.
The cost of capturing and display units for 3D videos will have affect deployment of 3D, but as 
research into more efficient 3D rendering algorithms or engines advance, the cost of these units 
will be cheaper. Also, increased availability and accessibility of 3D contents provided by content 
providers will greatly affect the deployment of 3D video representation in the society. It is not 
enough for individuals to capture 3D videos and view them, as in traditional 2D videos where
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content are delivered from homes to offices; individuals will be less reluctant to change to 3D if 
rich contents are available. Delivering 3D contents will require higher bandwidth considering the 
higher bit rate of 3D videos. Advancement will in high bandwidth network technologies will also 
aid quick deployment or change to 3D videos. These network advancements will also need to 
increase for mobile wireless networks, as mobile devices display will be transformed from 2D to 
3D display or have dual capability. An example is the glass-less LG Optimus 3D mobile phone 
with dual camera for stereoscopic 3D capturing and display. This is the first 3D mobile phone 
with capturing and display ability. For delivery of 3D content to this mobile device, the capacity 
of the mobile wireless network has to increase to allow for maximum user satisfaction. Another 
3D device coming from HTC is the HTC Evo 3D, with dual camera for 3D capturing. A diversion 
from 3D; the evolution of new and fast growing mobile company such as Apple and HTC who 
have effectively aced out the likes of Nokia and Sony-Ericson from the mobile race within a short 
time space can be attributed to willingness to break from the traditional or norm of how a mobile 
device should be and the capability it should possess. The same can be said of 3D; within a 
decade I believe that 3D display and contents will be the norm and companies (manufacturers and 
content providers) that do not adapt quickly will eventually lose out. Even though it might not be 
expected that mobile phones will come with more than 2 cameras, for 3D stereoscopic videos, the 
large amount of 3D content will be multi-view generated. Multi-view 3D video will require 
effective rendering. In the future with the advancement of rendering technologies, better 3D 
contents will be delivered, though strenuous to the delivering network, effective and efficient 
exploitation of the redundancies in the multiple views will reduce the bit rate of multi-view 3D 
video content. This will largely depend on advancement in multi-view video coding research.
As stereoscopic and multi-view 3D videos become the norm in the society, the need for even 
more immersive 3D representation will lead to deployment of 3D holographic display. 
Holography technique allows light scattered from an object to be recorded and later reconstructed 
so that when a viewing system is placed in the reconstructed beam, an image of the object will be 
seen even when the object is no longer present. The potential of this technology is huge, but will 
be limited by application, even as it may be possible to watch an opera or a stage act in 3D 
holographic display, it may not be used for mobile application or for surveillance. 3D holography 
will be widespread after the widespread of multi-view and stereoscopic 3D videos, but will be 
limited in use. Advanced 3D holographic display will resemble artificial reality but without the 
glasses, but instead viewing with the eyes. 3D holographic advancement will be driven by 
advancements in optics and manufacture of electro-optical devices for capturing light reflected 
from objects and reproducing them as required.
Traditional 2D videos will give way for stereoscopic, multi-view 3D videos and 3D holography; 
but with limited use, such as for industrial and military training, virtual travelling or viewing,
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academic, manufacture and relevant fields. The potential of 3D is limitless. Eventually in the near 
future, the reference to video will mean 3D video no longer 2D video.
7.5 Areas for Future Research
This section describes some of the issues, which are still to be tackled in 2D and 3D video coding, 
perceptual quality evaluation of 2D and 3D stereoscopic videos and perceptual quality evaluation 
of 3D videos over mobile wireless communication.
Considering the colour and depth representation of stereoscopic video, a basic depth image base 
rendering technique is implemented to convert the 2D colour and depth image sequences to 
stereoscopic video. Further research can be carried out to improve the implemented depth image ■ 
base rendering technique taking into consideration of occlusion problems discussed in section 
2.6.1.2. Another solution to this problem might be rendering of more virtual viewpoints 
synthesised from the colour and depth to create for a smooth and seamless view through the 3D 
videos.
In this thesis, error concealment has been done using only the luminance component of the video, 
but considering video distortion is not limited to only the luminance component, extending this 
correction to the chrominance components, will yield better perceptual results as the chrominance 
components are also affected by channel conditions. Also considering a block selection criterion 
other than the mean as used in chapter 5 may result in better result.
For 3D videos, we have seen the advantage of asymmetric video coding which is the combination 
of colour and depth or right and left views encoded with different levels of quality. This has 
reduced bit rate with no change in perceptual quality. Considering the fact that depth image 
sequences have a very high spatial correlation and high redundancy, future work can be done not 
only to compress the depth sequence by applying statistical techniques where only the mean and 
standard deviation can be used to reconstruct the depth image, greatly reducing the transmission 
bit rate of the depth image. Considering the significance of colour and depth in 3D video 
evaluation, it is important to note that coarsely encoded depth image will not adversely affect the 
perceptual quality of the 3D. In this scenario, the colour is encoded using the H.264/AVC and 
statistical technique is applied to reconstruct the depth image.
In all the discussed 3D perceptual quality evaluation methods, 2D metrics have been considered 
separately assessing the colour and the depth or the right and left and obtaining a final objective 
quality score for the 3D videos. But considering the artefacts in 3D videos after DIBR rendering,
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it is important to design a 3D perceptual quality metric that can take into consideration occlusion, 
depth mismatch, edge gaps, viewpoints disparity (a 3D video should have a seamless view from 
any angle) and visual comfort. A metric that can take into account these problems will be a very 
good perceptual 3D objective metric.
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Appendix A:
Test Videos Sequences
Details of 2D test video sequences used for simulations in this thesis with basic information of 
their properties.
Frame #0 Snapshot
Sequence
Name
Frame Format
Temporal
resolution
Motion
Activity
Soccer
704x576
4:2:0
30
1
High
City
704x576
4:2:0
30
Low - 
Medium
■ lyU News 352x288176x144
4:2:0
30
Low and 
High
Akiyo
176x144
4:2:0
25 Low
144
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k iÆ jé # :  -
^    .
Bridge
Coastguard
176x144
4:2:0
176x144
4:2:0
25
25
Low
Low - 
Medium
Foreman
176x144
4:2:0
25 Medium
Hall
176x144
4:2:0
Salesman
176x144
4:2:0
25
25
Low
Low
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Details of 3D test video sequences used in this thesis with some properties.
Frame #0 Snapshot
Sequence
Name
Frame
Format(side by 
side)
Temporal
resolution
Motion
Activity
Butterfly 1920x540 25 Low
Interior 1920x540 25 Medium
Inition 2D
World
Cup
1920x540 25 High
Watermill 1920x540 30 Medium
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Appendix B:
700
600
500
0 400
UJ
X
1  300 Max
200
100
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41
No. of Sequences
Maximum errors of 42 test video of different sequences at different QPs. This is for the videos 
used in the Pedestrian environment. The total error of each frame in the sequence was evaluated 
and the maximum error from each sequence was taken. In other words, the frame with the 
maximum error in each sequence was selected. This was just to show the maximum errors in the 
sequences used. Maximum error was determined prior to the computation and was determined by 
trying a few sequences which are not in this set of videos.
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600
500
400
isoo
M a x
200
100
0
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41
No. of S equences
Maximum errors of 42 test video of different sequences at different QPs. This is for the videos 
used in the Vehicular environment.
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Appendix C:
The UMTS error patterns used in this thesis are obtained from the simulated UMTS channel 
described in [150]. The UMTS channel model simulates the WCDMA air interface. Figure C-1 
shows the simplified block diagram of the simulated physical layer at the transmitter side. Table 
C-1 briefly described the parameters used in the UMTS simulation channel to obtain the error 
patterns.
Source data
Receiver
InterleavingRate matching
AWGN Source
Channel coding Modulation & Spreading
Multipath Mobile 
Channel
Figure C-1: UMTS Physical layer model
Table C-1: WCDMA UMTS simulator parameters
Parameters Settings
CRC attachment (before channel coding) 24,16,12,8,0
Channel coding No coding, Vi rate convolutional code, 1/3 rate 
convolutional code, 1/3 rate turbo code
Interleaving interleaving: Block interleaver with inter­
frame permutation.
2“^  interleaving: Block interleaver with inter- 
columns permutation.
Rate matching Bit puncturing or bit repetition.
Transport channel (TtCH) multiplexing Experiments were conducted for two TrCH
Transport format detection Transport Fonnat Combination Indicator 
(TFCI) based detection
Spreading factor 512, 256,128,64, 32, 16, 8, 4
Transmission Time Interval (TTI) 10 ms, 20 ms, 40 ms, 80 ms
Interfeience/Noise characteristics Variance of AWGN source
Fading chaiacteristics Rayleigh fading mobile channel
Multipath characteristics Vehicular, Pedestrian
Mobile terminal velocity User definable. Constant for the simulation mn
Chip rate 3.84 Mcps
Carrier fiequency 2000 Mhz
Antenna characteristics 0 dB gain for both transmitter and receiver
Receiver characteristics Rake receiver
Transmission diversity characteristic Closed loop fast power control
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